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Introduction

This book reflects a coincidence in the domain concerns of three movements, namely, animal rights, human–animal studies, and green criminology. Since the mid-1960s, support for animal rights has grown into a large-scale, well-publicized, and theoretically informed social movement. In some parts of the more developed world, the movement’s gains seem to have been extraordinary. Among its achievements might be counted its contribution to regulation of the production, transport, and slaughter of cattle and poultry; a gradual decline in the consumption of meat and a concomitant rise in consumption of grains, fruit, and vegetables; stricter controls on animal shelters, zoos, circuses, and aquaria; greater restrictions on the use of vivisection in scientific and commercial laboratories and in schools; a drastic reduction in sales of animal skin and fur; and the protection of endangered species, especially exotica such as whales, wolves, and raptors.

The animal rights movement actually has little by way of an agreed-on theoretical core. Rather, it comprises numerous and often internally conflicting theoretical assumptions and tendencies. Depending on how these are characterized, by whom, and with what intent, they are variously known as animal rights, animal liberation, animal welfare, animal defense, and animal protection. Behind these several pro-animal labels lie very real political, ethical, and moral differences. They include disagreements about the obligations of humans toward animals, about the latter’s rights, and about whether and under what circumstances those rights may be overridden.
The key theoretical perspectives within the animal rights movement have emerged from the writings of a small group of moral and legal philosophers. Their chief goals have been, first, to end the practices and ideologies of speciesism and, second, largely through the vehicles of utilitarianism and rights theory, to create a nonspeciesist discourse for the just governance of our relationships with animals. Alongside these founding statements from moral philosophy must be placed pioneering contributions from feminism and from the philosophy of science.

Much of this literature is impaled on a debate that begins with the common rejection of the Cartesian view that animals are machines but that then fractures, sometimes bitterly so, into several camps whose answers to a number of difficult questions are informed by utilitarianism, liberal-rights theory, and feminism. Differences among these pro-animal perspectives are motivated as much by genuine concern for animals as by perennial puzzles about the nature of the good society and of a responsible citizenry. How do animals and humans differ? Are animals’ interests in avoiding pain of the same sort as those of humans? Are the grounds for not abusing animals the same as those for not abusing humans?

In the past decade, sometimes in parallel to the animal rights movement and at others from within it, there has emerged a new animal-centered field of human–animal studies. The disciplinary antecedents of this field are moral philosophy, feminism, law, and biology, though the proponents of human–animal studies are also drawn from animal sciences, anthropology, economics, environmental studies, geography, cultural history, literary studies, political science, psychology, sociology, and criminology. Accompanying the intellectual development of the field has been a small flurry of ongoing institutional activity, including dedicated book series; revised reading lists for animal-centered journals, such as Society & Animals and Anthrozoös and the online journals Between the Species and the Journal for Critical Animal Studies; and new or repackaged undergraduate courses, a few postgraduate dissertations, and even a small handful of new interdisciplinary degree programs. Evidence of this apparent shift in scholarly attention can be found in small pockets in the United States, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Ireland, Australia, Canada, and New Zealand.

Sociology, nervously abandoning Durkheim’s imperialistic dictum in The Rules of Sociological Method that the social and cultural realms are autonomous from the biological, has played an at-first precarious but now increasingly prominent role in the development and maintenance of human–animal studies. Beginning with the application of sociological
theory to the history and aims of the animal rights movement, these perspectives now include but are by no means limited to social constructivism, intellectual history, social problems, sociolegal theory, ethnography, and ethnomethodology.4

Criminology has been slow to respond to these recent developments. Although the several objects of animal rights theory lie squarely within its intellectual and moral compass, criminology as a discipline has generally seemed in a state of denial about animal rights issues or else indifferent to them or even unaware of them.5 The few apparent exceptions have been marginalized either by the esoteric nature of their subject matter or by their historical specificity or radical political viewpoint.

When animals do appear in criminology, they are almost always passive, insentient objects acted on by humans. Discursively, as objects of human agency, animals reflect or are drawn into some aspect of the complex web of human relationships that is deemed problematic or undesirable. In research on family violence, for example, investigators admit the discursive relevance of animal abuse but tend not to perceive the physical, psychological, or emotional abuse of animals as objects of study in their own right. In the literature on rapists and serial murderers, as another example, animals acquire significance only as preassaultive or prehomicidal signs of interhuman conflict. Animal abuse has little or no significance, presumably, because it is seen not as “real” crime but rather as a minor offense against property.

Animals’ role as the property of humans tends to be their master status in criminology. In part, this reflects their status in anticruelty statutes, for example, and in other dividing practices where a human community’s moral standards are invoked to support legalistic norms about acceptable and unacceptable treatment of animals. Animals typically enter criminology as objects whose property identity has been stolen, poached, damaged, held as ransom, rustled, or otherwise misappropriated or spoiled. It is in such cases, when the primary attribute of animals is their status as property or commodities, that the harms that are inflicted on them are the least visible. Nowhere is this more striking than in the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s annual Uniform Crime Reports, which, though they include no data at all on crimes against animals, do refer—next to “office equipment” and “televisions”—to the proprietary items of “livestock” and “clothing and furs” within the category “Type and Value of Property Stolen and Recovered.”6

As property, animals enter criminological discourse in diverse ways. They do so, for example, as momentary stage props in historical treatises on crime and criminal justice. Deer, for example, have appeared as written
evidence ("the taking of deer") in a search for the authentic Robin Hood in fourteenth-century England, horses as sheriffs’ transport harnessed for purposes of policing in early colonial America, and steers as an occupational definer ("cattlemen") in the denomination of conflict between white settlers in Wyoming. Horses, again, have entered criminology as the objects of deviant practices by owners, trainers, jockeys, and punters at racetracks, where they are the source of profits, purses, wages, and winnings. In some cases horses as objects occupy quite prominent places in the history of criminology, as in uses made of criminal biographies by Edwin Sutherland and others from the 1930s onward. As property, too, animals appear at different points in the food chain of carnivorous societies. In this guise, they appear in studies of aristocratic hunting and poaching, where their deaths serve for young males as adolescent rites of passage and as substitutes for war; of gamekeepers and of ecological law enforcement; of deterrence, when their survival or death is used to test the effect of hunting laws on the poaching of game; of gun ownership, when rural gun owners are distinguished from urban gun owners because many of the former are hunters who own rifles; and of the meat and poultry industries, when their quantity or quality as commodities may signify theft, fraud, or deceptive advertising. Animals also appear in studies of class, gender, cultural, and other practices to do with the appropriation of animals from the “wild”; and of the utility of law, of gamekeepers, and of ecological police set against the desired health and size of animal populations.

Marshall Clinard’s *The Black Market* is a classic example of just this. Clinard’s focus was white-collar crimes associated with the slaughter and distribution of meat in the context of the system of meat rationing that existed in the United States during World War II. Yet the animals in his analysis appear only as commodities that arrive in supermarkets and butchers as neatly wrapped packages of flesh and that can be had for tickets in coupon books. Nowhere did Clinard consider whether, before the rationed carcasses of these animals were distributed, white-collar executives or slaughterhouse workers had participated in cruel practices against them (or what those practices might be). This said, it is thus the ideational pressures around meat consumption in a time of national emergency that also need to be investigated. As Carol Adams argues in her book *The Sexual Politics of Meat*, in a society where meat consumption has always been very much a masculine activity, government rationing policies reserved a consistent supply of meat for U.S. soldiers, who were the epitome of masculine men during World War II.7
Other examples of the positing of animals as property are found in the voluminous research on game laws and the crime of poaching in eighteenth-century England. Analytically, animals enter this social history as they existed in the eyes of English society itself, namely, as the private property of the landed gentry and the monied classes and, therefore, as coveted and contested objects of law. The function and position of animals in this can be illustrated by Douglas Hay’s history of the enforcement of the English game laws against poachers on Cannock Chase, an area of heath and woodland between Stoke and Birmingham in the English midlands. Hay shows that game were enmeshed in a complex web of attitudes in rural society that reflected a variety of social conflicts and alliances among the rural gentry, justices of the peace, servants, gamekeepers, warreners, poachers, black marketers, and the poverty-stricken masses. This rich cast of characters interacted with animals only in the sense that the latter existed as objects and prizes of class struggles. Thus, the fact that rabbits, hare, deer, pheasants, and partridges (“game”) were netted, snared, attacked with razors, and shot is not regarded as significant. For eighteenth-century English society and so too for Hay, the peculiar significance of objects, such as sides of venison, is that they represented in rural society no more than tokens of social position. As Hay records,

Game was a special currency of class based on the solid standard of landed wealth, untainted by the commerce of the metropolis. It could be spent lavishly at dinners in order to command esteem, or given to others to mark important relationships: to inferiors as an indulgence, to superiors as a mark of respect. The significance attached to it could create long, rancorous disputes over apparent trivialities.

Only rarely have animals been understood in criminology other than in terms of their legal status as the property of human masters. One exception that merits attention is John Archer’s study of animal maiming in nineteenth-century Norfolk, Suffolk, and parts of Cambridgeshire. In that its explicit focus is animal suffering, Archer’s study is a self-conscious corrective to the standard works on rural protest that acknowledge the existence of a crime that was forbidden by the Act to Prevent the Cruel and Improper Treatment of Cattle (1822) but that at the same time do so perfunctorily and in misleading ways. As Archer points out, social historians have been reticent to deal with the crime of animal maiming because they assume that nothing further could be said about an isolated crime largely involving the hamstringing and the hocking of the forelegs of cattle.
Contrary to the traditional view that animal maiming was simply a vicious form of rebellion by rural laborers against the landed gentry, Archer shows how in practice it was a peculiar, complex, and quite varied activity. It was sometimes undoubtedly a form of social rebellion, as in the maiming of their masters’ horses by horsekeepers. Typically, however, animal maiming was a form of psychological terror, of symbolic murder, that resulted from personal feuds between members of the same social class. Thus, the maiming of donkeys and asses tended to indicate a dispute between one craftsperson and another—such as blacksmiths, cordwainers, butchers, and laborers—since they were the chief owners of such animals. But the poisoning of cats and dogs suggests a conflict between farmers and gamekeepers over the rearing of game birds. Moreover, Archer shows that there was great variety in the method of maiming, in the choice of target, and in the ownership of the maimed animals. Referring to “those acts of mutilation that outraged people’s sensibilities more than any other form of maiming,” Archer describes cases where two-foot knotted sticks were thrust into mares’ wombs, which were then vigorously rent (“a nine-year-old boy found guilty of such a crime at Nayland in 1842”); where the penises of cart horses and donkeys were cut off; or that of “labourer Robert Key of Reydon, Suffolk, who tore out a sheep’s entrails with his bare hands from the hind parts of the animal.”

Archer’s study of animal maiming represents one of the all-too-rare analyses that challenge the notion that animals are simply commodities of human owners. Besides showing how complex a crime animal maiming can be, Archer’s sensitive investigation diverts attention from the social relations between maimers and owners and directs it, instead, toward the plight of the suffering animals themselves.

There have been signs of late that the lengthy scholarly neglect of animal abuse in sociology and criminology may be ending. For example, in 2004, a chapter titled “The Greening of Criminology” appeared in a popular British criminology text. Although green criminology is defined there as the study of “crimes against the environment,” there is much discussion of crimes and other harms to animals, including the poisoning of cattle during the 1984 Bhopal disaster in India, the illegal trawling for salmon and other fish in seas off Alaska, crimes of species decline, and the resurgence of animal spectacles for entertainment purposes, including dog-fights and badger baiting.

In 2007, Nigel South and I edited a collection of thirteen original essays—Issues in Green Criminology—that addressed such diverse topics as animal rights and animal abuse; the techniques used to identify or label
animals, such as branding, tattooing, ear tagging, radio collaring, the amputation of toes and radio transponders; the case for the abolition of vivisection; the competing images of human–animal relationships in the online public marketplace; food crime; and conflicts over fisheries. Other essays in *Issues in Green Criminology* were concerned less with animals, as such, than with various aspects of ecology and the environment. But these environmentalist essays frequently touched on animals and animal abuse, too, because animals also live in environments and because their environments are sometimes degraded by environmental disasters. Sometimes, environmental disasters occur naturally, as is the case with earthquakes, tsunamis, and hurricanes. At other times, though, animals’ environments are harmed and destroyed through human–made actions, including global warming, agribusiness, toxic dumping, and road construction.

A green criminology has a valuable role to play in the development of human–animal studies. As a harm-based discourse, green criminology seeks to uncover the sources and forms of power and social inequality and their ill effects. As such, it examines the why, the hows, and the whens of the generation and control of the many aspects of social harm—including abuse, exclusion, pain, injury, and suffering. Its natural contribution to human–animal studies is therefore the study of harms committed by humans against animals. By way of shorthand, for the moment, these harms can be termed “animal abuse.”

**Law, Cruelty, and Animal Abuse**

What counts as animal abuse varies enormously both between cultures and within any given culture over time. This variation also naturally applies to the understanding of related practices like “cruelty” and “neglect” and the much visited notion of “rights.” With respect to its cross-cultural and historical variation, animal abuse is no different than child abuse, woman abuse, or bias and hate crimes.

What counts as “animal” in the concept of animal abuse? The answers that have been given to this question are many and varied. Omitting some of the more outrageous religious claims, we can begin by admitting the obvious if rather unhelpful fact that animals are not humans. That said, among the characteristics that have been said to distinguish animality from humanness are the inability of animals to feel pain, at least at the lower levels of the phylogenetic scale; animals’ lower levels of sentience and consciousness; their inability to use tools; their unawareness of their own impending deaths; their inability to sing, to speak in language, or
to engage with their fellows in musical harmony; animals’ faces and skin differing from those of humans; animals’ inability to feel shame or embarrassment when they are naked in front of others or when they urinate or defecate in public; and their inability to inherit property or to bequeath it. Yet most of the alleged differences between animals and humans have no basis in fact. Most are altogether false.

In the United States today, the content of animal abuse is specified in a mass of federal and state legislation, according to which animals can be personal or public property, hazards, nuisances, and victims of ecological crimes and cruelty. Current legislation includes the Federal Meat Inspection Act (1958), the Humane Slaughter Act (1958), the Animal Welfare Act (1966 [as amended, 1970, 1976, 1985, 1990]), the Endangered Species Act (1969), the Horse Protection Act (1970), the Wild Horses and Burros Act (1971), the Marine Mammal Protection Act (1972), the Toxic Substances Control Act (1976), the Food Security Act (1985), the Health Research Extension Act (1985), the Improved Standards for Laboratory Animals Act (1985), and the Pet Protection Act (1990). In addition to this legislation, all fifty states have now enacted anticruelty statutes. While these latter vary considerably in how they define crucial terms like “animal” and “cruelty,” they generally recognize that animals ought to be protected from cruelty, from abandonment, and from poisoning and that they must be provided with necessary sustenance, including food, water, and shelter. However, a majority of state anticruelty statutes still define the acts of commission and omission that constitute cruelty to animals as misdemeanors rather than felonies.16

Can criminal law provide an objective basis for the study of animal abuse? How are animals constituted in this legislation? How are their interests secured by it? If it is proper to regard the intentional infliction of pain on animals as a form of abuse, then consider the status of the two chief legislative controls in this regard, namely, the U.S. Animal Welfare Act (1966, as amended) and individual state anticruelty statutes. The U.S. Animal Welfare Act, first, was enacted “to ensure that animals intended for use in research facilities . . . are provided humane care and treatment” (s.1, b.3). Although long-standing controversy exists both about the morality of using animals in scientific research and about the number of animals involved,17 the fact remains that a large number—perhaps many millions—of animals are used in experiments in which they are burned, scalded, probed, and injected with substances, blinded, and otherwise mutilated, often without anesthesia. Although under the terms of the act some of this pain is excusable because it is deemed necessary for advancing knowledge of cures and
treatment for diseases and injuries that affect both humans and animals, no such anthropocentric utilitarianism should be uncritically appropriated as the basis for determining what, for objective scholarly purposes, constitutes animal abuse.

In regard to animal abuse and cruelty, consider for a moment the great diversity of how “animal” is defined in the animal abuse statutes of several states in the United States:

A vertebrate living creature not a human being, but does not include fish. (Alaska)

Animal includes every “dumb creature.” (California)

Cruelty to Animals in the First Degree, specifically limited to causing animals “to fight for pleasure or profit” protects four-legged animals; Cruelty to animals in the second degree protects any animal. (Kentucky)

Animal means every living, sentient creature not a human being. (Maine)

For purposes of this section, animal shall be defined as a mammal. (Missouri)

Animal means a domesticated living creature and wild creature previously captured. Animal does not include an uncaptured living creature. (Texas)

According to these definitions of animal cruelty, the most generous to animals is found in Maine, though even there no formal guidance is offered about the meaning of “sentient creature.” The worst is Texas, which protects only domesticated animals. In between are Missouri, which protects mammals only; Alaska, which covers vertebrates but not fish; California, which borrows a page from seventeenth-century Nonconformism by covering “all dumb creatures”; and Kentucky, which bars animals from being forced to fight (if two legged) and any animal (undefined) from cruelty. It is obviously preferable not to be a cock in Kentucky, a reptile in Missouri, or a nondomesticated animal in Texas.

Rather than rehearse the language of each of the fifty state anticruelty statutes one by one, one can instead refer to the practices criminalized by the American Law Institute’s Model Penal Code of 1980. The code provides that a misdemeanor is committed if any person purposely or recklessly

(1) subjects any animal to cruel mistreatment;
(2) or subjects any animal in his custody to cruel neglect;
(3) or kills or injures any animal belonging to another without legal privilege or consent of the owner’ (§250.11).
INTRODUCTION

The code’s anticruelty provisions harbor several difficulties. First, its language and terms of reference are most vague. Thus, §250.11 of the code altogether fails to define such crucial terms as “animal,” “cruel,” “mistreatment,” “neglect,” and “injury.” While imprecision in the term “animal” creates no overwhelming definitional problem except for those unfortunate creatures at the lower end of the phylogenetic scale, the vague character of the other language is a serious practical and analytical problem if the study of animal abuse is to be approached through the lens of criminal law. What, exactly, constitutes “cruel mistreatment” and “cruel neglect,” for example? Why is the term “injury” exclusively confined to physiological harm rather than expanded to embrace other harmful conditions undoubtedly experienced by nonhuman animals—mammals, most obviously—such as prolonged suffering and psychological distress?

Moreover, while the code (and most other anticruelty statutes) excludes from its scope accepted veterinary practices and activities carried on for scientific research, it implicitly licenses any abusive treatment of animals that is not perceived as cruel by community sensibilities. To the code’s drafters, the purpose of anticruelty statutes has never been to create a direct duty to exercise care toward animals as such but rather to prevent outrage to the sensibilities of the community. Also exempt from the code, therefore, are the branding, castration, and killing of animals for food—practices that, in the United States alone, are applied to 9 billion farm animals annually. Again, cruelty may be inflicted on animals in the course of training, governing, and disciplining them, provided that it is not “excessive”; deadly physical force may also be used both against one’s own animal, even if the death is unnecessary, provided that the killing is done “humanely,” and against the animals of others if they threaten property, however trivial. Moreover, even if particular acts of animal abuse are defined as cruel or otherwise illegal, detection of them is quite rare, and prosecution and conviction are very difficult.

None of the deaths or painful practices inflicted on animals by humans and listed here violates anticruelty statutes. None of them therefore necessarily involves a crime as such. But precisely because so many human practices that are harmful to animals lie outside the scope of existing criminal law, the latter is far too narrow a basis for the study of animal abuse. In other words, animals remain without standing in a sort of legal and moral wilderness.

So far from being a useful device for the study of animal abuse, criminal law is a major impediment to this endeavor.
The Contents of This Book
Both chapter 1 and chapter 2 began as part of an enthusiastic if rather naive quest on my part to respond to the question, When, where, and under what circumstances was the first legislation enacted to protect animals from cruelty? Quite different answers to this question have been given by the small handful of historians who have responded to it. Some have said that the first such law was the Ill-Treatment of Cattle Act (Britain, 1822), otherwise known as the Martin Act, so named for its crusading champion Richard “Humanity Dick” Martin, the Irish Member of Parliament for Galway. The Ill-Treatment of Cattle Act penalized with a fine or imprisonment anyone who cruelly beat cattle. Its enactment was accompanied in 1824 by the introduction of a policing machinery, the Society (later, Royal) for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, though its effectiveness, however understood, in enforcing the 1822 act, has yet to be properly documented.

The 1822 act was preceded by three other legislative devices, each of which seems to have addressed animal cruelty. One was a little-known state law enacted in the United States in Maine in 1821. A section within Maine’s code of that year forbade intentional cruelty to the horses, sheep, or cattle of another; on conviction, first-time offenders were to be punished either with a fine or with up to six months’ imprisonment. In addition, at least two seventeenth-century laws explicitly expressed their opposition to animal cruelty as one of their stated justifications. One was enacted in 1635 in English-dominated Ireland and the other in 1641 in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Chapter 1 (“Against Cruelty? Understanding the Act Against Plowing by the Tayle”) and chapter 2 (“The Prosecution of Animal Cruelty in Puritan Massachusetts, 1636–1683”) examine the emergence and the meaning of these two latter, premodern laws, enacted, respectively, in Ireland and in colonial America. To date, very little indeed is known about either law. As such, I believe that both individually and together, these opening historical chapters have something to contribute to our understanding of the variety of conjunctures and trajectories—pro-animal or otherwise—into which notions of cruelty and abuse can emerge and be formalized in law.

Chapter 1 examines the emergence in 1635 of the Act Against Plowing by the Tayle and Pulling the Wooll Off Living Sheep (to give the act its official title). By way of introduction, stripped of all subtleties and complexities, it can be said that in the midst of a situation of great military, economic, and cultural oppression, the English conquerors used the 1635 Act to criminalize the actions of those poor Irish farmers who used horses’
tails to plow. However, did the act criminalize this practice because it was seen as cruel? If so, then by whom? Whose interests did criminalization serve? Were the act’s provisions enforced? What were its consequences for the lives of animals?

Chapter 2 examines what was intended by the Massachusetts Puritans when in 1641 the colony formally enacted “Of the Bruite Creature” (Liberties 92 and 93 of *The Body of Liberties of 1641*). “Of the Bruite Creature” stated, “No man shall exercise any Tyranny or Crueltie towards any bruite Creature which are usuallie kept for man’s use.” What can we learn from “Of the Bruite Creature” about attitudes toward human–animal boundaries? Did its moral horizons herald a genuinely progressive, pro-animal trajectory? How was it enforced, if at all?

It is not only their chronological proximity that makes examination of these two legislative devices so compelling. Both the 1635 Irish act and the 1641 “Of the Bruite Creature” share the same intriguing difficulty of trying to understand the intentions of those who drafted their respective provisions. One possible if inevitably limited solution to this difficulty is to uncover how strictly each law was enforced (if, indeed, they were enforced at all). Were offenders prosecuted and punished for their misdeeds? With what consequences for humans and for animals? Regrettably, there are no available judicial records of violations of the provisions of the 1635 Act. This means that it is nearly impossible to assess its framers’ intentions and seriousness if, in principle, these would have in practice been reflected in their bearers’ willingness to seek out, prosecute, and punish offenders. But it just so happens that what one law lacks altogether, the other does seem to have, if in rather limited supply; that is, there is a potentially very useful set of judicial records with which we may be able to assess the enforcement of “Of the Bruite Creature,” namely, the *Records and Files of the Quarterly Courts of Essex County Massachusetts, 1636–1683*.

In some respects, the historical tone of the first two chapters is continued in chapter 3 (“Toward a Sociology of Animal Sexual Assault”). It, too, asks why it is that certain human–animal relationships (I use the term “relationship” here quite loosely, at least for the moment) and not others have been criminalized and decriminalized and even recriminalized.

The chapter can best be introduced by confiding that almost a decade ago, at the end of a lecture on the sociology of bestiality that I had just delivered to an audience of veterinarians and graduate students at Tufts University, a somewhat agitated middle-aged woman who, identifying herself as a farmer who was in the business of breeding cattle, demanded to know my opinion of her practice of extracting semen from bulls by electronic
stimulation. Was her animal husbandry “bestiality”? Almost needless to say, I had never imagined such a scenario before and had no idea whatsoever of how to respond to the question. I therefore mumbled something about what a good question this was and that, if she did not mind, I would get back to her later when I had had more time to compose an appropriate answer. This chapter contains my belated response to her question, unsatisfying though she still may find it.

Chapter 3 introduces a view of bestiality that differs radically from both the anthropocentrism enshrined in the dogma of Judeo-Christi‌†nity and also the pseudoliberal tolerance fashionable today. I argue, in part against Peter Singer, the renowned author of the book *Animal Liberation*, that bestiality should best not be tolerated at all. This is so because it is actually a form of sexual assault. Animal sexual assault should not be tolerated because human–animal sexual relations almost always involve coercion, because such practices often cause animals pain and even death, and because animals are unable either to communicate consent to us in a form that we can readily understand or to speak out about their abuse.

The chapter also assesses the fragmented claims of psychiatry, sexology, and sociolegal studies about the prevalence of animal sexual assault and how it is structured by relations of age, gender, social class, and geographical location. In so doing, it offers a tentative typology of the forms of animal sexual assault, including commodification, adolescent sexual experimentation, aggravated cruelty, and zoophilia.

To a certain extent, each of the first three chapters uncovers the politics of selectivity that is always at the heart of any given criminalization process. Which species are positively valued? Which are deemed worthy of legal protection? Which species are excluded from the circle of moral consideration? Chapter 4 (“Horse Maiming and the Sport of Kings”) continues this line of inquiry. It is a revised version of an essay originally written with my colleagues Roger Yates and Chris Powell. It considers the public and media indifference toward the numerous harms inflicted on horses used in racing who have their tendons “fired,” the hundreds of horses who are quietly and without protest annually “put down” after having “fallen” on racetracks, often breaking their legs, and then shipped to abattoirs. This indifference is juxtaposed with the focus of the chapter, namely, the noisy, well-publicized moral panic in 1990s rural Hampshire about gentry- and middle-class-owned horses who were hideously maimed by unknown assailants. The societal reaction to these continuing horse assaults is a rare example of a moral panic about crime and deviance in which animals other than humans occupy—or seemed to occupy—the central role of victim.
The nature of the relationships between humans and animals is revealed through authoritative utterances about offenders and victims by the mass media, by the police, and by the concerned citizens who felt they had a stake in the horses’ well-being. Analysis of how and when victimhood is ascribed to animals helps uncover the invisible assaults routinely inflicted on them—in the name of business or pleasure, for example—and against whose human perpetrators the categories of criminalization are almost never applied.

Chapter 5 (“Is There a Progression from Animal Abuse to Interhuman Violence?”) offers a largely sympathetic examination of what is currently known about a central aspect of the claimed-for link between animal abuse and interhuman violence. Specifically, it reviews evidence of a progression from one to the other. The progression thesis depends on the successful combination of two quite separate causal propositions: that those who abuse animals are more likely subsequently to act violently toward humans and that those who act violently toward humans are more likely previously to have abused animals. How robust and persistent is the association in each of these propositions? If the associations are indeed strong ones and if there is a progression from one to the other, then how is this link to be explained?

The chapter is set in the context of a widespread reluctance to debate the theoretical adequacy of concepts like animal abuse and animal cruelty. As such, in a way that sits well with the rest of the book, the chapter concludes that a properly well-rounded account of the progression thesis should be sought not only in the personal biographies of those individuals who abuse animals but also in those institutionalized social practices where animal abuse is routine, widespread, and socially acceptable.

In an epilogue, finally, I draw together and make explicit some of the several threads that run through the previous chapters. At the same time, I take the opportunity to revisit the contribution of animal rights to some of the concerns of the developing field of green criminology.

A Note on Speciesist Language
As a form of animal abuse, speciesist language is an ubiquitous institutionalized social practice that much merits an introductory comment. The dictum that we are all prisoners of our language is not generally recognized as inhering in descriptions of animals and of human–animal interaction. In the same way that we are today attuned to use language that is neutral with respect to gender, race, age, and physical and mental disability, for
example, so we also need to develop an awareness of speciesist language. However, as will soon become clear, my intentions in this regard have met with only limited success: it is one thing to identify speciesist language and quite another successfully to escape its clutches.

The somewhat clumsy term “speciesist language” may be defined as utterances that express a prejudice or attitude of bias in favor of one’s own species and against those of members of other species. In this definition, I follow the general though not altogether unproblematic direction of its popularizer Peter Singer, who has written that the term refers to the view that “species membership is, in itself, a reason for giving more weight to the interests of one being than to those of another.”

Historically, the distinction between Homo sapiens and animals carries with it a cumbersome cultural baggage. Implicitly, it tends to be voiced as if humans were somehow not animals and as if all nonhuman animals were insapient (“dumb animals”). At root, the distinction is based on the prejudice that nonhuman animals are necessarily the Other. At times, this Other is viewed as the embodiment of virtue. Thus, at least since classical antiquity, humans have anthropomorphized their deities, among whose numerous emblems are the eagle of Jupiter, the owl of Minerva, and the serpent of Aesculapius. At other times, the animal Other is assigned to the nether regions since it is of course not only to gods that theriomorphic symbols have been attached but also to devils. Indeed, the earliest known usage of the word “animal” referred to diabolical or inferior traits typically associated with the Devil, with the Antichrist, and with feral animals.

These traits of the animal Other included—and in many respects still do—uncleanliness, irrationality, untrustworthiness, lust, greed, and the potential for sudden violence. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the Latin words anima (“spirit” or “breath”) and animal probably entered old English as beste or beast from the French bête, which in turn likely derived from the Sanskrit “that which is to be feared.” The Devil’s earthly manifestations have been held to include animals such as snakes, cats, toads, goats, and, more imaginatively, dragons and vampires. These occur not only in the Homeric myths and in the Icelandic sagas but also in our own fairy tales and morality plays. To mention but one example from this list of satanic animals, cats have traditionally been invested with a cultural repertoire of deep symbolic significance. They have been held to be in league with the Devil, and their occult powers were to be feared by sensible folk. At medieval carnivals, cats were thrown onto bonfires in the belief that this would bring good luck. In an episode recounted by the Enlightenment historian Robert Darnton, one night in Paris in the late 1730s, a group of young
male printer’s apprentices administered the last rites to several offending cats owned and adored by their master’s wife, strung them up on an improvised gallows, hanged them, and then erupted into gales of joyful laughter. To understand their merriment, we need to know that the vengeful apprentices suffered appalling working conditions, including being fed far less well than Madame’s cats. The cat massacre was a low-risk method of causing great emotional distress to Madame and to her husband. Because cats have long represented female genitalia and so too have been associated with the cuckolding of men, to the apprentices the killing of her cats was thus to take exquisite revenge on Madame and on her as her husband’s property. The occasion was thus worthy of joyous celebration.

Modern societies, too, continue to be saturated with speciesist social practices, among them words and phrases that derive from dubious animal images and metaphors. In this regard, the English language is richly endowed with attributions to animals of deviant and criminal characteristics. Indeed, in the dog-eat-dog world of our rat race, we fret about bats out of hell and deride those who are as crazy as cuckoos, loons, or coots and who are as mad as March hares. We refer to sly or cunning foxes (especially when they “steal” chickens or “fleece” their prey) and to rogue elephants, black sheep, dirty or traitorous rats, murderous hyenas, and thieving monkeys and jackdaws. Moreover, speciesist terms of derogation are increasingly lodged in the discourse of descriptions of violent criminals, such as serial murderers, mass murderers, rapists, and child molesters (“animals” one and all). In June 2007, the outgoing British prime minister, Tony Blair, blamed the media for having contributed to his political downfall, complaining aggressively about the media’s declining standards, stating that they hunted in packs and acted like feral beasts.

The often-violent images and metaphors of speciesist language are saturated with implicit declarations about how worthwhile lives differ from lives with little or no intrinsic value. For example, we refer without hesitation to humans as human “beings”—a symbolic term of personhood denoting volitional and sentient forms of life with self-consciousness and with bundles of rights and obligations that are worthy of respect. But we rarely if ever refer to nonhuman animals as “animal beings.” Rather, they are named simply as “animals”—the Other—an implicitly derogatory term synonymous with the notion that they are altogether different from humans and, as such, necessarily less important than humans and less worthy of consideration and respect.

Humans, instead, tend to be understood as complex creatures whose gender is an important item in forms of address. For example, we refer
to Jane Smith as “Ms. Smith,” to Jack Jones as “Mr. Jones,” and to “she who . . .” or “he who . . .” Except for animals appointed as companions (“pets”), however, nonhuman animals are seen as undifferentiated objects each of whom is normally identified not as a “she” or a “he” but as an “it” (“it which . . .”). Speciesism and sexism clearly often operate together and in tandem, with women and nonhuman animals depicted as objects to be controlled, manipulated, and exploited. Thus, when men describe women as “cows,” “bitches,” “(dumb) bunnies,” “birds,” “chicks,” “foxes,” and “fresh meat” and their genitalia as other species, they use derogatory language essentially to relegate both women and animals to the inferior statuses of “less than male” and, even, “less than human.”

Some forms of speciesist language are seemingly more subtle. These often hinge on animals’ master status as the property of humans. “Fisheries,” for example, refers not to an objective ontological reality but to diverse species that are acted on as objects of commodification by humans and, as such, trapped or otherwise “harvested,” killed, and consumed. The same sort of egregious misdescription appears in many other categories as well, including “laboratory animals” (instead of “animals used in laboratories”), “pets,” “circus animals,” and “racehorses.” The last of these, to offer another example, misdescribes as “racehorses” those horses who are used by humans to race against each other on tracks and on courses (a misdescription that is specifically explored in chapter 4). In fact, they are horses used as racehorses. Clearly, radical revision of speciesist language is long overdue. In some cases, new descriptions altogether are needed—for example, misothery for hatred of and contempt for animals24 animal sexual assault for bestiality, and theriocide for the killing of nonhuman animals by humans.

But the central juxtaposition, namely, that between humans and all other animals, seems quite a hard one to avoid. Several attempts have been made to overcome it, including “nonhuman animals,” a term that has been in vogue among many members of the animal protection community. Other candidates include the rather cumbersome “animals other than humans” (the preferred usage in the journal Society & Animals) and, derivative of this, Geertrui Cazaux’s clever if obscure acronym “aothas” (animals other than human animals).25

However, set against the obvious errors embedded in the dichotomous phrase “human/animal,” neither of its two erstwhile alternatives manages quite to escape the clutches of speciesism either. In a sort of Wittgensteinian vicious circle, both fail for precisely the same reason. Thus, while the term “nonhuman animals” is a welcome reminder that the terrain of
human–animal relationships is marked by speciesist language, to speak of “nonhuman animals” is ironically to privilege humans, for it defines all animals other than *Homo sapiens* as lacking in certain qualities that allegedly inhere only in humans. Put another way, the phrase “nonhuman animals” involves rather the same sort of error as if we were to speak of (human) women as nonmale humans. For the very same reason, the acronym “aotha” also fails to avoid the embrace of speciesism.

So, what is to be done? Unsatisfactory though it might be, my own practice is initially to juxtapose “humans” with “nonhuman animals” and then, at a suitably proximate point, to attach “(hereinafter, ‘animals’)” after the term “nonhuman animals.” This might look like a lot of effort to arrive at a point no further than the one of departure. But the jarring effects of the journey are well worth it, especially if our fellow creatures are thereby accorded more respect.
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and Techniques to Identify Other Animals.”
Against Cruelty? Understanding the Act Against Plowing by the Tayle (Ireland, 1635)

Of the numerous issues that lie at the intersection of animal protection and criminalization practices, one of the most intriguing is the emergence and history of the concept of cruelty. This chapter examines the emergence of the Act Against Plowing by the Tayle and Pulling the Wooll Off Living Sheep, which was enacted in the Irish Parliament in 1635. For brevity’s sake and because I am not concerned here with the outlawing of “pulling the wool off living sheep,” I will refer to the act either as the “Act Against Plowing by the Tayle” or, more often, simply as the “1635 Act.”

The 1635 Act criminalized, in particular, the “barbarous custome of ploughing, harrowing, drawing and working with horses, mares, geldings, garrans and colts, by the taile” (see Appendix 1). The act’s stated justifications were that plowing by tail involved, first, “cruelty used to the beasts” and, second, impairment of the “breed” of horses in Ireland. Although the circumstances of its emergence have never been examined in any depth, the 1635 Act was among the first formally to criminalize a given practice because it was cruel. Or so it would seem.

Organizing Questions
In collecting the primary materials relating to the 1635 Act, I was guided by several questions. What is the meaning of cruelty in the 1635 Act? What were the intentions of the act’s framers? Was the act enforced and, if so, how and to what extent? What, if any, were the respective effects of the act on the lives of horses and of those convicted of the crime of plowing by tail?
Considerable hardship confronts the construction of a narrative of almost any aspect of the legal and social history of Ireland in the first half of the seventeenth century. This problem applies especially to the emergence of the 1635 Act and to its self-stated opposition to cruelty. The quality of the evidentiary material that bears on the 1635 Act does not inspire a great deal of confidence. From the outset, several caveats must be expressed about their poor quality. First, as I eventually discovered, there are apparently very few judicial records that have survived from seventeenth-century Ireland. Among the missing records are those of the day-to-day business of the ecclesiastical courts, the central law courts, the assize courts, quarter sessions, and the manorial courts. This means that there are apparently no available judicial records of violations of the 1635 Act. For the crime of plowing by tail, specifically, there are no records of legal argument, testimony, dispositions, sentences, or appeals. This regrettable absence of court records derives partly from the generally poor quality of record keeping in early modern Ireland and partly from the ravages of time. Among these latter must be counted the wholesale destruction in 1922 of documents stored in the Public Record Office in Dublin.

This void in the judicial record of the 1635 Act can perhaps be overcome, to a certain extent, with the aid of two sorts of other seventeenth-century text. One is the various documents of the colonial administrators produced and preserved by English government officials in the Calendar of State Papers, Ireland and elsewhere. The other is the diaries of those who observed aspects of the towns and countryside in early modern Ireland. However, each of their respective views of the 1635 Act is in its own way malformed and tainted, and it is possible that they succeed only in aggravating the task of understanding the 1635 Act.

In regard to the former, it must be cautioned that orders from the Privy Council and the published findings of state commissions and other London-appointed official bodies are not the most reliable of sources for uncovering a history of practices outlawed by the British in seventeenth-century Ireland. Such sources represent, rather, the bureaucratic and political indices of English hegemony in a period dominated by the conqueror’s raw cultural prejudice and military power, even if neither of these were ever altogether unchallenged or uncomplicated.

The other main textual source for understanding the passage of the 1635 Act is provided by the diaries and other written descriptions of men with money and inclination who traveled in Ireland and who recorded their observations. Their authors were mostly peripatetic gentlemen of leisure, retired army officers, and religious zealots. Not a few of their written ob-
servations, it must be said, appear half baked and highly prejudiced. Among these, for example, is the *Itinerary* of 1617 written by Fynes Moryson, secretary to the Lord Deputy of Ireland, General Blount. Others, however, seem more or less plausible, among them the descriptions of life in rural Ireland by Barnabe Rich, a Puritan pamphleteer (Rich’s *A New Description of Ireland* of 1610 will be referred to toward the end of this chapter).

Investigation of the 1635 Act is made even more hazardous because there is no extant word or phrase for plowing by tail in the Irish language. Perhaps “plowing by tail” was rendered as either *treabhadh an leath deiridh* (“*leath deiridh*” being the horse’s hindquarters) or *treabhadh céachta dromlus*e (“céachta” being the plow and “*dromlus*” being a derivative of either “*drom-lach/dromluí*” or “*dromach*,” meaning either the back band of the harness or a particular rope for tying the plow to the tail). But no dictionary has an entry for it. This is probably because those poor Gaelic Irish who practiced plowing by tail were mostly illiterate, and their traditions in this regard, even if not entirely expunged, were passed down not in script but by word of mouth and doubtless less and less so after the practice was criminalized in 1635. It would of course be helpful if descriptions of plowing by tail survive in Gaelic poetry. But even this avenue is not especially promising, in part because, from about 1600 onward, the Gaelic bardic tradition was subject to increasing English influence.

Cumulatively, these several silences amount to a great disappointment. They mean that there is only scarce empirical referent for the use of horses’ tails to plow. They also imply that there is no clear idea of how the notion of cruelty might have been constructed by Irish farmers. If the notion of cruelty in the 1635 Act was not their concept but one forcefully imposed on them by their English conquerors, then how in their practices—physical, cultural, and mental—did they resist English law if they were both willing and able to do so?

In what follows, I detail and explore four of the most likely explanations of the emergence of the 1635 Act. These are as follows:

1. That, as specified under the provisions of the act, fines for the crime of plowing by tail amounted to a much-needed source of revenue for the English administration in Ireland.
2. That criminalization of plowing by tail was a continuing act in a deadly cultural drama set within the overriding importance of the power of the English conquerors to impose their will on the Irish.
3. That the act reflected changing, pro-animal sentiments toward the welfare of animals.
4. That the act was a consequence or an aspect of the relationship between early modern state formation and the motivations that English Puritans might have had for outlawing animal baitings.

The order and presentation of these explanatory perspectives on the emergence of the 1635 Act is not meant to imply that one of them necessarily has more logical or explanatory power than the other two.

To begin with, however, it would be useful briefly to describe both the practice of using horses’ tails to plow and the legislation that outlawed it.

**Using Horses’ Tails to Plow**

Not a great deal is known about agricultural practices in early modern Ireland. This is especially true for the habits and customs of the lower levels of Gaelic society, including the small tenantry and agricultural laborers. Indeed, Gaelic Irish texts are completely lacking in detailed descriptions of plowing methods.4

The practice of using horses’ tails to plow almost certainly did not originate in Ireland, and it was never a peculiarly Irish custom. Whether in Ireland or elsewhere, it is likely that it was during the Neolithic period that plowing by tail originated in Europe. Early petroglyphs in caves at Tegneby, Sweden, for example, suggest that the practice of plowing by tail existed there—or, rather differently, that it was recorded there—some 3,000 to 4,000 years ago.5 The historian W. Pinkerton has claimed that plowing by tail existed “from time immemorial” and that it might well have existed wherever there were short plows (i.e., plows akin to a digging stick or ard with a lightweight beam in front for connection with rope directly to the draft animal).6 He indicates that the ancient Egyptians used short plows and that an exactly similar plow is represented by a large, Romano-British bronze found at Piercefield in Yorkshire. But if Pinkerton is mistaken and plowing by tail was not practiced in England, then strong evidence suggests that the use of horses’ tails to plow occurred in medieval Scotland, possibly as early as the fourteenth century7 and continuing there as late as the 1790s.8 It is likely that the practice occurred in many other early and early modern European societies. This is so not least because, as a means of plowing that used neither trace rope nor harness, it was relatively inexpensive.9

A necessary condition of the emergence of plowing by horses’ tails, almost needless to say, was the introduction of the notion of horse draft. In Ireland and elsewhere in Western Europe, horse-draft plowing began to
displace ox draft at the end of the thirteenth century, when a heavy breed of horse was first introduced. By the fifteenth century, horse draft was the normal practice among Irish farmers, ox draft still continuing to be used only on the estates of Irish and Anglo-Irish large landholders and by the English army in Ireland.  

There is no agreement on when the use of horses’ tails to plow actually began in Ireland. Nor has it been established when its use became widespread. Ireland does, however, boast a case of plowing by camel’s tail in 1472, a curiosity that nevertheless points to the likelihood that the idea of plowing by tail was a familiar one in Ireland by or in the fifteenth century. Some have said that when and if it made its first appearance, it might have been a ritual. However, what sort of ritual and what purpose it might have served have not yet been determined. Others have expressed doubt that it ever existed at all and—probably motivated by a sense of Irish
patriotism—even that its existence was fabricated by English colonialists in an attempt to portray Irish farmers as barbarous and uncivilized. However, the use of horses’ tails to plow was probably widespread in Ireland before 1600. This is so not least because on several occasions, beginning in 1606, the English went to the trouble of criminalizing the practice.

The first written description in English of plowing by tail—or “drawing by tail,” as it was also sometimes termed—was probably the one provided in 1610 by the pamphleteer Barnabe Rich. In A New Description of Ireland, Rich observed as follows:

The Irish will not . . . imitate our English manner, but especially in the ploughing of their land; in the performing whereof, they used the labour of five several persons to every plough, and their Teem of Cattle, which commonly consisted of five or sixe horses, were placed all in front, having neither cordes, chaines, nor lines, whereby to draw, but every horse by his owne taile; and this was the manner of ploughing when I knew Ireland first, and is used still at this day in manie places of the Countrey.

Plowing by tail was often undertaken with short plows in shallow stony ground. The horse most commonly used was the small, strong “gerrán”, which would also have been used to transport peat, turf, agricultural produce, and manure. Another description of plowing by tail was given in 1622 by the Scotsman William Lithgow: “I remember I saw in Ireland’s North-parts, two remarkable sights: the one was their manner of Tillage, Ploughes drawne by Horse-Tayles, wanting garnishing [harnessing], they are only fashioned with straw or wooden Ropes to their bare Rumps.” Thomas Dineley gave another account of plowing by tail, penned in his diary kept while traveling in Ireland in the 1670s:

Here four horses abreast draw the plough by the tails, which was a custom all over Ireland till a statute prevented it; yet they are tolerated this custom here because they cannot manage their land otherwise, their plough gears, tackle and traces being . . . of gads or withes of twigs twisted, which here would break to pieces by the ploughshare so often jibbing against the rock, which the gears being fastened by wattles or wisps to the horses’ tails, the horses, being sensible, stop until the ploughman lifts over it.

And again, plowing by tail involved

the hitching of six or eight garrons to a rough and cumbersome swing plough. In addition to the ploughman himself there was a man or youth to lead each horse; and it is not hard to imagine the shouting and swearing.
and the constant stops and restarts which marked the slow progress of the plough as it turned its uneven furrows.\textsuperscript{18}

Plowing by tail would often have been followed by harrowing by tail, that is, loosening up the soil and then compacting it. The two practices are announced together on at least three occasions—once in the \textit{Annals of Ulster},\textsuperscript{19} once when they were both outlawed by the 1635 Act, and once by Arthur Young, who claimed in 1780 that young colts were used to harrow by the tail.\textsuperscript{20} For both plowing and harrowing by tail, Young recounted that

the fellow who leads the horses . . . walks backward before them the whole day long, and in order to make them advance, strikes them in the face; their heads, I trow, are not apt to turn.\textsuperscript{21}

Making English Law in Ireland:
The Criminalization of Plowing by Tail
From the 1580s, the ties between Britain and Ireland increasingly displayed all the classic characteristics of colonialism. These included territorial conquest through overwhelming military power, to which the conquerors attached a variety of ideological justifications in order to champion English hegemony; the appropriation of raw materials for private profit and export; and the implantation of colonists, both old and new, to control the indigenous population and to organize and maximize economic efficiency. To these typical characteristics might usefully be added an eventual recognition by the colonists, sooner or later, of the importance of wielding their power less through naked military force and more through the cultivation of a reliable group of indigenous officials who would participate in the labors of administrative, juridical, and, sometimes, religious officialdom.

Prior to recounting how plowing by tail was criminalized in Ireland, it is worth rehearsing how statutes were enacted in seventeenth-century Ireland. Some statutes originated in the English Parliament, others in the irregularly convened Irish Parliament. Those laws that originated in Ireland often had greater practical effect there, though under the provisions of Poynings’ Law (1495) no law pertaining to Ireland could be passed or enforced without the prior consent of the Privy Council in London. Besides statutes, a bewildering variety of other laws held sway in Ireland, including ordinances, writs, acts of state, orders in council, royal proclamations, and proclamations from the Privy Council. To this lengthy list must be added the system of assizes, quarter sessions, and other courts introduced by the English. This judicial
system operated most effectively inside the Pale (i.e., in Dublin and in parts of Kildare, Louth, and Meath); outside the Pale their jurisdiction and determinations were more precarious and existed in parallel with the ancient Brehon law and the decrees and customs of Gaelic Irish clans.

It is a mystery whether the creation and maintenance of so many complex and overlapping legal forms was designed to rule through the principle of divide and conquer or to bewilder those whom the English attempted to govern. In all probability, they were simply the legislative expression of the anomalies associated with the haphazard development of expanding English imperialism in the early modern era. In any event, between 1495 and 1782, usually supported by just enough military power and on occasion by crushing military force, the Crown and the English Privy Council exercised an immense political and cultural hegemony over the Irish legislature and over the freedom of action of the English-appointed Lord (or Deputy Lord) Governor of Ireland.22

From the very beginning of the Anglo-Norman occupation of Ireland, mutual hostility and contempt were aroused by the differing farming practices of the occupiers and the Irish. Among the practices that generated the most hostility—and the most legislation—were the practices of plowing by tail, pulling wool off sheep instead of shearing it, and the custom of producing cereals like corn and wheat by separating grains from the stalks by burning them. Of these practices, plowing by tail was mentioned by far the most often in official documents.

Correspondence among government officials compiled in the Irish Calendar of State Papers clearly indicates that from the early seventeenth century, legislation to outlaw plowing by tail was strongly supported both by the governments in London and in Dublin and by English and Scottish settlers. Plowing by tail was first prohibited by Order in Council in 1606. Under this order, the penalty for the first offense was forfeiture of one horse, for the second two horses, and for the third the whole team. However, not until 1611 was any formal attempt made to enforce this order.23 In that year, as payment for his military support during O’Dogherty’s rebellion of 1608, Captain Paul Gore was granted the right for one year to collect in one or two counties a fine of ten shillings for each illegal plow. This income must have padded Gore’s purse quite well because the next year James I granted the right to levy the fine to the government official Sir William Uvedall for a fee of 100 pounds.

The first mention of a possible statutory prohibition against plowing by tail is in 1611. In that year, an order from Lord Deputy Arthur Chichester proposed
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an Act for the abolishing of barbarous and rude customs: as howling and crying at the burial of the dead, drawing their plough-cattle only fastened at the tails, and blowing their milch-cattle to make them give milk, &c, and pulling of sheep.24

No act ensued. However, ten years later, in 1621, prompted by a number of factors, including the resumption of Protestant–Catholic hostilities on the Continent, widespread financial corruption in Ireland, and the desire of the English, in order to finance many other colonial adventures, to extract as much revenue as possible from a stable Ireland, James I demanded an investigation of various administrative disorders in Ireland.25 In early 1622, the commissioners were briefed on “questions touching the planting of civility and removing of certain barbarous customs, long continued in Ireland.” Among these customs were the existence of “large numbers of masterless men and idle persons . . . [who were] apt to steal, to revolt and to commit many mischiefs,” including promiscuous living, adultery, and incest.26

The commissioners also inquired into whether “the drawing of plough horses by the tails till they pull off the rumps” was not a “barbarous and hurtful usage and whether the king should ordain sharp penalties for [its] users and maintainers.” Elsewhere, the Irish Commission of 1622 (hereinafter the 1622 commission) variously condemned the use of short plows as “barbarism,” “an abuse,” “hurtful,” “ploughing after the Irish fashion,” and “one of the defects of the natives . . . [for which] we require a speedy reformation.”27 The commissioners once again proposed that Parliament itself should outlaw plowing by tail and that, this time, the fine should be raised from ten shillings to ten pounds.28 Reinforcing English stereotypes of the Irish poor and of their barbarous customs, the recommendations of the 1622 commission were not the subject of sustained or serious parliamentary debate in England. At one point, it was proposed, also without effect, that fines for plowing by horses’ tails be extended to “horses or other beasts”29 (“horses” no doubt referring to mares, geldings, garrans, and colts and “beasts” to bulls, bullocks, oxen, and donkeys).

The recommendations of the 1622 commission did not prefigure as markers of new English policies in Ireland until the watershed moment, a decade later, in January 1632, when Sir Thomas Wentworth (later, Earl of Strafford) was appointed Lord Deputy of Ireland.30 One of Governor Wentworth’s first actions was to ponder the 1622 commission’s recommendations for increasing English and, in his and in his monarch’s eyes,
royal power in Ireland and, indirectly, for enhancing his own considerable financial and political fortunes.\textsuperscript{31}

In early 1634, Wentworth summoned the first Parliament to be held in Ireland since 1614–1615. Amidst rumor and high drama but with little yet settled, it soon became clear in outline that Wentworth's policies toward the Anglicization of Irish society were intended to operate at a whole panoply of levels. These included far-reaching constitutional reforms, the forceful simple seizure of land through enforced English settlement, the establishment of formal plantations,\textsuperscript{32} the easing out of the Gaelic Irish from the most fertile farmland, and the portrayal of their methods of agriculture as primitive and barbaric.

In July 1634, after negotiations between Wentworth and the Irish parliament, there emerged a package of fifty-one legislative reforms (the “Graces”). The Graces included bills that forbade such behavior as “idle wandering” and swearing; another for “the erection of houses of correction for the punishment of rogues, vagabonds, sturdy beggars, fortune tellers, jugglers, and other lewd and idle persons;”\textsuperscript{33} and yet another for altering the penalty for “the barbarous abuse of the short ploughs.”\textsuperscript{34}

Despite the enactment of most of the Graces in 1635, it is unclear how Wentworth actually secured the enactment of his favored legislative package in the 1634–1635 Parliament. The language and intent of all the legislative reforms must have passed Wentworth’s scrutiny and more or less met with his approval. But it is hard to determine his precise role in the passage of the 1635 Act. Perhaps this is largely because, as Stephen Merritt has argued, from the very beginning of his rule in Ireland, Wentworth greatly restricted access to the one type of information that he possessed and of which others knew nothing, namely, his intentions.\textsuperscript{35} No private diaries have survived, and there are no division lists in either the House of Commons or the House of Lords. What remains is official and therefore highly contentious correspondence either emanating from Wentworth himself or else sent to him by government officials and other men of property and influence. It is known, however, that in 1634 Wentworth was assisted, in his push to enact the various Graces, by his alliance with a parliamentary group called the Old English and that it was this group’s detailed commentary on the Graces that gained Wentworth’s support and that led to the statutory changes effected in 1635.\textsuperscript{36} As for the proposed statutory ban on plowing by tail, it is likely, as Hugh Kearney has suggested, that this was one of ten Graces that were of minor importance and that, accordingly, it met with no parliamentary opposition.\textsuperscript{37}
Punishment, Profit, and Plowing by Tail: The “Economic in the First Instance”?
With a rough outline in hand of how the 1635 Act was enacted in the Irish Parliament, I now want to suggest that the emergence of the 1635 Act can initially be explained by some of the consequences of the punishment that the English had reserved for the crime of plowing by tail. This seemingly roundabout explanation derives from English administrators’ own reckoning that the system of fines was failing to reduce the prevalence of plowing by tail: “[fines have] failed to curb the practice.”38 Perhaps some English comptroller had known of this difficulty as early as 1606, the first year that an order in Council had banned plowing by tail. But we cannot be sure. Perhaps failure was compounded by ineptitude in accounting practices.

It must be said that this failure is variously alluded to in English state documents of the time, even if it is not mentioned in the plainest of terms. But whenever plowing by tail is mentioned there, it is accompanied by an implicit tension. In these documents, on the one hand, the custom of plowing by tail tends to be laced with pejoratives like “backward,” “unproductive,” and “disprofitable.” It is also several times explicitly stated, on the other hand, that the fines for plowing by tail were a considerable source of revenue that was much appreciated by the English in Ireland. For example, in 1612 in Ulster alone, fines for those convicted of plowing by tail produced a gross income of 870 pounds for the licensee Sir William Uvedale.39 In 1613, according to Arthur Chichester, then Lord Deputy of Ireland, the fine of ten shillings per year for plowing by tail produced a revenue in the northern counties “of very great value . . . to the great grief and impoverishment of that people, who have neither the means nor the skill to use other ploughs.”40 For each of the years from 1615 to 1621, the king sold the license to collect monies for plowing by the tail, the revenue amounting to “a considerable sum” for the grantees.41 Elsewhere, the “considerable sum” has been described as “an exact revenue of extraordinary great value.”42

In effect, therefore, the fines for plowing by tail were not so much a fine extracted from Irish farmers as a use tax for giving them permission to engage in the practice. Indeed, fines for plowing by tail were on occasion actually referred to as “plough-money” or even “short plough rents.”43 Clearly, licensees or grantees were actually fining Irish farmers caught or convicted of plowing by tail less than ten shillings—the standard fine—and then not reporting this income to the Crown, with the result that “the use of this patent tends more to be private gain than reformation.”44
king himself complained that the agents employed under his patent had “contracted with the offenders, and reduced the fine to be taken of every plough to two shillings and sixpence, and so by lessening the punishment opened the way for that rude and hurtful custom to spread.”

That economic considerations were perhaps uppermost in the minds of the English is partly confirmed in a letter of 1627 from Governor Lord Falkland to the Privy Council. Falkland was of the opinion that because fines for using short plows were likely to fall below 425 pounds per year, he would therefore recommend that they be leased to Lord Caulfield for one year at a rent of 500 pounds. In making this recommendation, Falkland had identified a simple if delicate problem with the fines–revenue balance sheet. This problem must have been grasped immediately by the wily Wentworth: if trying to end the practice of plowing by tail by fining unreformed violators resulted in both the further impoverishment of already poor Irish farmers and a failure to reduce its prevalence, then an increase in the fine from ten shillings to ten pounds would have had a catastrophic effect. To wit, through criminalization and the imposition of fines for plowing by tail, the English were in danger of killing the goose with the golden egg.

The solution to this delicacy was proposed in a bill in 1634 and then formalized in the 1635 Act itself. The 1634 bill had stated that

for reforming the barbarous abuse of the short ploughs, we are pleased that the penalty now imposed thereon shall be presently taken away, and that hereafter an Act of Parliament shall pass for the restraining of the said abuse upon such a penalty as shall be thought fit.

The 1635 Act, though symbolically raising the punishment for plowing by tail to a fine or imprisonment, nevertheless postponed a decision on what punishment “shall be thought fit” by intentionally leaving the precise punishment vague and at the discretion of justices of the peace.

It is not difficult to suppose that the reaction of poor Irish farmers to the English-imposed 1635 Act would have amounted to some combination of exasperation, resentment, and anger. First and foremost, the fines for plowing by tail must have threatened the very existence of a peasantry that was among the very poorest in the whole of Europe. The English-appointed 1622 commission blandly reported “fines [for plowing by tail] had in many places hurt and impoverished the country.” Moreover, a bemused English official with a weak and misplaced sense of humor, Sir Charles Cornwaley, noted “what great sums of money have been drawn out of the supposed commiseration of the hinder parts of these poor Irish garrons.”
In a backhanded swipe at otherwise unrecorded Irish complaints about the criminalization of plowing by tail, the jocular Cornwaleys mused that “the garrans, though strained (perhaps beyond ordinary existence) in those parts, complain not.”51 Formal complaints by Irish farmers about the fines for plowing by tail met with little or no success, their considerable grievances tending to be dismissed out of hand by the English administration.52 However, the roughshod manner of collection of the fines for illegal plowing would have been a strong additional source of complaint. Indeed, in dealing with Irish complaints that they had been abused by soldiers, a commission of 1613 cited grievances of “particular instances of oppression and exactions by soldiers, provosts-martial, and some others,” which included extortions of money, meat, drink, cattle, and household goods.53 According to the commission, there were very few complaints about this; “the reasons given by the people for forbearing to complain is the fear that had to be worse used by the soldiers complained of.”54

The desire of the English colonists for revenue from fines for plowing by tail is an explanatory piece in the puzzle of the emergence of the 1635 Act. If plow fines provided the economic incentive for the imposition of punishment for plowing by tail, then the act’s older and much broader context was the extraordinary denigration of Irish culture by the English. We now turn, therefore, to how opposition to plowing by tail was used as a vehicle for the promotion of Englishness—reinforced by the ability of the conquerors to impose their cultural prejudices on much of Ireland.

Contested Cultural Practices:
Plows, Horses, and Plowing by Tail

Thou husbandman that faine would know
Some remedies to finde,
How far to help thy sickly beast,
To satisfy thy minde:
When thou wouldst faine callet keepe,
For to maintain the stocke:
Thou must then learne as well the helpe
As to encrease thy stocke.55

—Leonard Mascal, “To the Husbandman,” 1620

Any narrative of plowing by tail, including whether it was seen as cruel and, if so, what was meant by the term “cruelty” and to whom, should begin with the recognition that using horses’ tails to plow was probably
not, for the most part, an unduly complicated affair for those who engaged in it. Most regrettably in this regard, contemporary Irish voices are largely absent from the historical record, especially their speech and actions of resistance.

To its Gaelic Irish practitioners, however, plowing by tail would doubtless have recommended itself on several counts. Those Irish who plowed by tail were not freeholders but overwhelmingly poor farmers who rented their land from Anglo-Irish landlords, from plantation farmers, and from small English farmers. Plowing by tail could not have been efficient enough or profitable enough to produce a surplus cash crop, and so, if they were at all to eke out a living, however precarious, then Irish farmers would have had to plow with an apparatus that required as little monetary investment as possible. Plowing by tail was thus likely to have been used only with a cheap and lightweight plow. The use of this plow—attached to horses’ tails—was the only method of plowing available to poor Irish farmers who had not the capital needed to invest either in a long or heavy plow or in harnessing apparatuses for any sort of plow.

Historians have not been able to uncover the prevalence of plowing by tail with much precision except in the plantations in East Ulster and in [London]derry. However, it was probably most common in northern and western Ireland, around the Cavan and Fermanagh regions, where by far the predominant crop in the seventeenth century was shallow-rooted oats rather than wheat and where the preparation of the soil by the use of horses’ tails attached to short plows would have recommended itself most to poor farmers.

In addition, plowing by tail would likely have been used mainly to scratch the surface of the soil—to break through the top thin layer or skin on the land that had already been turned over for many years. When the plow hit a stone or a rock or something solid or heavy, it would jerk the horses’ tails, thereby forcing them to stop. Moreover, horses would be less sensitive when plowing with a harness and collar than without, thus eventually causing serious damage to the plow:

This usage . . . can be explained . . . by a fact overlooked by those who most vehemently condemn it. This was the nature of the land which had to be ploughed. Apart from the numerous large stones, which in course of time have since been removed from arable land, there were then innumerable stumps and roots of trees still below the surface of the ground, relics of the woods which had but recently covered a great part of the country and against these the ploughshare was liable to strike at any moment.
In order to add to the understanding of why the English were so keen to outlaw plowing by tail, one must begin by acknowledging their long-standing and vehement animosity toward Irish culture. Much of this animosity can be traced to the polemical observations of Giraldus Cambrensis (“Gerald of Wales”), whose twelfth-century texts *Topographica Hibernica* and *Expugnatio Hibernica* are laden with his pontifications on the barbarity of the Irish and on their peculiar and extremely uncivilized customs. Cambrensis’s texts established against the Irish a lengthy English prejudice based on a combination of ridicule, contempt, fantasy, and national chauvinism—a dreadful demonization of the wild Irish Other that continued into the 1630s and far beyond.

Chief among the exponents of this anti-Irish prejudice was Edmund Spenser, the English poet, soldier, Munster settler, and author of the celebrated Elizabethan paean *Fairie Queene*. It is not known with certainty if Spenser had actually read Cambrensis, but it is very likely that he had done so because the latter’s views were widely known among the Old English in Ireland. Of Spenser’s texts, the most influential was the quasi-Machiavellian political tract *A View of the Present State of Ireland*, which was written in 1596 and first published in 1633, two years before the passage of the 1635 Act. In this text, Spenser condemned as barbarous and backward Irish customs such as the wearing of hooded cloaks (“mantles”) and long hair (“glibbes”), both of which, he claimed, hampered proper recognition of those with “thiefish appearances.”

Among Spenser’s vigorous and sometimes contradictory recommendations for solving the “Irish problem(s)” were the extension of English law beyond the Pale to the whole of Ireland (an imposition that, he also thought, because of the continuing power of the old Brehon law, would not achieve its purpose) and the wholesale slaughter of those less than enthusiastic about his proposals. At the same time, he vigorously advocated the employment by reformed Irish farmers of the new principles of English husbandry. “Husbandry,” waxed Spenser, was “the nurse of thrift and the daughter of industrie and labour.”

Mention might also be made of the opinions of diarist Fynes Moryson, secretary to General (“Scorched Earth”) Blount, Lord Mountjoy, the Lord Deputy of Ireland. In true Spenserian fashion, Moryson wrote in his *Itinerary* of 1617 that the Irish are by nature superstitious and given to use witchcrafts. . . . Their opinions, that some one shall dye if they fynde a blacke spott vpon a bared Mutton bone; and their horses shall lieu long if they giue no fyer out of the howse, and that some ill lucke will fall to their horses if the ryder hauing
eaten eges doe not washe his handes after them, or be not carefull to chuse
the eggs of equall bignes.\textsuperscript{65}

Concluding that “they abhor from all things that agree with English civil-
ity,” Moryson complained that “our cheefe husbandry is in Tillage, they
dispise the Plough, and where they are forced to use it for necessity, doe
all things about it cleane contrary to us.”\textsuperscript{66} Added William Lithgow about
husbandry in Ireland, “It is bad a Husbandry I say, as ever I found in any
the wildest savages alive.”\textsuperscript{67}

In various ways, plows and horses clearly mattered very much to those
who staffed the English occupation of Ireland around 1600. Sometimes,
plows were seen as symbols of wisdom or abstinence; at others, they were
associated with mortification. In his book \textit{God Speed the Plough}, Andrew
McRae documents that in the century after 1560, the plow became an
embattled sign of contesting views of agrarian England. Thus, the plow
was severally constructed as an emblem of the traditional structures of
rural society, as a flag for farmers dispossessed by the enclosure movement
of large landowners, and as a godly and gentlemanly tool in enlightened
husbandry practices.\textsuperscript{68} Secretary of State Robert Cecil is even said to have
declared, during a debate in the House of Commons in London in 1601,
on the possible repeal of the \textit{Statutes of Tillage}:

\begin{quote}
I do not dwell in the Country, nor am I acquainted with the Plough.
But I think that whosoever doth not maintain the Plough, destroys the
Kingdome.\textsuperscript{69}
\end{quote}

For improving the kingdom and for making it prosperous, a crucial
medium was the new discourse of husbandry. Husbandry manuals by
John Fitzherbert, Leonard Mascall, Gervase Markham, and others dissemi-
nated information about beekeeping, fishing, animal husbandry, fruit and
vegetable cultivation, livestock production, the rearing of game animals,
the use and maintenance of tools and implements, soil improvement, the
destruction of vermin, and a great deal more besides. The intended audi-
ence of the purveyors of husbandry was anyone connected to the land but
especially “every man of discretion and judgement” who was desirous of
self-improvement.\textsuperscript{70} The goal of the husbandry movement was nothing
short of the transformation of local communities into precapitalist, profit-
seeking individuals who worked the land with proper knowledge, thrift,
hard work, and ambition. These very qualities were, of course, perfectly
consistent with early seventeenth-century Calvinist teachings on individual
responsibility, thrift, and hard work.
If husbandry manuals were the new purveyors of agrarian improvement, then images of proper and efficient plows and horses were important devices in their discursive toolbox. For example, Gervase Markham, a one-time captain in the English army in Ireland, discussed at length the mechanical qualities of good plows in different types of ground in his manual of 1613 *The English Husbandman*. Markham warned that just as a good musician has to tune his instrument properly in order to play good music, so it is with a husbandman and his plow. “Even with a good plough,” Markham warned,

if the Husbandman have not the cunning to temper it and set it in the right way, it is impossible that ever his labour should come to good end.\(^71\)

Horses, too, were used and wielded as great symbols of nationalism. Beginning with Elizabethan times, the English preferred not to grace Irish
Figure 1.3. “Horses and Horsemanship” (Gervase Markham, 1607).

Source: Gervase Markham, Cavelarice, or the English Horseman: Contayning All the Arte of Horse-manship, As Much As Is Necessary for Any Man to Understand (London: Edward White, 1607), Book II, title page, p. i, opposite Book I, p. 88; 4° M 39 Art. Reproduced with permission of the Bodleian Library, Oxford University.
equines with the name “horse,” instead contemptuously referring to them as “hobbies” (and, in Scotland, “prickers”). Edmund Spenser condemned the Irish for “their riding,” moreover, and he advocated their deployment of English “horse-furniture”—stirrups, bit, bridle, and saddle. Fynes Moryson complained that the Irish tended to use inefficient bridle snaffles on their horses rather than the bits favored by the English. Among the best-known and most aggressive tracts to promote Englishness through cultural imagery involving horses and good horsemanship were Gervase Markham’s book Cavelarice, or the English Horseman of 1607 and his military training manual The Souldiers Exercise of 1625. Cavelarice, for example, was explicitly dedicated by Markham to the cultivation of good horsemen and good horses “in this Empire of great Brittaine.” Complaining about the rude ways in which they were handled, Markham seldom referred to Irish horses in Cavelarice, but, when he did, he generally did so in a disparaging way. Like their rude and lazy riders, Irish horses Markham placed last in his assessment of horses bred in different countries: “The Irish Hobbie. . . . This horse, though he trot very wel, yet he naturally desireth to amble.”

Against such slovenliness, Markham instead recommended

the vertue, goodnesse, boldnesse, swiftnesse, and indurance of our true bred English Horses, [which are] equall with any race of Horses whatsover. . . . [For] infinite labour, and by indurance, which is easiest to bee discerned in our English hunting matches, I have not seen any horse able to compare with the English horse.

Echoing these sentiments, the policymaking 1622 commission recommended the introduction of “husbandry . . . which might engender industry, peace and civility” as a solution to “the heathenish and brutish manner of living in Ireland.” In fact, the tripartite hegemonic rallying cry of the English occupiers was “husbandry,” “hard work,” and “surveying.” Husbandry was intended to improve the efficiency of agricultural production; hard work to combat the many Irish vices associated with their natural laziness; and surveying, embraced by the harsh logic of colonialism, “for its capacity to ensure that the colonial settlers and the English government would ‘extract maximum value out of the available land.”

Plowing by tail therefore contravened the emerging English practices associated with good husbandry. Indeed, Edmund Spenser himself had strongly urged the use of proper plows by Irish farmers, and, according to another commentator, “The English settlers who saw these (short) ploughs at work thought them both ‘uncivil’ and unprofitable.” There is no doubt that the stealthy Wentworth was a most enthusiastic champion
of the superiority of Englishness and of English husbandry practices and, therefore, of the English view of the proper use of horses and plows—and of all these being forced on an Ireland still in the process of being conquered.

**Early Modern State Formation and the Regulation of Human–Animal Relationships**

To move closer to the 1635 Act’s language “the cruelty used to the beasts,” it must be stressed that both in law and in reality, the master status of animals from centuries before the 1635 Act, up to and during the early modern era and far beyond, including the present, has been that of humans’ private property. It bodes us well to remember this status when, looking backward, we try to decipher the meaning of any sixteenth- or seventeenth-century legislation that refers to animals—to be misled by some apparent concern with animals’ welfare, for example, and thereby to forget their objective master status as property. This mistake would be an easy one to make were we to read the text of an act of 1545 that made it a felony for anyone to cut out an animal’s tongue. The framers of this statute were worried not about animal welfare but about the destruction and the spoiling of property. Indeed, besides outlawing the excision of live animals’ tongues, the three other mischiefs outlawed by the act were setting fire to carts laden with coal, the (de)barking of fruit trees, and the burning of timber made ready for houses. Then and now, the very word “cattle” derives from animals’ status as chattel or property. It was applied not only to cows but also to bulls, chickens, donkeys, geese, goats, mules, oxen, sheep, and, of course, the horses that command attention in the pages of this chapter.

As property, animals had no statutory or common-law right to protection in the seventeenth century except if they were another’s property, if they were used by state apparatuses like the army and the postal system, or if, as in the case of bullbaiting, an owner’s animals were involved in some human-organized disturbance or melee or one that was defined by the police and local magistrates as a breach of the peace or of public order. The English legal system was interested mainly in horses, for example, when as items of property they were stolen from their owner or maimed or otherwise misappropriated. Horse stealing was seen as a serious form of theft from at least the reign of Henry VIII. One Henrician statute of 1545 decreed that horse theft was punishable with execution, and, at the same time, it removed the offence from benefit of clergy (though not for crimes
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involving murder). 83 A statute of 1548 denied horse thieves the protection of sanctuary. 84 There were a number of factors associated with the increased punitiveness of these new statutes. Among them, J. M. Beattie has suggested, were the seriousness of the offense, horses’ high value, and the ease with which they could be stolen. 85 As property, in other words, horses mattered greatly.

From the middle of the sixteenth century on, a great variety of social institutions and practices involving human–animal relations began to be regulated by law. Emerging piecemeal at times and more systematically at others, new laws addressed human–animal relations in agriculture and husbandry, the import and export of animals and animal products, and the regulation and licensing of farming, hunting, fishing, slaughtering, transportation, leather tanning, markets, weights and measures, and so on. It also included the development of abattoirs and their movement away from densely populated areas; the disposal of nonhuman animals’ wastes from towns and ports; hygiene practices; regulations about animals used as carriers of goods and transporters of humans; the provision of shelter, food, and water for cattle; and even, in the case of sumptuary laws, how many animals, which species, which parts, and on what occasions civilized people might eat and wear them.

Like other animals, whether designated as domesticated or wild, horses inhabited contested sites toward and within which changing attitudes and practices were visible in proclamations issued by the monarchy and by the Privy Council. Typical of these was an order of 1609 regulating the use of horses by carriers and by the embryonic postal system. 86 This law tried to limit a horse rider’s maximum speed to seven miles per hour in summer and six in winter and to restrict a horse’s maximum load to thirty pounds. Its stated intent was to prevent “injury of the beast.” Another instance of a seeming concern with horses’ welfare is a proclamation issued in 1627 by Charles I. This stated that “horses employed on service are fitter to ride when used to bit than to snaffles” and that, henceforth, no riders would be allowed to use a snaffle on pain of contempt. 87

On the surface, therefore, a few early seventeenth-century regulations do seem to have addressed horses’ welfare. Were they intended to improve a public service or to reduce animals’ suffering at the hands of humans? In the case of the 1609 order, for example, it is most likely that its aim was to develop an efficient means of communication by which the state could more rapidly detect and defeat conspiracies and rebellions. 88 About the 1627 proclamation, it must be said also that it had far more to do with the practical aim of extracting the most efficient use of horses’ labor than with
affording nonhuman animals moral consideration. In both cases, animals’ welfare was a secondary phenomenon, an instrumental by-product of new rules that encouraged humans to maximize efficiency in their use of horses’ labor. In neither case does the language of the regulation express or hint at a concern for cruelty.

**Concepts of Cruelty**

Among the stated justifications for criminalizing plowing by tail, the 1635 Act included “besides the cruelty used to the beasts . . .” What did cruelty mean in this specific context? Until the late medieval period, the concept of cruelty (crudelitas) was a rather vague and abstract one. In any given cultural and lexical context, its content and meaning tended to derive from its attachment either to the evil intentions of foreign or religious others or to the large-scale nature of its stage. The “Mongol hordes,” for example, were therefore seen as cruel. So, too, depending on the circumstances and who was viewing them and with what intent, were barbarians, cannibals, Catholics, Jews, Protestants, Turks, and tyrants. In the medieval period, the term “cruelty” might include a variety of forms of wickedness, excess, various wartime practices, tyranny, divine justice, and even the disregard of certain obligatory acts of kindness. At the same time, cruelty (saevitia, atrocitas, and feritas) was also employed in scriptural passages to refer to the animalistic qualities displayed by wild animals and beasts and demons.

Some early modern thinkers tried to rework and sharpen the application of the concept of cruelty, moving it from its elevated level of the grand stage of national and religious conflict downward to certain aspects of everyday life. Varying in both place and time and longevity, among cruelty’s many companions were intensity, hard-heartedness, verity, severity, strictness, and rigor. Cruelty was also used as an antonym of indifference, mercy, and courtesy; as a superlative akin to “very” or “bloody” (as in “cruelly” hot); and as a synonym of crude and crudeness (i.e., raw, uncooked, undigested, uncivil, or rough).

These numerous notions of cruelty were almost exclusively applied to human actions. At some point, when the perception of human–animal relationships intersected with the notion of taking pleasure in another’s pain or distress, cruelty began to be used as a concept that described the killing of animals. Erasmus, Thomas More, Montaigne, and the Calvinist Jean de Léry all described the killing of animals as cruel, especially when it involved a pleasurable spectacle, as it did in hunting. For example, in an essay of 1580 on cruelty, Montaigne suggested—with one eye fixed
on the ancient Romans and the other on the Conquistadores—not only
that we humans wrong animals when we hunt and kill them but also that
those who grow accustomed to the slaughtering of animals are more likely
to proceed to the killing of humans.90 “There is,” Montaigne urged, “a
certain respect, a general duty of humanity, not only to beasts that have life
and sense, but even to trees and plants.”91 In the writings of Jean Crespin
and John Foxe particularly, cruelty became more and more associated with
how others derived pleasure from the infliction of pain on their victims
(“martyrs”), as it did also in the plays of Shakespeare and in some hunting
manuals of the time, such as George Turberville’s 1576 Book of Venerie.92
In the gradual unfolding of the humane predicates of this trajectory, the
germination of new attitudes to human–animal relationships first appeared
in the case of animals used in sports and games. These included, most fa-
mously, blood sports like cockfights, the running of bulls, and the baiting
of badgers, bulls, bears, dogs, monkeys, and, on occasion, horses.

To which of cruelty’s many meanings was the 1635 Act directed? In
trying to answer this question, it is tempting to look for a single meaning
of cruelty that denoted a homogeneous moral or practical object in both
Britain and Ireland. But that temptation would at once be deflected be-
cause it wrongly assumes that the employment and perception of the term
did not vary with different audiences and with different socioeconomic
and cultural strata. Reference must therefore now be made to concepts of
cruelty that were invented and enacted in the seventeenth century, first in
Britain and then in Ireland.

**English Puritanism and God’s Other Creatures**

In Britain, there were two developments whose respective trajectories
might have had some anticipatory relevance for the prohibition of animal
cruelty in Ireland. Both became visible in the late Elizabethan period.
As has just been indicated, the first development was the regulation of
human–animal relations in early modern state formation. The second was
the possible ameliorative influence of English Puritanism.

Lurking in the background as obvious precedents for the 1635 Act are
the well-known attempts of English Puritans to regulate the manners and
habits of English social life. The Puritans’ attempts to reform manners and
to forge a culture of discipline can be characterized in several ways. Two
predominate. One is that Puritan reformism was quite varied in the objects
of its concern. The other is that it was intense in the number and ardor of
prosecutions, especially at the local level.
The Puritans’ regulatory activity was associated with a broad range of social behavior, including speech, religion, sex, and labor. In late sixteenth-century East Anglia, for example, among the extraordinary range of practices that Puritan-dominated towns sought to ban were adultery, fornication, sodomy, buggery, prostitution, idleness, drunkenness, profanity, gambling, wrestling and grinning matches, dancing and fiddling, theaters, puppet shows, and bowls. Interestingly enough, it was precisely in this region, in the heavily Puritan counties of Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, that the new principles of husbandry were the most developed in seventeenth-century England.

One of Puritanism’s most powerful dimensions was radical sabbatarianism. Indeed, nestled between two chapters in Exodus, each praising the sacrificial slaughter of animals, was a third that decreed that the Sabbath was a day of rest not only for daughters, manservants, and maidservants but also for cattle. Popular Sunday recreations were therefore condemned because they interfered with the piety required for proper observance of the Sabbath. Courts routinely prosecuted Sunday violations by dancers, dicers, bear baters, bowlers, and football players. Sabbatarianism was also one of the Puritans’ most contested and despised platforms, managing to provoke James I’s extraordinary Declaration of Sports of 1617, which actively encouraged Sunday revels, though only if they took place in the afternoon. Indeed, sabbatarian legislation was debated without statutory conclusion in every parliament between 1584 and 1621. Eventually, under direct Puritan influence, the Sunday Observance Act (1625) emerged. This act was directed at “a disorderlie sort of people” who engages in “many quarrels [and] bloodsheds . . . neglecting divine service.” The act forbade participation in any extraparochial gatherings for sports on the Sabbath and any intraparochial gatherings for “any Bearebaiting, Bullbaiting, Enterludes, comon Playes, and other unlawful exercises and pastimes.” If they threatened public order, banned recreations also included cockfights, the baiting of badgers and dogs, and, eventually, the use of horses to race.

The importance of these new regulations is obvious. Why the Puritans enacted them is not. Invariably, these gravitate toward one of three emphases. The first is that they were aspects of the broad civilizing process of manners and personalities, as identified and popularized in the writings of Norbert Elias. Evidence for this viewpoint lies in the numerous contemporary declarations that animal baiting was bad manners, bad taste, and conducive to interhuman violence that included, especially, drunken revelry, rioting, and other offenses against public order.

The second explanation, overlapping often with the first, is that the criminalization of animal baiting was a prelude to or even an aspect of the
attempt by the state to regulate and monopolize the means of violence, including sports, in the early modern era. This competitive thrust occurred in the context of newly emerging class struggles, and it intersected, for example, with a need to curtail the various dangers associated with the vagabondage of masterless men. Because the early modern state was in the process of embourgeoisification, perhaps the outlawing of some forms of animal cruelty did not embrace fox hunting and other pursuits and sports of the rich and powerful, though the evidence in this regard is not straightforward (e.g., though attendance at violent entertainment and sports involving animals was almost exclusively gendered—men did attend, women generally didn’t—the audience for some sports, such as cockfighting, drew on the support of all social classes).

Whichever of these tendencies better explains the banning of animal baitings and what it portended for the rapidly deepening fractures in mid-seventeenth-century British society, their resolution lies well beyond the scope and aim of this chapter. However, organized as sport and as entertainment, the continued existence of animal baitings was seen as a threat to the champions of law and order. Animal baitings were noisy, messy, and disrespectful events that were vulnerable to the state’s increasing tendency to regulate human–animal relations. They involved actions that threatened public order. They directly challenge the state’s tendency to monopolize violence. They were seen as “cruel.”

In trying to understand why they did what they did, it is tempting to read backward from the Puritans’ actions to their possible motives and intentions. There is thus a third explanation of a possible link between, on the one hand, the Puritan-led criminalization of animal baiting in England and, on the other, the emergence in Ireland of the 1635 Act and its justificatory phrase “besides the cruelty used to the beasts.” This explanation hinges on the answer to a single, irritingly difficult question: What motive did the Puritans have for opposing animal cruelty?

The Puritans’ most likely source of motivation was the inspiration afforded by Calvin’s theology of Reformism. In this respect, a rereading of Calvin’s 1562 Laws and Statutes of Geneva is a little disappointing. Concerned chiefly as it was with early modern forms of capitalist organization, Calvin’s Laws and Statutes offers little by way of principled guidance for how humans should treat animals. Not much of relevance can therefore be read into its short paragraphs that seek to regulate the trade of butchers, for example, about honest weights and measures and about the disposal of animal blood. These were common regulations set up by guilds and boroughs in early modern societies throughout Europe,
and they had little or nothing to do with the cultivation of humane attitudes to animals.

A text with more likely motivating appeal is Calvin’s 1541–1559 *Institutes of the Christian Religion*. The *Institutes* contain its author’s lively polemics against his detractors and theological rivals. Here, Calvin’s elegant and flowery prose is replete with animal imagery and animal metaphors and with barbed testimony to the diversity of creatures in God’s kingdom, including humans (‘ye devious snakes,” “filthy dogs,” “stupid asses,” and so on).

To a seventeenth-century Puritan campaigning against animal baiting, however, exactly what message could or should be gleaned from Calvin’s text is not at all clear. Confusingly, the *Institutes* might have pointed the faithful not in one but in several directions. Consider two. On the one hand, for Calvin animals are part of God’s creation, and we humans are therefore obliged to treat them with respect. Thus, in discussing God’s creation of the world, Calvin stated that God “sustains, nourishes, and cares for, everything he has made, even to the least sparrow.”

On the other hand, the *Institutes* unequivocally demanded obedience to the Old Testament injunctions about the hierarchy in the Great Chain of Being. These injunctions dictate that humans are by nature superior to beasts and that animals’ labor, skin, and flesh are at our disposal when and as we should need them. But even in drawing these ultimately rigid boundaries between humans and animals, Calvin left open a door for more refined discussion. At one point in the *Institutes*, he seemed to make an ally of Plutarch’s Gryllus, who suggested that in the absence of religion, “men are in no wise superior to brute beasts, but are in many respects far more miserable.” Moreover, in his *Commentaries*, Calvin stated flatly that “the bodies of dumb beasts . . . and donkeys and men come from the same clay” and that “men are required to practice justice even in dealing with animals . . . a just man cares well for his beasts.”

However, the attempt to read backward from actions to motives is a treacherous path. At times, of course, it is nearly impossible to distinguish motive from self-interest and this from self-glorification. At others, inconsistency or simple error may lie between motive and action, further complicating discovery of the Puritans’ source of inspiration. For our purposes, the result is uncertainty about why, precisely, the Puritans opposed animal cruelty.
In different ways, this inconclusiveness about Puritan intent is reinforced by some of the arguments of two important and well-known books. Their common focus is human–animal relations. One is Keith Thomas’s magisterial *Man and the Natural World*, the other Erica Fudge’s insightful *Perceiving Animals*. To take *Man and the Natural World* first, Thomas documents, often in excruciating detail, a great variety of human cruelties to a great variety of animals. He tries to show that a transformation in human(e) sentiments toward animals unfolded gradually in England over a long period of time. One among many of Thomas’s illustrations of cruelty is the example of Queen Elizabeth’s delight at the screeching of cats burning on bonfires and her giddy love of hunting deer.\(^{105}\) Others are provided by various sorts of animal baiting and are indulged in mostly by males but also by members of all ages and social classes.

To Thomas, the growth of pro-animal sentiments is not, strictly speaking, a purely modern achievement. On the contrary, he insists, arguments against cruelty have existed in England from very early times. As evidence of this longevity, Thomas quotes a passage from the moral treatise *Dives et Pauper*:

> And therefore men should have ruth [i.e., pity] of beasts and birds and not harm them without cause . . . and therefore they that for cruelty and vanity . . . torment beasts or fowl more than . . . is speedful [i.e., expedient] to man’s living . . . they sin . . . full grievously.\(^{106}\)

This was written “no later than 1410,” and Thomas somewhat aggressively adds that “this is a notable passage and a very embarrassing one to anybody trying to trace some development in English thinking about animal cruelty.”\(^{107}\) He proceeds very successfully to catalogue how in late Elizabethan and early Stuart England, animal cruelty was vociferously opposed in pamphlets, newsletters, and sermons by a clamor of Protestant and Puritan reformers, including Quakers, Dissenters, and Latitudinarians. Over the next 200 years, he continues, and aided by the rise of the natural sciences and their inherent antianthropocentric tendencies, these challenges were pushed onward, expanded in scope, and consolidated. Even wrapped in the relative safety of quotation marks, Thomas is quite upbeat about this triumph of inevitability:

> Animals had thus moved from being mere “brutes” or “beasts” to being “fellow beasts,” “fellow mortals” or “fellow creatures” and finally to being “companions,” “friends” and “brothers.”\(^{108}\)
Two relevant points should be made about Thomas’s history of the triumph of animal protection. The first is that this history was by no means an uncontested one. Like battles in the English civil war itself, victories could easily be reversed. Thus, as evidence of forward progress, Thomas records that, given the lack of direction by Parliament,

some municipalities had already begun to act. Maidstone banned cock-throwing in 1653 as “cruel and un-Christianlike” [while] Chester had prohibited bear-baiting on similar grounds. Other local authorities followed suit.109

Thomas also fails to emphasize how very mixed is the evidence about the effectiveness of the outlawing of such cruelties to bears, bulls, and cocks. It is worth recording here that, propelled by the zeal of the Puritan Mayor Henry Hardware, it is true that bearbaiting was prohibited in Chester in 1599, partly because it was accompanied by public displays of drunkenness and violence. Nevertheless, this prohibition was effectively reversed by Hardware’s successors when bearbaiting was officially sponsored in Chester in 1610 and bullbaiting in 1620.110 In fact, Chester did not formally abolish bullbaiting until 1803 (and Britain as a whole, by statute, not until 1835).

It is also not easy to agree with Thomas’s logic when he confronts the question of the Puritans’ beliefs about cruelty to animals and a little lamely concludes that, yes, the Puritans believed animal cruelty to be wrong and that, because of this belief, they opposed it.111 This reasoning enlightens us about neither the derivation of the Puritans’ opposition to cruelty nor why their opposition arose when and as it did. But both of these are among the necessary conditions of understanding the emergence of cruelty laws. Within the same trajectory, consider also the Cromwellian Protectorate’s Ordinance for Prohibiting Cock-matches (March 31, 1654). What was the Puritans’ specific intent in this ordinance?112 Was it singular? Twofold? More? The ordinance’s language clearly indicates that, in declaring cock-fighting matches unlawful assemblies, its framers did not have in the front of their minds a reduction in animals’ suffering. Rather, such matches were explicitly to be prohibited, the ordinance stated, because it was believed that cockfighting often led to disturbances of the public peace and to the dishonor of God and were often accompanied by gaming, drinking, swearing, quarreling, and “other dissolute practices” and often produced the ruin of the participants and their families.

Surely, if the Puritans had opposed animal cruelty for theological or utilitarian or aesthetic reasons, that would have been one thing. But if Thomas is suggesting that the Puritans opposed animal cruelty because
they believed that animals have *a right* to be free from human cruelty, that is something else altogether and, moreover, it is false. Before that right was properly articulated and even partially recognized in law, 250 years more were to go by. In fact, as Thomas himself indicates, those who attacked animal cruelty *in itself* were rare exceptions and were regarded by their contemporaries as eccentric.

In her book *Perceiving Animals*, Erica Fudge takes an opposite tack to Thomas’s large-scale teleology. In so doing, she manages adroitly to place her readers in the very midst of the seventeenth-century audience at the London Bear-Garden. Fudge’s method of representation is to rely on observations by the Bear-Garden’s awed or frightened visitors and treatises on them by well-known Puritans Robert Bolton, Phillip Stubbs, and William Perkins. She documents that members of the Bear-Garden audience admired baiting for a large number of reasons because—when they reacted to a screaming monkey on horseback who was chased and attacked by dogs—it is “an enjoyable parody”; “a comedy”; “the disturbing spectacle . . . becomes a reminder of the superiority of humanity”; the monkey is both like members of the audience and not like them . . . humanity is constantly being reinforced”; and in particular types of baiting, such as bears by dogs, the cruelty to animals is a metaphor of the poor and oppressed rising up against social inequality.113

Similarly, Fudge also shows that the Puritans opposed London’s animal baiting for a great variety of reasons. Among them were that “it is not very pleasant to watch,” “it is dangerous,” “it reminds humans of their weakness in the face of wild nature,” “it is the fruit of the rebellion against God,” “it is a reminder . . . of the essential depravity of postlapsarian humanity,” and “it shows our natural propensity to cruelty.”115

Given the great variety of attitudes consistent with or leading to opposition to cruelty, it is therefore hard to know exactly what influence Calvinism exerted on the dividing line for English Puritans between acceptable and unacceptable behavior in human–animal relations. Certainly, Sunday observance enjoined Puritan families to rest cattle on the Sabbath. But did they observe the Sabbath because they felt obliged to care for quadrupeds one day a week or because they wanted to fill their churches with off-duty farmers? Certainly, too, Puritans opposed most forms of animal baiting. But did their views and practices derive from their opposition to the infliction of pain and suffering on animals? Or did they emerge because the Puritans saw cruelty as conducive to idleness and to sins of the flesh? It is also likely true that roughly the same number of Puritan English women and men decried bearbaiting as approved of bullbaiting and bull
running. The heinousness of these cruelties was apparently outweighed by the carnivorous Puritans’ desire to tenderize the meat and thus to improve its texture and flavor (cravings quite consistent with the robust recipes on display in a cookbook by Oliver’s wife, *The Court and Kitchen of Elizabeth Cromwell*).

How can the curious position of English Puritanism in the early history of animal protection be summarized? In doing this, we do not need to travel as far as Macaulay did when he cynically complained that the Puritan hated bearbaiting “not because it gave pain to the bear but because it gave pleasure to the spectators.” Indeed, he generally contrived to enjoy this double pleasure.”116 Suspicions can legitimately be raised about the reformers’ political motives, however, and it can also be asked whether their sincerity was altogether pure. Inconsistencies can also be pinpointed between their beliefs and actions. Regardless of how these particular questions are resolved, we can say, definitely, that the seventeenth-century Puritan notion of cruelty differed profoundly from the rights-based one that was to appear only much later—at the earliest not until the 1880s. Whereas the Puritan notion was inspired by theological reformism and articulated in anthropocentric terms, a full-fledged understanding of cruelty would be one based on a recognition of animals’ interests for their own sake, not ours.

**The Meaning(s) of Cruelty in the 1635 Act**

Three clear explanations have been given for the 1635 Act’s criminalization of plowing by tail. First, plow fines were a useful source of income for the English administration in Ireland. Second, criminalization was an act in a deadly cultural drama the outcome of which was routinely determined by the power of the English conquerors to impose their will on the Irish. Its dramatic focus was the English belief that most Gaelic Irish customs were vastly inferior to their own and manifest, especially, in their failure either to breed good horses or to plow in an efficient and productive manner. Third, the 1635 Act was but one of many mechanisms pursued by the state to regulate human–animal relationships. A fourth, more contentious explanation—and one that will soon be revisited—is the relationship between early modern state formation and the motivations that English Puritans might have had for outlawing animal baithings.

The meaning of cruelty in the 1635 Act can now be addressed more or less directly. About the attaching of “short ploughs . . . to the tails of ponies walking abreast,” it has been observed that
AGAINST CRUELTY? THE ACT AGAINST PLOWING BY THE TAYLE

The English settlers who saw these ploughs at work thought them both “uncivil” and unprofitable; and the cruelty was obvious, Chichester stating that many hundreds of beasts were killed or spoiled yearly.\footnote{Chichester’s claim is not only condescending, of course, but probably also a bloated exaggeration; if “many hundreds of beasts were killed or spoiled yearly,” then the practice would have expired of its own volition. Moreover, even if in 1613 Chichester actually believed, in respect of plowing by tail, that “the cruelty was obvious,” then the problem still remains: what did such usages of the word “cruelty” mean? Whatever “cruelty” was, it was not obvious. Commensurately, what should be understood by the 1635 Act’s phrase “besides the cruelty used to the beasts”? It may be assumed that the term “beasts” is restricted to animals that were used to plow. These would have included horses, mares, geldings, garrans, and colts and possibly also oxen and donkeys, It may also be assumed that the word “besides” had no more devious meaning than “in addition to” or “an obvious reason that” or, even, “it goes without saying that.”}

It is probably also correct to assume that in the act, cruelty referred either to an accounting principle such as “lacking in profit” or to an action that was wrong because it caused animals to suffer. The choice appears to be a stark one. To put it in another form, when James I complained about plowing by tail in Ireland that it was “a rude and hurtful” custom,\footnote{The choice appears to be a stark one. To put it in another form, when James I complained about plowing by tail in Ireland that it was “a rude and hurtful” custom, did he mean thereby that it was a disservice to good husbandry and hurtful to English revenues? Or that it was painful to horses? On balance, it was the former. And again, consider that in Cavelarice, the husbandry purveyor Gervase Markham expressed great concern about horses’ “swellings, brushings [and] blisterings.” Markham would probably not have described the mental state of someone who had intentionally inflicted those injuries as cruel. However, were he to have condemned such equine injuries as cruel—whether intentionally inflicted or not—it is likely that by that term he intended waste and inefficiency and a violation of husbandry principles.}

The Act shows how even the most obvious and reasonable reform may be resented when it involves a change in the habits of country people. The English settlers who saw these ploughs at work thought them both “uncivil” and unprofitable; and the cruelty was obvious, Chichester stating that many hundreds of beasts were killed or spoiled yearly.\footnote{Chichester’s claim is not only condescending, of course, but probably also a bloated exaggeration; if “many hundreds of beasts were killed or spoiled yearly,” then the practice would have expired of its own volition. Moreover, even if in 1613 Chichester actually believed, in respect of plowing by tail, that “the cruelty was obvious,” then the problem still remains: what did such usages of the word “cruelty” mean? Whatever “cruelty” was, it was not obvious. Commensurately, what should be understood by the 1635 Act’s phrase “besides the cruelty used to the beasts”? It may be assumed that the term “beasts” is restricted to animals that were used to plow. These would have included horses, mares, geldings, garrans, and colts and possibly also oxen and donkeys, It may also be assumed that the word “besides” had no more devious meaning than “in addition to” or “an obvious reason that” or, even, “it goes without saying that.”}

Some insight into the difficulty of interpreting cruelty’s meaning in the 1635 Act in Ireland can be found in a few paragraphs in two important contemporary texts. The first is the View of the Present State of Ireland by Edmund Spenser, a fierce critic of Irish backwardness and a champion of English husbandry principles. Consider the juxtaposition of two scenes in the View, the central dramatic form of which is the dialogue between Eudoxus and Irenius. In the first, Irenius relates a number of Irish customs
to Eudoxus. He does this in order to show that the Irish derived much of their culture from the ancient Scythians—including, for example, the habit of those in the north who capture wolves and then “boil the blood of the beast living and to make meat therof.”

Having listened to Irenius’s telling of this custom, Eudoxus remarks only that he was “all that while as it were entranced and carried so far from myself as that I am now right sorry that ye ended so soon.” Notice that Eudoxus did not reply to Irenius that the practice of boiling wolves alive was wrong or that it was in any sense cruel. Rather, Eudoxus merely said that he was sorry that Irenius’s story “had ended so soon.”

Contrast this scene with another in the View where Spenser described in detail the weapons of Irish warriors whose . . . bows are not past three quarters of a yard long with a string of wreathed hemp, slackly bent, and whose arrows are not above half an ell long, tipped with steel heads made like common broad arrow-heads, but much more sharp and slender, that they must enter an armed man or horse most cruelly, notwithstanding that they are shot forth weakly.

In his description of how Irish-made arrows enter an armed man or horse “most cruelly,” Spenser was surely not articulating a concern for humans’ or horses’ welfare. Rather, he was describing a practice that in this particular case had been undertaken efficiently, effectively, and lethally and, therefore, cruelly.

Now consider the pamphlet A New Description of Ireland, published in London in 1610. Its author was the peripatetic Barnabe Rich, a pensioned English army officer with strong Puritan leanings who had once been imprisoned by the Dublin sheriff for writing a hostile tract on popery. Throughout his text, Rich considered Ireland basically a good and a godly place. But he also saw it as trapped between, on the one hand, the twin incivilities of popery and priests and, on the other, predictably enough, various backward Irish customs. One of these customs was plowing by tail:

I can see a number of defects, and that in the most principall points of their Husbandry; as in the manner of the Tilling of their grounde . . . they have no other means whereby to draw the Plough, but every Horse by his own taile, so that when the poore beast by his painfull labour, hath worn the haire of his tail so short, as it can no longer be tied, the Plough must stand.

Rich’s description of plowing by tail is not simply the standard English fare of the backwardness of the Irish and their violation of good husbandry
practices. It is that, indeed, and more. In the previous quotation, for example, Rich shows himself sympathetic to the plight of Irish farmers who, wanting to till their land, have no choice other than to opt for the economy of horses’ tails. But Rich also displays concern for horses’ welfare. In fact, following a discussion of “civility, humanity, or any manner of Decencie,” the reader is momentarily breathless, turning the page to see if these three virtues might collectively embody the antonymy of some never-before-voiced notion of cruelty in itself. Excitement has its eventual reward. After some barbed, well-rehearsed comparisons between the Irish, Scythians, and cannibals titled “That the Irish are by nature inclined unto cruelty,” Rich writes,

The extreamest point whereunto the crueltie of man may stretch, is for one man to kill another, yea Divinity it selfe, willeth us to shew favor, and not to be cruelly inclined, no not to bruit beastes, which the Almighty hath created and placed amongst his other creatures, as well for his glory as for his service, and hath hismelfe said do be merciful respect unto them. . . . We see here God himself had some commiseration to the poore cattell, and it was not without respect, that he prescribed to Moses, in the first Table of the Commandementes, that as well the cattell as the stranger within thy gates, should cease from their labour, and rest on the Sabaoth day. If it hath pleased God the Creator of all things to be thus regardful to the worke of his handes, I am awfully persuaded, that such as by nature do shew themselves to be no lesse bloudy minded towards men, then towards beasts, do shew themselves to be naturally inclined to cruelty, the ugliness whereof, is to be abhorred and detected amongst men.¹²⁴

Although this particular excerpt is not directed to plowing by tail as such, it clearly expresses the Puritan sentiments described earlier in this chapter. The excerpt—indeed, Rich’s entire pamphlet—is ruled by the Godly might of English Puritanism, thus its repetition of the Almighty’s command to respect animals, to care for them, to have mercy on them, to rest them on the Sabbath, and “and not to be cruelly inclined, no not to bruith beasts, which the Almighty hath created.” However, even though Rich’s text is a clear expression of one sort of Puritan sentiment about animals, those sentiments were themselves ambiguous and inconsistent. Were they voiced from a position that championed the interests of animals? Well, yes, no, and perhaps. Or do they reflect a fear of a disorderly public, a drunken, animal-baiting congregation that might not observe the Sabbath? It is uncertain.

If the anonymous English draftsmen of the 1635 Act had in mind what Spenser’s Irenius and Eudoxus meant by the term “cruelty,” then they
would not have intended something akin to “suffering” or “pain” let alone sentiments involving moral condemnation. Perhaps, as Governor Chichester has been credited with saying, the term was meant to deplore a whole chain of events that began with plowing by tail, led next to the spoiling of horses, and, ultimately and most wastefully, ended with horses’ deaths.

Suppose, instead, that the draftsmen’s intentions were less materialistic and more spiritual (though in the case of Calvinism, for example, these tendencies were intimately intertwined). In this projection, the inspiration would not have been prompted by Roman Catholicism, indifferent almost to a point of principle as this persuasion’s dogma was to animals’ suffering.\textsuperscript{125} The substantial Ulster population of Scottish Presbyterians and among them, in particular, Scottish Calvinists were the most likely source of what at this time might have passed as an enlightened attitude to animals. However, tolerated in Ireland until the early 1630s, Scottish Presbyterians were increasingly targets of Wentworth’s wrath. In part, this was because Scottish Presbyterianism was not the version of Protestantism he sought to encourage but rather the Puritan-leaning Church of Ireland. This church demanded that all recusants and Nonconformists swear an oath of loyalty to the English monarch.\textsuperscript{126} In this case, too, that is where, as this chapter has been at pains to stress, most seventeenth-century Irish roads led.

\section*{Aftermath}

At the end of one of the several rebellions against English rule in the 1640s, a condition of peace insisted on by the Irish Confederates was the repeal of the penal laws, including the 1635 Act. By General Ormond and a disingenuous Charles I, this condition was agreed to in return for the Confederates’ provision of an antiparliamentary standing army in Ireland.\textsuperscript{127} Article 22 of the Ormond Treaty of 1649 proposed to rescind all the earlier legislation that forbade plowing by tail. The secretary for foreign tongues to the Council of State, John Milton, passionately condemned the 1649 treaty and reserved special vehemence for article 22. Milton condemned plowing by tail and sought to uphold the existing law against it not because he saw the practice as cruel to animals—an idea that he did not mention—but because he thought it a custom that showed the Irish to be primitive, savage, idiots, and fools. His anti-Catholic, colonialist rhetoric helped forge the ideological groundwork for the imminent Cromwellian “reduction” of Ireland, even though it was less the Irish than the Scottish and, perhaps, the English Presbyterians whom Milton regarded as the most serious threat to English rule. Despite the promise held forth in the Ormond Treaty,
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The unpopular law was not actually repealed until August 31, 1828.129

Much about the 1635 Act is still unknown.130 How were individual cases of plowing by tail brought to the attention of the authorities and with what results? How were appeals administered? How was recidivism addressed? Barring some unforeseen discovery, the complete absence of relevant judicial records implies that these interesting questions of enforcement and administration cannot be pursued with much success.

Nor is it known in what ways the downtrodden Irish resisted the provisions of the 1635 Act. Herein lies a major puzzle. Why would horses’ tails be used for plowing if those who plowed knew that the practice would lead, sooner or later, to the animals’ destruction? Perhaps those who plowed with horses’ tails tended not to use their own horses—a possibility completely ignored in the discourse of English administrators, contemporary diarists, and the 1622 commission. If poor Gaelic farmers owned neither their own horses nor the meadows and fields required for pasture, then did the conditions of their servitude mean that sometimes plowing by tail was a form of resistance? If so, it anticipated the more widespread mutilations of the horses and cattle of Anglo-Irish landlords that were to be condemned by the latter as agrarian outrages.

How successful was the 1635 Act in its criminalization of plowing by tail? Much of the answer hinges on the yardstick of success. The 1635 Act was very far from being a neat and tidy triumph of humane reason over various sorts of barbarism. It had much more to do with English political will, cultural chauvinism, and the pursuit of private profit than the protection of animals—and perhaps very little at all to do with the latter. The act’s usage of the term “cruelty” mostly referred to something akin to uncultivated, uncouth, wasteful, lethal, primitive, and Other. It was, in short, synonymous with how seventeenth-century English administrators and settlers tended to look at or look down on the native Irish, especially the Irish poor.

Did the 1635 Act succeed in raising money for the English in Ireland? Yes, undoubtedly. Did it succeed in eradicating plowing by tail? No. According to the peripatetic John Dunton, plowing by tail had disappeared or had “been given up” in Ireland by 1698, even in remote districts like western Connacht.131 However, another observer reported that in 1777 it was “done in every season” and “all over Cavan.”132 Yet another report stated that the practice existed in Roscommon as recently as 1809 “and probably much later,”133 while the distinguished Irish ethnographer E. E. Evans has written that it was certainly in use in County Galway in 1820 and that “as late as 1938, in Donegal, [she] spoke to a man who told me that the tail was
secured by a difficult knot which in his youth only a few men knew.”134 In 1949, in an interview in County Cavan, a laborer, Pat Smith, recalled,

I heard of them ploughing with bulls and bullocks in olden times. . . . They had another way of ploughing—they’d tackle the plough to the horse’s tail. I don’t know how it was done unless they had a rope tied around the tail. I heard of my grandfather doing it, and a yeoman or some class of a policeman came into the field and challenged him about it. My grandfather ordered him out of the field and said he’d prosecute him for trespass or something like that. The horse would have a long tail.135
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The Prosecution of Animal Cruelty in Puritan Massachusetts, 1636–1683

The previous chapter lamented that much is still not known about the Irish Act Against Plowing by the Tayle of 1635. In particular, it is unclear precisely what was intended by the 1635 Act’s usage of the term “cruelty” as one of its stated justifications. But the evidence points unmistakably to the conclusion that the 1635 Act had little or, more likely, nothing to do with a desire to ameliorate the lives of animals used in agriculture. Moreover, given the complete absence of relevant judicial records for seventeenth-century Ireland, it is doubtful if a variety of interesting questions of legislative intent and of enforcement can ever be pursued with much success in this regard.

In his account of the British domination of Ireland, Nicholas Canny has pioneered the idea that Ireland was a British experiment and that the personal experiences there of Humphrey Gilbert, Sir Walter Raleigh, Martin Frobisher, and others were later used by them for interpretation, for identity formation, and for the conquest of the New World. Those who sailed from Ireland and England for Virginia of course shared with those who went to New England hopes for a better life. They also had in common a long sea voyage from the motherland, confrontation with indigenous peoples, territorial conquest, plunder of raw materials, and struggles with the landscape. But Virginia was not New England. Although both places were seen by newly arrived colonists as frontier societies, many of the settlers in Virginia, often royalist sympathizers down on their luck in England, expected eventually to return to England, having made their fortunes in the New World.
For most of the settlers in New England, however, the move from England was viewed as a permanent one. Their commitment to a new life in the colonies was thus far more intense. This is not to say that seventeenth-century migrants to New England always had similar motives for leaving England. Some were seeking to escape repressive royal absolutism, others papism. Some sought to be rid of both. Some left England simply because their friends or family had done so. Others fervently wished to construct the Genevan city on the hill.

This chapter is concerned mainly with the Puritan experiment in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. In particular, it examines the emergence and enforcement of “Of the Bruite Creature.” Within the *Body of Liberties of 1641* in Puritan Massachusetts, Liberties 92 and 93 (“Of the Bruite Creature”) criminalized cruelty and neglect of domesticated animals. It would surely be an extraordinary historical coincidence if the 1635 Act and the 1641 “Of the Bruite Creature” were not part of the same historical process of state formation and changing human–animal relationships in England, Ireland, and Massachusetts. Separated by nearly 3,000 miles of Atlantic Ocean, these two laws were enacted in peripheral societies within six years of each other. The texts of both laws formally stated their respective framers’ intentions to criminalize animal cruelty.

In what follows, I first sketch the emergence of the 1641 “Of the Bruite Creature” in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. Against this background, I then examine certain aspects of the enforcement of this legislation. I do this with the assistance of narratives from the records of the Quarterly Courts of Essex County, Massachusetts, between 1636 and 1683.

**Governing Brutes in the Massachusetts Bay Colony**

Little in England’s deforested landscape or in its safe countryside served to prepare migrant Nonconformists for their arrival in the wooded wilderness of what was to become the Massachusetts Bay Colony. William Bradford, the governor of Plymouth Colony, described the Pilgrims’ frightened reaction to their first sight of the Cape Cod landscape in November 1620 as follows:

> Being thus passed ye vast ocean . . . they had now no friends to welcome them, nor inns to entertain or refresh their weatherbeaten bodys, nor houses or much less townes to repaire too, to seeke for succoure. . . . Besids, what could they see but a hideous and desolate wilderness, full of
Poisonous snakes, lions, bears, and wolves were the wild beasts most feared by the colonists, a fact confirmed even by the promoters of the New England colonies in their advertisements, tracts, and sermons. The howling of wolves especially terrified them. Although wolves had been extinct in England for several generations, their ubiquity was more than compensated for by the profits to be made from their plentiful skins and from those of the other furry creatures that inhabited the wilderness: foxes, raccoons, beavers, otters, and bears. As it happened, the extermination of predators agreed nicely with the Puritans’ desire to strike a blow for civilization by taming the wilderness.

The economic centrality of livestock and agriculture in Massachusetts Bay was obvious from the very beginning of colonization there—thus John Winthrop’s almost prosaic summary of events for one day in 1630 that “the wolves killed some swine at Saugus; a cow died at Plimouth, and a goat at Boston with eating Indian corn.” Many of the colonists were originally farmers who had emigrated from rural and coastal areas in Puritan-dominated East Anglia—Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk—and in which husbandry principles were the most progressive in England. Among these East Anglian exiles were the Massachusetts Puritan leaders John Winthrop, John Winthrop Jr., Thomas Hooker, John Davenport, Thomas Shepard, Nathaniel Ward, William Pynchon, and John Eliot. The arrival of these ardent settlers, combined with the presence in Massachusetts Bay of appropriate raw materials, living or fossil, and willing investment from English capitalists, from merchant adventurers, and from arriving settlers, led directly to a thriving mixed economy of agriculture, fishing, shipbuilding, and timber. Within a decade, the colonists had managed to create a vigorous network for the production and distribution of cattle, at first for the local economy and then, from the early 1640s, for the West Indies. Indeed, one economic historian has written about the domestic trade in cattle, in particular, but also that in pigs and sheep, that it “kept New England’s economy afloat during the 1630s.”

Within this agricultural-based economy, the construction of regulations about human–animal relationships was one of the most urgent priorities for capitalist entrepreneurs and small farmers alike. One of the first areas of regulation concerned the killing of wild animals, especially wolves. Besides terrifying the English colonists with their nocturnal howling, wolves also
made the bad judgment to prey on the colonists’ cattle, pigs, and goats. Considerable bounties were therefore often paid to those who hunted wolves. Bounty was usually paid to those who killed wolves, the level of which varied according to how and how many wolves were killed and how many cattle were thereby saved. Sometimes, no bounty was paid at all for killing wolves (“to neither English nor Indians”). On rare occasions, a bounty was also paid for the killing of foxes and wild swine. On other occasions, courts ruled on whether colonists should be allowed to fish with nets near weirs, for example, and whether colonists might employ Indians to shoot fowl or deer with guns.

Another area of public regulation was the danger posed to health and hygiene and human sensibilities by the slaughtering of cattle in close proximity to the citizenry. From the mid-1630s on, ad hoc public hygiene regulations emerged on a town-by-town basis. Many of these had as their focus animals and their waste products. Indeed, in the very first entry of the Boston Town records, in 1634, the selectmen banned the leaving of any fish or garbage near the bridge or town landing place. Detailed regulations were issued about the working environments of tanners, shoemakers, and curriers. For example, it was declared that in respect of oxen, bulls, steers, and cows, “no butcher shall gash, cut, impair or hurt their hides.” Specific areas were set aside for the messy trades of lime burners and blubber boilers, and actions were taken to quell the odors of a mismanaged slaughterhouse. In one complaint, “tan Fatts” were declared to be “of great annoyance.” A Boston butcher, Robert Nash, was ordered to be give[n] speedy notice . . . that with all speed he remove the Stinking garbage out of his yard, nere the street, and provide some other remote place for slaughter of Beasts, that such loath-some smells might be avoided, which are of great annoyance unto the neighbours, and to strangers.

Regarding animals, the most contentious conflicts involved the transport and movement of cattle. Some rules addressed the loading and unloading of cattle and their by-products onto sailing vessels. Others emerged for the construction of adequate and safe roads and bridges so that carts and horses could travel safely and be used to get their goods to market. Innkeepers were instructed to provide shelter for carriers’ horses between points of production and embarkation, “having one inclosure for summer, & hay and p[ro]vender for winter.” During the first three decades of colonization, agriculture comprised considerably more cattle production than it did the cultivation of wheat
and grain. Given the relative scarcity of human labor in Massachusetts Bay, cattle were allowed to wander unattended. Moreover, on the assumption that their animals would thereby eat more food and grasses, mate more often, and produce more offspring, colonists not only condoned but also insisted on the free roaming of their cattle. This violation of accepted husbandry principles led to an interesting reversal—while colonists’ cattle were allowed to wander, it was corn and grains that had to be fenced in. How, where, and with what consequences cattle grazed therefore soon emerged at the heart of a number of serious conflicts.

In situations where animals are regarded as humans’ private property, it should be stressed, the regulation of human–animal relationships is never between humans and animals as such but rather between one human and another human. In the particular circumstances of Puritan Massachusetts Bay, therefore, serious conflicts quickly emerged between one colonist and another on the one hand and between colonists and the indigenous peoples on the other. For purposes of grazing, cattle did not much discriminate between land owned by colonists and land inhabited by Indians. Colonists’ cattle were obviously a major source of irritation for the Indians. The colonists typically solved this rivalry simply by appropriating Indian land so that their cattle could then graze there freely and, if necessary, with the forces of law and order to assist them. John Winthrop transformed this practice into legal principle with devastating ruthlessness. “As for the Natives in New England,” he divined,

they inclose noe Land, neither have [they] any settled habytation, nor any tame Cattle to improve the Land by, and soe have noe other but a Naturall Right to those Countries, soe as if we leave them sufficient [land] for their use, we may lawfully take the rest.24

This created enormous problems not only for the Indians, when settlers’ animals wandered into their traps or trampled their corn,25 but also for the colonists themselves. It was not only cattle causing harm but also trespassing swine, hogs, sheep, and goats.26 In 1638, it was ordered that swine would be forfeited if they were found trespassing in cornfields, meadows, or pastures27 or in or adjacent to town commons.28

The early records of the General Court and of the Court of Assistants are therefore rife with disputes to do with the havoc caused by grazing cattle, trespass, and fences (whether in need of repair or completely lacking).29 Moreover, those who interfered with the procedures for impounding trespassing cattle were ordered to be whipped (“all breaches very offensive and injurious”).30
The Criminalization of Animal Cruelty
The combination of court decisions and ad hoc municipal laws was clearly too haphazard and unsystematic for the Puritans’ taste for orderliness and predictability. One of the first references to the Massachusetts Bay colonists’ preference for a formal system of laws is contained in an order of May 3, 1635, by Governor John Winthrop. Specifically, Winthrop ordered that “some men should be appointed to frame a body of grounds of laws, in resemblance of a Magna Charta.” The next year (1636), two competing draft laws began to circulate in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. One draft, titled Moses his Judicialls, was devised largely by Parson John Cotton. The Judicialls comprised a fire-and-brimstone biblical literalism. The other draft was a set of common-law–based rules drawn up by the Puritan Nathaniel Ward, a Cambridge-educated lawyer and excommunicated fugitive from the wrath of the Archbishop of Canterbury, William Laud. Although Cotton’s Judicialls was adopted by the New Haven Colony, it was rejected in late 1639 by a special committee of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. The compendium that finally emerged in November 1641 was formally enacted by the General Court of the Massachusetts Bay Colony as the Body of Liberties.

Although its precise combination of influences has been open to endless interpretation and debate, the Body of Liberties was an experimental mixture of English common law, equity, Mosaic commandments, and localized pressures. While the Liberties generally defined crimes according to English law or, at least, what the antilawyerly Puritans knew of English law and could remember of it, capital punishment followed Mosaic rules. None of the legislation would have been at all unacceptable to English judges and lawmakers. Not surprisingly, therefore, when the General Court ordered that copies of law books be procured, these were English books supportive of and based on English common law.

Animals are explicitly mentioned five times in the ninety-eight liber-
ties. Cruelty to animals was formally criminalized in Liberties 92 and 93. Without precedent in English law and among the most innovative provi-
sions of the Body of Liberties, Liberties 92 and 93 were collectively titled “Of the Bruite Creature”:

Of the Bruite Creature

92 No man shall exercise any Tirranny or Crueltie towards any bruite Creature which are usuallie kept for man’s use.

93 If any man shall have occasion to leade or drive Cattel from place to place that is far of, so that they be weary, or hungry, or fall sick, or lambe, It shall be lawful to rest or refresh them, for a competent time, in any open place that is not Corne, meadow, or inclosed for some peculiar use.
Liberties 92 and 93 seem self-evidently both to forbid “cruelty” to nonhuman animals and also to promote their protection. The language of “Of the Bruite Creature” indicates that Liberties 92 and 93 were intended to apply both to positive acts of “Tirrany” or “Crueltie” against domesticated animals and to omissions of some of their basic needs for rest, food, and water. However, it is unclear whether the language of this indisputably Puritan legislation was intended to be broad and inclusive or, rather, deliberately vague. What counted as acts of “Tirrany” and “Crueltie,” and how did Puritans in Massachusetts understand the distinction implicit in Liberty 93 between “creatures which are usuallie kept for man’s use” and, presumably, “wild” animals?

There are at least two aids for unlocking the meaning of cruelty in “Of the Bruite Creature.” The first concerns the additional insight that can be gleaned from how the term was employed elsewhere in the Body of Liberties. The second derives from the written records of animal cruelty prosecutions in the Massachusetts courts.

Besides its appearance in “Of the Bruite Creature,” the notion of cruelty also appears in several other places in the Body of Liberties: implicitly in Liberties 43 and 45 and explicitly in Liberties 46 and 85. Liberty 43 might fairly be taken to mean that excessive punishment was unjust or cruel. Liberty 45 barred the use of torture in judicial interrogations unless it was in a capital case and the accused had already been convicted or if it was used to identify accomplices. However, in neither circumstance was torture permitted if it was “barbarous and inhumane.” In this context, “barbarous” and “inhumane”—when applied to interhuman practices—seem to be synonyms delineating the unjustifiable infliction of physical pain. They are also synonyms, we might say, for cruelty. It is true that in 1641, opposition to torture could be embedded in several oppositional discourses, including the probabilistic notion that torture produced mathematically unreliable confessions. But the opposition to torture in Liberty 45 seems just as much grounded in the Puritans’ perception that torture was morally unjustifiable, except in very rare circumstances. To this interpretation it might be added that the very next liberty—Liberty 46—forbade the use of any bodily punishments that were “inhumane Barbarous or cruel.”

The term “cruelty” is used on one other occasion in the Body of Liberties in Liberty 85. Titled “Liberties of Servants,” this states,

If any servants shall flee from the Tiranny and cruelty of their masters to the howse of any freeman of the same Towne, they shall be protected and susteyned there till due order be taken for their relief.
It is surely no coincidence that the language of “Liberties of Servants” is identical to that used in “Of the Bruite Creature.” Indeed, other than in Liberty 85 and in “Of the Bruite Creature,” the phrase “Tiranny and Cruelty” occurs nowhere else in the Body of Liberties. It is therefore tempting to think that servants and domesticated animals were placed in somewhat similar categories. Servants and domesticated animals were subordinates to whom their owners nevertheless owed certain obligations.

It is worth stressing that the liberties and rights enumerated in the Body of Liberties are structured according to the Puritan insistence on hierarchy in social relationships. God sits atop. Beneath Him are the Massachusetts Bay Colony and its judicial organization and proceedings, and beneath them, in descending order of importance according to their “place and proportion,” are free men, then women, children, servants, foreigners, strangers, and, finally, “any bruite Creature which are usuallie kept for man’s use.” Moreover, while the rights attached to free men (Liberties 58–78),38 women (79 and 80),39 children (81–84),40 servants (85–88),41 and foreigners and strangers (89–91)42 are explicitly listed as liberties, the obligation placed on humans not to tyrannize domesticated animals, not to be cruel to them, and to provide for their basic bodily needs are not listed as “Liberties” as such. The human obligations toward domesticated animals are listed after the enumeration of the liberties; they are given the title “Of the Bruite Creature” and two numbers (92 and 93).43

In other words, in the Body of Liberties, animals are part of the “Body,” though they do not have liberties in the same way that humans do. The Body of Liberties placed certain obligations on the owners of domesticated animals, and criminalization was stated to apply to the actions of owners who physically mistreated their animals or who failed to provide them with sustenance. Puritanism and Calvinism demanded that animals would be kept firmly in their respective allotted places—last in the pecking order—but, at the same time, treated with respect and kindness according to that power and prudence given by God.

The records of relevant judicial prosecutions here are another resource for examining what animal cruelty might have meant to the citizens and judiciary of Puritan Massachusetts Bay Colony. These include the following:

1. The five-volume Records of the Governor and Company of the Massachusetts Bay in New England (RGCMB). However, there are no cases in the General Court in which any defendant was charged with animal cruelty and no evidence offered of animal cruelty where the charge was dismissed. There is one possible case
of neglect, with very scanty facts: in 1647, a complaint was made in the General Court against Edmund Bridges “for his neglect of shoeing Mr. Symond’s horse.”

2. Two sets of records of the Court of Assistants: Records of the Court of Assistants, 1641–1644 (RCA) and Records of the Court of Assistants of the Massachusetts Bay 1630–1692 (RCAMB). Neither in the RCA nor in the RCAMB are there any obvious examples of prosecutions for animal cruelty. This is not to say definitively that there are no animal cruelty cases in the RCA and RCAMB, but if there are any, then they are very difficult to identify without further details. Most often this is because the offense with which a defendant was charged was not stated. Thus, in 1641, “John Vocar was censured to pay ten shillings, or bee whipped.” In the same year, “Pesons, or George the Indian, was banished and not to come among the English after a weeke.”

3. The eight-volume Records and Files of the Quarterly Courts of Essex County Massachusetts 1636–1683. The Quarterly Courts of Essex County (QCEC) derived their legal powers from the corporate charter of the Massachusetts Bay Company. The colonial equivalent of the Quarterly Sessions in England, the QCEC contain very few references to English law, perhaps because law books were scarce, because the Puritans were not well versed in English law, or because, given their recent political and legal troubles in the motherland, they put little faith in practicing lawyers. The QCEC exercised jurisdiction over criminal, civil, and administrative matters in Essex County, Massachusetts. Were they actually to exist, recorded cases of animal cruelty might be found not only in the presentments of grand juries but also in court transcripts of legal disputes between private citizens. We now turn to these in more detail.

Animal Cruelty Prosecutions in the Quarterly Courts of Essex County, Massachusetts, 1636–1683
The nonhuman animals named in the pages of the QCEC include asses, bears, beasts, beavers, bees, boars, bullocks, bulls, calves, a cat, cattle, colts, cows, deer, dogs, ewes, geldings, goats, heifers, hogs, horses, kids, kine, lambs, livestock, mares, moose, otters, oxen, pigs, racoons, rams, sheep, shotes, sows, steers, swine, and wolves. One is left with the strong
impression that in their first two decades, Massachusetts courts adjudicated more cases involving animals than any other category. Perhaps this is only to be expected in a society the economy of which was overdetermined by agricultural relationships.

**Reading the QCEC**

At first glance, the omens for finding information on animal abuse in the QCEC are not especially favorable. Only one case of animal abuse was identified by Samuel Morison in his once-authoritative book *Builders of the Bay Colony* ("an interesting case of condemnation for cruelty to an ox").\(^{46}\) Quite opposite conclusions have been reached by two well-respected and more recent studies. On the one hand, Emily Leavitt and Diane Halverson claim that Liberty 92 was used successfully for prosecution.\(^{47}\) But, other than referring to Morison's finding, they offer no support for this bold claim. Were there other prosecutions for animal cruelty? Did prosecution operate as a deterrent to would-be animal abusers? On the other hand, in her book *Creatures of Empire*, Virginia DeJohn Anderson finds that "there is no evidence that any Bay colonist was ever prosecuted for violations that almost certainly occurred."\(^ {48}\) However, Anderson does not tell her readers how she reached this conclusion.

On matters specifically to do with crime and deviance, the QCEC records have been searched in some depth on at least two occasions. First, in his book *Wayward Puritans* Kai Erikson constructed an otherwise-useful typology of seventeenth-century deviance. But his typology included no clear space for possible cases of animal cruelty cases.\(^ {49}\) Second, in his study of 793 criminal cases in Massachusetts between 1629 and 1650, Howard Schweber uncovered two prosecutions for animal cruelty. Both cases were held at Salem Quarterly Court on November 7, 1649, one against Ann Haggett, the other against William Flint.\(^ {50}\) However, Schweber came on these cases accidentally and in passing, as it were, in the course of his search for crimes committed in households. Had he intended to look specifically for them, Schweber would have perhaps found more animal cruelty prosecutions.

Several caveats must be offered about reading the QCEC. One is that, in trying to find animal cruelty prosecutions by looking for them in each volume’s index, the existing index categories are not especially helpful. Constructed as they were nearly a century ago, their compilers could not realistically have foreseen what information researchers several generations later would have wanted to find in the QCEC. The indices should therefore be viewed with skepticism. Instead, the entire text of each volume
needs to be read line by line and page by page so as either to read between
the lines, so to speak, or to look for categories other than the obvious
“Animals, cruelty to” or “Crimes, cruelty to animals” (one case in eight
volumes in 1660) and so on.

Another difficulty is that most of the cases recorded in the QCEC pro-
vide precious few details of court proceedings or of events before and after
court hearings. A great many of the entries in the QCEC are one line or
less in length, such as “William Pritchett of Lynn discharged.”51 Very often,
even when entries are longer than one line, their contents are quite cryptic:
for example, “Richard Norman testified that Goody Peach told him that
she spoke only what she said to Goody Blancher.”52 Sometimes if a charge
and verdict are stated, then precious little evidence is given: for example,
“Guido Baly admonished for beating his wife.”53 In some cases, even when
the charge and evidence are provided, it is impossible to know the nature
of the offense: for example, “Thomas Wheeler testified that he had goats of
Wm. James, one of which was yellow.”54 Similarly, “Thomas Rowell fined
for taking tobacco out of doors and near a house. His wife was admonished
for cruelty.”55 Rowell’s wife was admonished for “cruelty,” but whether
this was to a servant, a child, or an animal is not stated.

Animals tend to be visible in QCEC texts in one of three ways: in wills
and estates, when they have been stolen or otherwise misappropriated or
damaged by a defendant, or when a plaintiff alleged that his property had
been damaged by the defendant’s animals—by goats,56 for example, or by
bees,57 swine,58 sows,59 or horses.60 Especially before the enactment of “Of
the Bruite Creature” in 1641, even when cruelty or neglect might have
been present, QCEC cases involving animals were overwhelmingly seen as
property offenses. Thus, “Peter Paltrey’s servant Jane Wheat whipped for
killing his neighbor’s poultry, for lying and loitering and running away from
her master.”61 And “John Stacy v. Richard More. For killing his swine.”62
And “Mr. Gervas Garford hired a cow of John Pease for a year; Pease then
being absent, Garford was ordered to keep the cow till Pease returned.”63
But what should be made of the following entry? “Thomas Rowell fined
for taking tobacco out of doors and near a house. His wife was admonished
for cruelty.”64 And Francis Ussellton was fined for cursing a swine of Henry
Hagget, saying “A pox a god upon her & the divill take her.”65

Another difficulty with reading the QCEC derives from the powerful
and complicating influence of sabbatarianism. The broad range of offenses
associated with popular pastimes and work that had been banned in the
seventeenth century by English Puritans was also banned in Puritan Mas-
sachusetts. These included not only gaming offenses, drinking, swearing,
and so on but also certain practices that, though they might have been permitted on the other six days of the week, were crimes if committed on Sundays. Examples of such sabbatarian offenses were most forms of labor, such as haymaking, gathering peas or wood, driving cattle, loading or unloading ships, and hunting, and failure to attend congregation and absence from public ordinances. Penalties for offenses committed on Sundays were typically higher than if committed on other days.\textsuperscript{66}

Sabbatarian offenses involving human–animal relationships were quite numerous throughout the seventeenth century.\textsuperscript{67} Most sabbatarian offenses, when recorded in the QCEC, seem quite straightforward, even if disarmingly brief. Thus, “Mathew Coe . . . for hunting raccoons on the Lord’s Day during public service, fined.”\textsuperscript{68} The hunting of raccoons, which were regarded as wild animals and therefore belonging to no one, became an offense only if done on Sundays. But the meaning of sabbatarian cases involving animals is not always so obvious. Consider the case of William Robinson, who was charged with “carrying a fowling piece on the Lord’s Day.”\textsuperscript{69} Can we safely assume that Robinson’s action became an offense only because he was hunting on a Sunday? Perhaps it was a trespass on Robinson’s part that led to the sabbatarian charge or a neighbor’s animosity. Without further documentation, these questions cannot be answered. Consider also Harklackenden Symonds, who was fined for driving cattle on the Sabbath.\textsuperscript{70} Was Symonds prosecuted only because he engaged in driving cattle on a Sunday, a sabbatarian offense for which he was found guilty? Or was he prosecuted because he had violated Liberty 93, which forbade the causing of cattle to be weary or hungry while they were being driven from one place to another, and this just happened to be done on a Sunday? We cannot know. Consider, finally the judicial decision that “whosoever shall offend in riding or running their horses fast to or from the meetings [on the Lord’s Day] shall forfeit 20s., unless it be upon some extraordinary occasion or necessity.”\textsuperscript{71} Was riding horses “fast” seen as cruel or neglectful, and does this mean that it was permissible to ride horses to congregation slowly on the Sabbath?

\textbf{Animal Cruelty Prosecutions Possible and Probable}

The previously mentioned caveats notwithstanding, there are six instances in the QCEC where a notion of animal cruelty might have been part of or even a central theme in prosecutorial evidence:

1. In 1644, John and Stephen Talbie were admonished for “unbecoming speeches about a dog in the water, though not
proved the baptizing of him.”72 Was this a religious offense? Did it involve cruelty?

2. In 1649, William Flint “was presented for beating a bull and cow and his son at one time in a cruel manner.” Flint was discharged.73

3. In 1651, Edward Coleburne and others were presented to the court for “several railing and scandalous speeches” against Joseph Fowler, among which was the allegation that Fowler had wounded a hog with a knife.74 Although no verdict is recorded in this case, wounding a hog with a knife would clearly have fallen within the scope of Liberty 92.

4. In 1669, “Edward Brag complained of Benjamin Marshall for threatening his house and cattle, etc.”75

5. In 1672, Robert Bartlet’s mare was found dead with a wound behind the shoulder, where it had impaled itself on a piece of sharp stake where the fence had broken and had not been properly repaired.76 The main theme of this case might have been a boundary dispute, it might have involved cruelty, and, though no verdict or disposition is given, probably the defendant would have at least been liable for the value of the horse.

6. In 1682, Nathan Webster was charged with killing a tame deer.77 What the offense in this case was is uncertain. Did the killing of the deer involve cruelty? Was it a breach of the peace or an offense against public order? Was it a property offense (though wild animals could not be owned, a deer presumably could be, if tamed after capture, and the killing of her might lead to a suit for damages).

Besides these six cases, there were also fourteen cases that very likely or surely did involve cruelty to animals. In chronological order, they are the following:

1. In 1649, John Leech Jr. was fined for beating Samuell Allin, son of William Allin, and setting his dog on cows, “to the pulling of their tayles.”78

2. In 1649, Ann, wife of Henry Haggett, was fined for beating her child and calf in a cruel manner with an ax.79

3. An interesting case occurred in 1662, which is unusual in the length and the detail of the court record:

William Bartoll, aged about thirty-two years, and Marke Pittman, aged about forty years, deposed that some time the last May they
saw Joseph Daliver on a Lord’s day morning where a young foal, said to be Mr. Walton’s, was found dead in the afternoon by Bartoll. The latter thought it had been knocked in the head, as the skull was beaten flat and the brains lay on the ground. Pittman further deposed that about three weeks after that, on a second day of the week at sunrise, he saw said Daliver going along with a gun under his arm. . . . Pittman, having occasion to go the same way to look for his cows, followed said Daliver, although keeping out of sight. Presently he heard a gun go off about eight rods before him, and with it the neighing of horses and saw them run, but he did not think then that the man had killed them. Pittman then went over to the stage about his business and about two or three hours after, one of deponent’s children came to him and told him that Goodman Connant’s mare was killed, and he went over after to see, sending his boy to tell said Connant of it. When deponent came to the place where he heard the gun go off, he saw the mare newly killed, and plainly saw where she was shot on the thigh in the near flank.

Erasmus James, aged twenty-seven years, and Josiah Walton, aged about twenty years, deposed that going with Richard Rowland to view his mare that was dead, they found that she had been shot in the breast, for there were twenty holes in her body. At the same time they saw one shot taken out of lote Connant’s mare that was found dead. 80

Galiver was convicted of having killed two mares. He was fined ten pounds, required to compensate the horses’ owners a total of twenty-five pounds, and to pay the court costs; finally, he was bound over to good behavior and to remain in prison until the fine was paid.

4. In 1666, Abraham Fitt was condemned for abusing an ox. The record states the following:

Writ: Moses Pengry v. Abragam Fitt; for abusing an ox, so that it died. . . . Samuell Eyrs of Ipswich deposed that he saw Abraham Fitt come with a load of wood upon a sled by his house, a reasonable load for two cattle. Going over the gutter near his barn, the off bullock slipped upon the ice and he could not get him up until he had unyoked him and he was forced to call his dog to raise him, and the bullock shook the bullock by the ear. After the bullock was dead, Fitts desired deponent to help him draw him to Decon Pengre’s, but the latter refused it, and he went to three men to take the hide, but could get none to do it. . . .
Thomas Burnum deposed that he saw Fitt with his sled near Mr. Huberd’s barn and he noticed that the bullock was very white with frost, the weather being very cold and the bullock being in a great sweat. Deponent told him that he should put the bullock in a warm place as soon as he could. . . .

John Lee deposed that the ox ran so fast that he could hardly catch him. . . .

Robert Colines deposed that he was asked to strip the bullock and he thought death was caused by beating. . . .

William Danfford deposed that Fitt beat his cattle. 81

5. In what appears to be a civil action of trespass—though listed in the QCEC index as a crime—animal cruelty arose in a case of 1659 against William Dellow. In this, Robert Shatswell successfully sued William Dellow for forty-four shillings for trespass and for “cruelty in beating his ox, whereby he is much diminished, the ox being dead.” 82 In this case, the cruelty was variously described by several witnesses as follows:

Dellow beat Shatswell’s ox “so he died” (Witness Richard Shatswell).

Shatswell’s bullock “[w]as so beaten that the hair was off. William Dellow did it with a small walnut stick” (Witness Joseph Browne).

Shatswell said to Dellow “‘Now William you may see the froots of crooilty.’ Dellow agreed to pay for half of the beast, and said he hoped it would be a warning to him not to beat any so again” (Witness Richard Brabrocke).

Upon examination after the beast was dead [they] saw that there was a bruise on the side near the heart, etc. (Witnesses Edmon Bridges and John Apelford). 83

6. In 1660, a complaint was filed against John Leigh for wounding an ox and killing a pig belonging to John Fuller. 84 Fuller and Leigh were neighbors in Ipswich and became involved in a dispute about Fuller’s cows grazing in Leigh’s pasture. Fuller himself and other witnesses testified that Leigh retaliated against Fuller by injuring Fuller’s animals: a dead hog was found “with his foot in the yoke and his head broken to a jelly.” Two witnesses, Thomas and Sarah Low, complained that they found one of their cows “with her ear pulled off,” probably by Lee’s dog. Thomas Low also testified
that he saw Lee “throw a stick at his sheep,” that Lee “broke the leg of one of his lambs,” and that he “had lost fourteen head of cattle, sheep and swine by such means.” Although numerous other witnesses also made similar accusations against Leigh, the jury found him not guilty of the main charge. However, because “great suspicion” remained, Leigh was bound over to appear at the next court for further examination.

7. In 1660, John Pinder was fined five pounds for “cutting a mare.” The facts reported for this case were as follows.85

Samuel Graves, aged about thirty-eight years, testified that John Pinder, jr., told him and one of his children that he wished deponent’s house and all he had would burn, and that his father wished so too. Deponent found a match lying near the groundsel of his barn with the burned end touching the hay, and he had often told said Pinder of his naughty tricks and he would reply “You lye, Graves.” Deponent had also heard him go along the street muttering and threatening his children, hogs and fowls, saying that he would knock them in the head. Said Graves had several fowls knocked in the head, lying in Pinder’s yard, his pigs wounded and a shoat of three quarters old stabbed with a pitchfork. Deponent had often told Pinder’s father of his tricks, but he would not believe it.86

Pinder was found guilty of cutting the mare. For unknown reasons, part of his fine was waived.

8. In 1662, George Farough confessed that he had taken six hogs and shoats and converted them to his own use. For this the court ordered him to pay restitution of ten pounds to the owners of the animals. Additionally, for his other offenses of “stealing, deceitfully removing a landmark and cruelty in drowning a mare,” Farough was ordered to be severely whipped and disenfranchised.87

9. In 1669, John Chub, “for killing Renold Foster’s horse, was sentenced to pay £5 to said Foster and £5 to the county or else to be whipped. Also to pay Thomas Low 10s.”88

10. In 1669, “Moses Worcester, presented for cruelty to cattle, was ordered to have a legal admonition.”89

11. In 1672, “Francis Young was presented upon complaint of Caleb Kimball for using cruelty in treatment of said Kimball’s oxen.”90
12. On March 30, 1675, Joseph Selden was charged with “cutting a horse” in the Massachusetts Bay (New Hampshire).\textsuperscript{91} No further details are provided.

13. In 1676, John Smith, a tailor, was found guilty and fined five groats “for an act of cruelty to a swine, using more violence than was necessary to the driving of the swine to the pound.”\textsuperscript{92}

14. In 1682, Walter Fairefield of Wenham was ordered to appear in court “for cruelty abusing and striking his servant about six years ago whereby he was unable to perform his work, also for abusing one of his swine and, to conceal it, threw it into a swamp.”\textsuperscript{93}

Drawn from an unknown universe of violations, these QCEC cases show that animal cruelty prohibitions were sometimes accompanied by criminal prosecution in seventeenth-century Puritan Massachusetts. Of the roughly 3,000 QCEC cases between 1636 and 1683, fourteen of them more or less directly concerned animal cruelty. Between the enactment in 1641 of Liberties 92 and 93 (“Of the Bruite Creature”), there was on average, therefore, roughly one conviction for animal cruelty in Essex County every three years up to 1683. In these cases, those on trial were accused of using knives, guns, stakes, and other means to torment, wound, maim, and kill dogs, cows, calves, horses, oxen, pigs, swine, hogs, shoats, and lambs. The motives of the accused appear to have ranged from revenge and retaliation to boundary disputes and simple viciousness. Those aberrant souls convicted of animal cruelty were sanctioned with warnings, fines, restitution, temporary incarceration, whippings, and disenfranchisement.

What do these cases suggest about the prosecution of animal cruelty under the terms of Liberty 92? To what extent was animal cruelty prosecuted, with what consequences, and for whom? Were the lives of animals ameliorated? Why were there no prosecutions recorded for neglect of animals according to the provisions of Liberty 93?

To all these questions, the resounding answer must be that it’s hard to say. Official narratives of arrests, prosecutions, and convictions probably tell us less about the prevalence of animal cruelty and its amelioration than they do about the activities of agents of social control. Indeed, it is quite possible that, like acts of bestiality, incidents of animal cruelty, if detected, were less likely to make their way into the criminal justice system than they were to be handled informally and in private. In seventeenth-century Puritan Massachusetts, some laws, such as those regulating political and religious dissent,\textsuperscript{94} sexual deviation, and alcohol use, were consistently enforced with
passion and with punitiveness. Other laws were enforced little or not at all. Perhaps it was that way with Liberties 92 and 93.

**Taking Stock**

Chapter 1 examined the emergence and meaning of the problematic preamble “the cruelty used to the beasts” in the 1635 Irish Act Against Plowing by the Tayle. This chapter has examined another law the stated justification of which was opposition to animal cruelty, namely, Liberties 92 and 93 (“Of the Bruite Creature”) enacted in 1641 in Puritan Massachusetts. Both laws emerged as moments in the expanding tendency of the early modern English state to regulate human–animal relationships. Both were mechanisms wielded in a twofold process of colonization: on the one hand, of animals and native Irish and, on the other, of animals and native Americans.

The language in “Of the Bruite Creature” was the same as the language that migrating Puritans had brought with them from England and that had been developing pockets of concentration there since the late sixteenth century. Wherever they lived, all Puritans would surely have agreed with Cotton Mather’s recommendation on how to “Serve God with Priestly Glory, free from Sin”:

Tutors be Strict; but yet be Gentle too:
Don’t by fierce Cruelties fair Hopes undo.
The Lads with Honour first, and Reason, rule;
Blowes are but for the Refractory Fool.

But it remains unclear whether Puritans condemned and criminalized violent human–animal relationships such as blood sports because they saw them as cruel or, instead, because they were thought to encourage idleness, sins of the flesh, and displays of violence that threatened public order. Although the doctrinal influence of Calvinism on the 1635 Act, if any, remains a mystery, its effects are much easier to see in Puritan Massachusetts. In law, at least, and if only during the first one or two generations of settlement and before the rot of unintended consequences set in, the distance in Massachusetts between Puritan intention and criminalization appears to have been a relatively short one. Yet there were no laws prohibiting animal cruelty in Plymouth Colony’s 1636 Laws or in statutory revisions there in 1658 and 1672. A provision in the Providence (Rhode Island) Colony’s 1647 Code of Laws forbade “cut[ting] out the tongue of a beast being alive,” though this offense was categorized not as cruelty but
as theft and, specifically, as larceny.\textsuperscript{96} There were no anticruelty provisions in the New Haven Code of 1656.\textsuperscript{97} Only Connecticut Colony followed suit, nine years after the emergence of “Of the Bruite Creature” in Massachusetts, by enacting an almost identical anticruelty provision in its 1650 \textit{General Laws and Liberties}.\textsuperscript{98}

At least two questions should be pursued further. The first is why the first animal cruelty legislation emerged in Puritan Massachusetts rather than, say, elsewhere in the New England colonies. Perhaps the answer to this question lies in the nature of the different and competing Puritanisms in New England and in their respective effects on legislative activity. Although in \textit{their} own time the practitioners of each of the various Puritanisms recognized each other as Puritans, as did their religious and political opponents, there were nevertheless severe doctrinal disagreements about the Word of God and the outward signs of election among Presbyterians, antinomians, independent separatists, Baptists, and Quakers. Perhaps the answer lies somewhere in this heady ideological conflict. Perhaps it lies just as much in the realm of historical accident and in the malevolent workings of the goddess Fortuna.

Another question has to do with the existence in Puritan Massachusetts of certain attitudes toward human–animal relationships that would seem to us, if held together, to be quite incompatible. On the one hand, consider that certain forms of animal cruelty and neglect were outlawed by “Of the Bruite Creature.” Moreover, as this chapter has demonstrated, this legislation was not just symbolic but was accompanied by criminal prosecutions (though their intensity must remain a matter of dispute). On the other hand, consider that “Of the Bruite Creature” emerged in an early modern culture where cruelty to animals was so extensively embedded in everyday life that it was not even recognized as such by its inhabitants. On one, arguably less significant level, these cruelties can be found not only in the unkind death meted out by the criminal justice system to trespassing dogs and to a variety of other animals after the occasional trial of humans convicted of bestiality or witchcraft but also in local customs like that in Eastham, Massachusetts, which held that no man was allowed to marry until he had killed either six blackbirds or three crows.

Much more significant than these were the cruelties whose reflections appear in the culinary recipes of seventeenth-century Massachusetts. As anthropologists have long known, how people prepare and cook their food conveys hugely significant cultural messages about who they are and how they see animals. The everyday cooking methods used in Puritan Massachusetts would doubtless have been based on some mixture of recipes
the colonists brought with them from England, the culinary practices of the indigenous peoples, and their own local adaptations. There were several popular seventeenth-century English cookbooks, among them John Wecker’s *Secrets of Art and Nature*, which recommended in grotesque detail various techniques for the softening and roasting, while alive, of the flesh of eels, geese, ducks, and pigs.99 Others included Gervase Markham’s *English Huswife*, John Murrell’s *New Booke of Cookerie*, and Robert May’s *Accomplisht Cook* (which contained “expert ways for the dressing of all sorts of Flesh, Fowl, and Fish”). The recipes most likely to be in vogue among Massachusetts Puritans would have been those disseminated by Elizabeth Cromwell (who had the considerable advantage of being able to try out new delicacies on her husband Oliver). Her book of 1654, *The Court and Kitchen of Elizabeth Cromwell*, has recipes for soups, stews, fresh roasts, preserved meats (bacon, ham, and salt pork), and local fare, such as mollusks, fish, wild game, fowl/birds, domesticated hogs, deer, turkey, chicken, and lamb. Although Cromwell avoided any description of the proper methods by which animals should be killed for the table, these can be found in other cookery books of the time.100

Finally, it must be said that “Of the Bruite Creature” did not represent a key moment in the gradual unfolding of the predicates of some humane worldview. Nor was it a stepping-stone to a future where cruelty to animals was condemned either for the sake of the animals and their pain or because, especially, cruelty was seen as a wrongful breach of the moral circle of beings to whom rights should be extended. Like the 1635 Act Against Plowing by Tayle, “Of the Bruite Creature” was enacted and understood entirely in terms of the supremacy of human interests over those of animals.
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The theme of this chapter emerged less from my wish to contribute to an embryonic sociology of animal abuse than from the practical needs of pedagogy. In trying to develop an undergraduate course on the sociology of animal abuse, I was immediately confronted with conveying to my students an adequate response to the deceptively simple question, What is animal abuse? Class time devoted to the specter of the dramatic and well-publicized horrors of agribusiness, slaughterhouses, vivisection, hunting, trapping, circuses, and so on would tend to stimulate among students, I believed, more of a visceral reaction than the desired goal of sustained inquiry about the nature of animal abuse.

It happened that, in casting a wide net for some heuristic device that would enable me to examine animal abuse in a pedagogic context, I stumbled on two unusual and quite intriguing representations of sexual relations between humans and animals. Separated by 300 years and inhabiting vastly different cultural universes, they forced me to rethink my understanding of bestiality. One was a censorious description of bestiality in a seventeenth-century diary. The other was a celebratory depiction of it in a film produced in the 1980s.

In an entry for 1642 in his diary Of Plymouth Plantation, 1620–1647, Governor William Bradford commented on the trial of one Thomas Granger for bestiality. According to Bradford, Granger, aged sixteen or seventeen, was indicted for “buggery with a mare, a cow, two goats, five sheep, two calves and a turkey.” Although he declined to enter many of the details of the case, Bradford related that Granger, who had been accidentally discovered while engaging in “a lewd practice towards the mare,”
had freely admitted “the fact with that beast at that time” and that he had also identified several sheep with whom he had been familiar. Under examination, Granger and another youth (“who had made some sodomitical attempts”) had been asked how they first learned and came to “the knowledge and practice of such wickedness?” One of the pair confessed that he had long practiced it in England, where he had learned of it from others who kept cattle there. On these admissions, Bradford reflected “by which it appears how one wicked person may infect many, and what care all ought to have what servants they bring into their families.” Granger was found guilty and duly condemned to death. “A very sad spectacle it was,” Bradford lamented, for “first the mare and then the cow and the rest of the lesser cattle were killed before his face, according to the law, Leviticus xx.15; and then he himself was executed.”

These entries in Governor Bradford’s diary are compelling for several reasons, not least of which is that they betray the extensive ideological influence of Judeo-Christianity on attitudes toward human–animal sexual relations. Note, for example, that the legislation to which Bradford turned was not the prevailing English statute enacted in 1533 in the reign of Henry VIII. It was, rather, the Mosaic commandment contained in Leviticus (20:15): “if a man lieth with a beast, he shall surely be put to death: and ye shall slay the beast.” Assuming that Governor Bradford’s musings about bestiality signify something other than the random scribbling of a bored colonial official, several questions about his commentary remain. For example, why were the transgressions (“accidentally discovered”) of the unfortunate Granger reported to the authorities, while the “sodomitical attempts” of others were not? Were the circumstances of Granger’s case representative of bestiality as a social practice or merely of those who happened to have been prosecuted for it?

At almost the same time as I stumbled across Bradford’s seventeenth-century description of Thomas Granger’s trial and execution for bestiality, a criminology student, knowing that I wanted to develop a course on the sociology of animal abuse, kindly suggested I take a look at a would-be-erotic video provocatively titled *Barnyard Love.* “I wonder what you’ll think of this?” she asked, offering to lend it to me and informing me that she and her boyfriend had just viewed it.

I can report in all honesty that *Barnyard Love* was a difficult film for me to watch. It is a crudely produced German film of the mid-1990s that graphically depicts sexual acts engaged in by humans with animals. These acts include human males who engage in sexual intercourse with cows and hens and more often—given that heterosexual males are presumably the
film’s chief audience—human females who have sexual intercourse with dogs, who insert eels into their vaginas, and who perform fellatio on dogs and horses.

Even from my amateurish perspective and despite the obvious risks of anthropomorphism, I noticed how immensely varied were the filmed reactions of the different animals to attempted sexual union with and initiated by humans. At one extreme, the dogs in *Barnyard Love* who were engaged in sexual activities with women seemed energetically to enjoy such human attention. To me, at least, it did not seem possible that such canine enthusiasm could be feigned by off-camera training designed to suppress resistance or to hide more genuine emotions of grief and pain. At the opposite extreme, some animals, such as eels and hens, were manifestly unwilling recipients of human sexual advances. None of my students would have much trouble, I thought, in identifying as animal abuse the case of one unfortunate hen who was literally fucked to death, which for her was doubtless a terrifying consequence of enforced sexual intercourse with a human male. Yet, in the case of large quadrupeds, such as the horses and cows depicted in the film, their reaction seemed closer to boredom or perhaps indifference than it did to pain or to bliss—eating, urinating, and defecating as they were during intercourse or while their genitalia were being manipulated. Indeed, it was unclear whether these larger animals were even aware of the prolonged sexual relations that humans had foisted on them. In their case, however, what I saw as animals’ indifference might actually have been calculated detachment on their part and, despite the possibility that we might never know it with much certainty, a coping strategy for numbing the pain inflicted on them by yet another of the myriad ways in which their lives are routinely invaded, inspected, and disposed of by humans.

Like the seventeenth-century case of Thomas Granger, the events depicted in films like *Barnyard Love* also raise interesting questions about the understanding of bestiality as a social practice. How should we approach bestiality: is it an outrageous and perhaps perverse act or, as the law’s historical tolerance of it during modernity suggests, a relatively benign form of social deviance? Why have sexual relations involving humans and animals been so vociferously and ubiquitously condemned and so little studied?5

The Abominations of Leviticus
The cultural universe of bestiality is necessarily an anthropocentric one, though in many societies, past and present, it inhabits an ambiguous ideological terrain. On the one hand, it is exalted in myth and folklore. These
favorable depictions of bestiality are often lodged in the sexual antics, in the conquests and the offspring of numerous gods, in the lineage of earthly monarchs and rulers, and in the texts of fairy stories and other morality tales. On the other hand, all known societies have likely applied some form of censure to human–animal sexual relations.

Very often, the censure of bestiality has been extremely severe. The Hittite Laws (ca. 3,500 B.C.), for example, decreed that if a man had sexual intercourse with a pig, a dog, a sheep, or a goat, it was an abomination, and he should be put to death. It also decreed, however, that there would be no punishment for sex with a cow, a horse, or a mule or, when soldiers were away at war for long periods of time, with horses and mules as alternatives to sex with their wives. In the case of a cow, if the man were to be led to the king, the king could spare his life. The first reference to the “offending ox”—the punishable, goring ox—also occurs in the Hittite Laws: “If an ox attacks a man [for sexual intercourse] and the ox dies and the man does not die (then) one sheep shall be brought as a substitute for the man, and they shall kill it. If a pig attacks a man, (there shall be) no punishment.”

From its inception, Judeo-Christianity applied austere standards and a strict discipline to those of its followers who violated its injunctions against the major sins of idolatry, the shedding of blood, and fornication, including bestiality. In this tradition, the earliest and most influential justifications for censures of bestiality are provided in the Mosaic laws (ca. 3,000 B.C.), including Exodus, Deuteronomy, and Leviticus. Exodus (18:23), for example, stated, “You shall not have sexual relations with any animal to defile yourself thereby; nor shall any woman give herself to an animal to mate with it; it is a perversion.” Deuteronomy (27:21) declared, “Cursed be he that lieth with any manner of beast,” while Exodus (22:19) commanded, “Whosoever lieth with a beast shall surely be put to death”—“whosoever” here referring, at least in Leviticus (20:15–16), to both men and women. The fact that the list of forbidden sexual practices required two chapters of Leviticus (18:6–23 and 20:9–21) probably indicates, as Jacob Milgrom’s authoritative Leviticus 17–22 suggests, that the rabbis believed the violation of these laws to be widespread.

Precisely what motives lie behind the various Mosaic bans on certain forms of sexual relationships is unclear. Probably they are not open to precise reclamation. Thus, while many of them are accompanied by words of disgust and condemnation, these utterances are not quite the same as motives. Milgrom speculates about the quintessential rationale that lies behind the list of forbidden sexual practices. In his opinion, the most persuasive is
that the common denominator of most of them is that they were intended to minimize family rivalries and quarrels and thereby maximize household peace. This explanation works well for the majority of the forbidden sexual practices, which are the incest prohibitions. But it does not explain some practices that are obviously private matters: sex with a menstruant, Molech, sodomy, and bestiality. In the eyes of Leviticus, these four categories are seen either as destroying the proper use of seed in the patriarchal family (as in the human sacrifice of children to Molech, often by burning) or the producing of no seed or as producing seed that is destructive of families. Milgrom notes that “it can well be that these rationales need no further rationale.”

For bestiality, Leviticus mandated death not only for guilty humans but also for offending animals. There are various reasons why it might have been believed that offending animals had to die. Possibly, if they were allowed to live, then they might serve as an unwelcome reminder of shameful acts. Or their continued existence might tempt another human into sin. Perhaps the burning of both guilty parties was a ritual purification, and their death would deprive them both of a decent burial. Haltigar’s pseudo-Roman, first-century penitential was even more specific about the fate of polluted animals: “If a man has sinned with a goat or with a sheep or with any animal, no one shall eat its flesh or milk, but it shall be killed and given to the dogs.”

Over the ages, three beliefs have persisted about the wrongfulness of bestiality: it ruptures the natural, God-given order of the universe; it violates the procreative intent required of all sexual relations between Christians; and it produces monstrous offspring that are the work of the Devil.

**Rupture of the Natural Order of the Universe**

In her well-known analysis of social pollution in *Purity and Danger*, Mary Douglas stressed that in the Mosaic commandments, holiness is exemplified by completeness, by keeping distinct the categories of divine creation, and by defining them precisely. Prefaced by the general command, “Ye shall be holy: for I the Lord your God am holy,” holiness requires that individuals conform to the class to which they belong. This theme continues (Leviticus 19:19), “Ye shall keep my statutes. Thou shalt not let / Thy cattle gender with a diverse kind; thou / Shalt not sow thy field with mingled seed; neither / Shalt a garment mingled of linen and woollen come upon thee.” The rules that cattle should not “gender with a diverse kind” and that a field should not be sown “with mingled seed” lie at the heart of the
Mosaic injunctions about bestiality. If different classes of things must not be confused, then the mingling of humans and animals—bestiality—is confusion and should be condemned and prohibited.

On this very basis, the early Christian church regarded copulation with a Jew as a form of bestiality and sanctioned it with death. So, too, from the time of Leviticus to that of seventeenth-century English moralists and beyond, bestiality has been regarded as sinful or criminal because it represents a rupture of the natural order of the universe, the categories of which it is immoral to mix. Similarly, in Plymouth Plantation, Governor Bradford recorded the opinions of three ministers given in 1642 about the acts of “unnatural vice” to be punished with death, among which were to be women who commit bestiality. Seeking affirmation in Leviticus, the ministers condemned bestiality, whether penetration had occurred or not, because it is “against the order of nature,” “unnatural,” and a “confusion.” Again, Richard Capel, a seventeenth-century Stuart moralist, argued that bestiality is the worst of sexual crimes because “it turns man into a very beast, makes a man a member of a brute creature.”

Violation of Procreative Intent
In matters of sexual relations, “be thou holy” means more than “be thou separate,” for Christian, especially Catholic, morality has long required that sexual intercourse should flow not from pleasure or play but exclusively from a procreative intent. Bestiality has thus also been condemned because it is held to be a violation of the Christian rule that procreation is the sole purpose of sexual intercourse. Crimes against nature have therefore been proclaimed to be those in which the emission of seed is not accompanied by a procreative intent, as in masturbation, anal and oral sex, incest, adultery, rape, and bestiality.

Monstrous Offspring
Bestiality has also been condemned because of the offspring a sexual union between humans and beasts is in some quarters thought to produce or because of the evil that such offspring are held to signify or portend. This particular condemnation has itself been part of a complex cultural framework that includes animism, paganism, and a fascination with monsters. Classical antiquity, for example, provides numerous seemingly nonjudgmental references to human–animal sexual intercourse, including stories where animals were thought to be in love with humans. Such cases are very prominent in, for example, De natura animalium (ca. 1800 B.P.), the
Roman historian and sophist Aelian’s miscellany of facts about animals and humans, genuine or supposed, that he gleaned from Greek writers, including Aristotle. Drawing on material from and about Rome, Greece, India, Libya, and Egypt, Aelian documented how widespread was the belief in the actual offspring of human–animal unions (“creatures of composite nature”): “many creatures are begotten with two faces and two breasts: some born of a cow have the foreparts of a man; others on the contrary spring up begotten of a man but with the head of a cow.”

Although Aelian provided his readers with no clues as to how such offspring were regarded, they cannot always have been viewed with disfavor given his ubiquitous and often reverential references to creatures such as satyrs, centaurs, and minotaurs. That the rigid hierarchical boundaries between animals and humans can easily become blurred is recorded in a spiteful history of Ireland by the twelfth-century chronicler Giraldus Cambrensis. Cambrensis related the practice of a certain Ulster people which is accustomed to appoint its king with a rite altogether outlandish and abominable. When the whole people of that land has been gathered together in one place, a white mare is brought forward into the middle of the assembly. He who is to be inaugurated, not as a chief, but as a beast, not as a king, but as an outlaw, has bestial intercourse with her before all, professing himself to be a beast also. The mare is then killed immediately, cut up in pieces, and boiled in water.

Without further comment, Giraldus related how in the Glendalough mountains, a cow gave birth to a man-calf, the fruit of a union between the cow and a man, the local Irish folk “being especially addicted to such abominations.” Elsewhere, Giraldus reported that Irish men and women had sexual intercourse with cows, goats, and lions and that the populace believed that such unions were occasionally fertile. Indeed, Giraldus pondered whether it is murder to kill the product of a man–cow union, for “who can disallow the claims of a creature which stands erect, laughs, and goes on two feet to belong to the human species?” Similar beliefs appear in seventeenth-century New England, one case being related in the New Haven court records. Moreover, the poetry of John Donne and the speeches and sermons of John Winthrop, Cotton Mather and his brother John, Samuel Danforth, and William Bradford are infected with the fear that colonial agricultural society was a frontier existence not only beset with the internal dangers of alcohol, idleness, and lust but also surrounded by forests, wild animals, and savages. Such beliefs operated in tandem with religious doctrine to assail bestiality and to portray its progeny as
monsters resulting from the decay of civilization and the encroachment of the wilderness. Monstrous progeny were a visible reminder of how evil it was to transgress the God-given boundaries separating men from beasts.26

Occasionally, the judicial accusation of bestiality has blurred into or has been employed in concert with other charges, such as witchcraft. Thus, some early medieval European accusations of witchcraft involved the claim that the defendant had partaken in a ritual salute of the Devil’s backside, the osculum infame, or obscene kiss.27 In another case of unknown date, a certain Françoise Sécretain was burned alive because she had had carnal knowledge of domestic animals—a dog, a cat, and a cock—and because, she admitted, she was a witch and her animals were actually earthly forms of the devil.28

The social control of the object of such fears has been subject to great cultural variation in both style and volume. In some societies, surprisingly few prosecutions have accompanied the censure of bestiality. For example, despite the horror with which bestiality was viewed by Puritan zealots and legal writers in England and in colonial America, it was rarely indicted and was unlikely to result in a conviction.29 In other societies, the number of convictions and executions is quite staggering. In Sweden, for example, from 1635 to 1778, there were as many as 700 executions for bestiality, and an even greater number of males was sentenced to flogging, church penalties, and public forced labor in chains.30 On conviction, both human and animal were usually put to death, often by burning at the stake but occasionally by beheading or by hanging or from blows to the head. The bodies of the condemned, both human and animal, were finally burned or butchered and buried together.

If the penalties for bestiality and the entire range of unnatural acts had been strictly enforced, as Michael Goodich has noted, then Europe and colonial America would have become vast penal institutions inhabited by populations restricted in diet and dress, excluded from church services, and condemned to a joyless life of fasts, prayers, and flagellation.31 The solution to this draconian morass was the hasty introduction in the twelfth century of mitigating devices like reservation, dispensation, and indulgences. Each of these devices effectively reduced the level of punishment while reaffirming penitents’ dependence on the mercy of confessors, bishops, and popes. Although the thirteenth century saw a sharp growth in laws against bestiality, these were seldom prosecuted. Moreover, in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, despite the widespread belief that loose sexual habits were the peculiar traits of heretics, the canonical courts treated most sexual offenses, except homosexuality, rather lightly—
“considerably less harshly than offenses against ecclesiastical institutions and church property.”

According to biblical scholars, the rules of forbidden sexual practices in Leviticus 18 and 20 have had a larger impact on Western law than any comparable body of biblical commandments. The earliest secular legislation on bestiality was probably enacted in Norway, where it was forbidden by the laws of Gulathing and Fro statthing, which punished it with castration and outlawry.

In most European jurisdictions, once authority over cases of bestiality had passed, roughly speaking, from church to state, bestiality became a capital offense. In Sweden, it became a capital crime around 1400. In twelfth-century England, the moral reformer Peter Damian led a crusade directed at “sins against nature,” which led to extraordinary legislation that classified all unnatural sex acts as “reserved sins.” This designation entailed that acts such as homosexuality and bestiality were subject not to forgiveness by a priest in confession but to referral to the bishop of the diocese for penance and absolution. The English theologian Thomas of Chobham provided a detailed treatment of bestiality in his Summa Confessorum (ca. 1214), which was specifically written for use by English clergy. Thomas ranked bestiality as the most heinous of all sins against nature, and he counseled that when a case of this kind was detected, the animal should be killed and its carcass burned or buried. Human offenders should be required to wear sandals without soles and could never wear linen, enter a church, eat meat or fish, drink intoxicants, or wear knights’ garments.

Bestiality became a capital offense in England in 1533, a status it bequeathed to its colonies in America. Among the early English commentators on bestiality were the legal authorities Sir William Blackstone and Sir Edward Coke. To Blackstone, “the very mention of [the crime] is a disgrace to human nature.” To Coke—who followed St. Augustine’s prescription that a sin by natural use, such as adultery or rape, is less shameful than one by unnatural use of “a member not granted for this”—bestiality was an instance of buggery, which, in the seventeenth century, was held to be more serious than rape. Coke wrote that bestiality “is a detestable and abominable sin amongst Christians not to be named, committed by carnal knowledge against the ordinance of the Creator, and order of nature, by mankind with mankind, or with brute beast, or by womankind with brute beast.”

The word “bestiality” entered the English language in the first half of the seventeenth century. There are at least two accounts of its origin. The first is that it derived from the Latin bestialitas, which was prominently
employed by Thomas Aquinas in his thirteenth-century *Summa Theologica* severally to refer to primitive behavior, to human–animal sexual intercourse, and to the way in which animals copulate. The second is that it derived from the Latin *animal*, which was originally translated into Old English as *beste* or *beast* from the French *bête*, which, in turn, probably came from the Sanskrit “that which is to be feared.” Until approximately the mid-nineteenth century, the term referred broadly to the beastlike, earthy and savage qualities allegedly inhering in animals. Today, bestiality tends exclusively to denote sexual relations between humans and animals.

Besides a hodgepodge of more or less polite colloquialisms, bestiality has also been termed “zoophilia,” “zooerasty,” “sodomy,” and “buggery.” Sometimes it is classified as a crime against nature (peccatio contra naturam); in this, it is a bedfellow of other crimes involving “pollution,” such as sodomy, buggery, masturbation, and pedophilia. At other times, the terms “sodomy” and “buggery” are used interchangeably to describe bestiality, though they have also often been employed to denote homosexuality. Each of these terms carries with it pejorative baggage that varies in its moral bases, in its intensity, and in the duration of its condemnation. Moreover, in some societies, such as in New England from the Puritan 1600s until the mid-nineteenth century, bestiality has been generally regarded with such trepidation that even the very mention of the word is censured. Accordingly, it has also been referred to as “that unmentionable vice” or “a sin too fearful to be named” or “among Christians a crime not to be named.”

**The Drift to Tolerance**

During and after the mid-nineteenth century, many nonreproductive sexual practices, including bestiality, were effectively decriminalized. Following the early lead of Jeremy Bentham and others, the social control of bestiality has formally passed from religion and criminal law to a medico-psychiatric discourse at whose center, it is claimed, lie diseased individuals who are often simpletons or imbeciles with a variety of characterological defects and who allegedly sometimes also have psychopathic personalities.

At once subverting this psychiatrization and also echoing certain aspects of the spirit of decriminalization, there has gradually emerged a pseudoliberal tolerance of bestiality. A key aspect of this tendency is that bestiality should be tolerated—within certain limits, even celebrated—both because it is harmless and because it is an interesting and vital part of almost every known culture.
Dearest Pet: Midas Dekkers

When I first encountered Dearest Pet in 1994, my initial reaction was that it closely resembled a well-thumbed tome that I had found in 1972 in a flea market in Durham, England. That book, titled A History of the Rod: Flagellation and the Flagellants in All Countries, proclaims on the frontispiece as its author an unlikely “Rev. Wm. M. Cooper, B.A.” I suspect that the book was published in late Victorian London, though it is undated. I’m not sure how A History of the Rod managed to survive the prudish official ideologies of the time, though it does seem to conform well with the nineteenth-century passion for scientific classification. Its numerous woodcut illustrations and pen-and-ink and charcoal drawings of humans fornicating with animals seem designed more to titillate than to inform. Its libertine message was doubtless intended as an erotic commodity for consumption by a limited popular audience.

Like A History of the Rod, Midas Dekkers’s book Dearest Pet is profusely illustrated, a veritable compendium of facts that can be read as a text of soft and, in places, not-so-soft pornography. But appearances can deceive. Dearest Pet is more than a simple work of titillation by the Dutch biologist and radio personality. Because there is so little else in the way of reading matter that addresses bestiality as an intellectual and social problem, it also serves to inform. Without exaggeration, it was Dearest Pet that for me pierced the vacuum of intellectual neglect of bestiality that had been created by an amalgam of superstition, avoidance, and ignorance. Its 208 pages and wide-ranging bibliography provide a rich resource for any student of sexual deviance and social control. Certainly, several aspects of Dekkers’s text have since been better researched and more tightly argued—and here I mean mainly the historical work of E. William Monter on France and Switzerland, Jonas Liliequist and Jens Rydström on Sweden, Joyce Salisbury on medieval Europe, and John Murrin on colonial America. But nothing approaches the broad sweep of Dearest Pet’s comprehensive perspective. Dearest Pet is a constructive text that employs interdisciplinary evidence to support its unitary project: the celebration of human–animal sexual relations as a form of sexual diversity. Throughout Dearest Pet, Dekkers relentlessly supports this project with a dizzying array of cartoons, paintings, and photographs taken from popular folklore, literature, religion, cinematography, biology, sexology, penology, and law.

But there is a compelling ambiguity at the heart of Dearest Pet. This must be recognized and, if possible, resolved by anyone concerned with
sexuality and human–animal studies. It is this: is Dearest Pet’s ultimate quest—the normalization of bestiality as a form of sexual diversity—a logical addition to the justifiable extension of social acceptance and legal rights to gays, lesbians, and other sexual orientations, such as bisexuality and transsexualism? Or is it, instead, a piece of misplaced anthropocentrism whose plea for tolerance will simply lead to an increase in the myriad ways in which humans, lawfully and with widespread social acceptance, exploit and harm our fellow creatures?

“Heavy Petting”: Peter Singer

The question of whether bestiality should be tolerated is long overdue for discussion. Indeed, a convenient vehicle for this discussion was provided by Professor Peter Singer’s review of Dekkers’s Dearest Pet. In his review titled “Heavy Petting,” published in 2001 in the avant-garde, online magazine Nerve, Singer seems to promote an attitude of liberal tolerance toward bestiality.44

Singer’s text, like the front cover of Dekkers’s Dearest Pet, is announced with the image of a canine companion in an erstwhile erotic pose. His review of Dearest Pet can be summarized as follows. Singer begins by noting the disappearance, one by one, of the taboos against nonprocreative forms of sexuality. Although he does not identify the societies in which it is alleged that these taboos have largely disappeared, I suspect he must be referring to technologically advanced societies in the West. In these societies, homosexuality, lesbianism, and oral sex are practiced quite openly and to an extent unimaginable a century ago. However, Singer suggests that this is not true in the case of bestiality, which, “if Midas Dekkers . . . has got it right . . . is not because of its rarity.”45 Without completing this thought, Singer then notes that Dekkers has assembled “a substantial body of evidence” that suggests that bestiality is of long-standing duration (from “the Bronze Age”) and that in many societies it is not an altogether uncommon practice.

Singer next asks how much of Dekkers’s lengthy celebration of human–animal sexual relations is simple fantasy, “the King Kong-ish archetypes” of bygone eras. In trying to answer this question, he mentions Dekkers’s references to various sexological studies—for example, the famous Kinsey surveys of the late 1940s and early 1950s—that imply that bestiality is quite widely practiced. Thus, while women having sex with bulls or rams is more myth than reality, Singer reports that “for three-quarters of the women who told Kinsey that they had had sexual contact with an animal,
the animal involved was a dog, and actual sexual intercourse was rare. More commonly the woman limited themselves to touching and masturbating the animal, or having their genitals licked by it.”

How, then, Singer asks, should one explain the survival of the potency of the taboo against bestiality and the continued existence of human–animal sexual contacts? This apparent contradiction, he suggests, reflects our ambivalent relationship with animals. On the one hand, we humans believe that we are distinct from animals because we alone are made in God’s image and have immortal souls. In Kantian terms, we are ends in ourselves. We have inherent dignity. On the other hand, we are also animals. There are thus many ways in which we inevitably behave as other animals do (mammals, anyway). They have penises and vaginas as we do, and they use them as we do. “The fact that the vagina of a calf can be sexually satisfying to a man shows how similar these organs are.” The persistence of the taboo against bestiality and the vehemence with which it is held, Singer continues, reflect “our desire to differentiate ourselves, erotically and in every other way, from animals.”

Singer then enters the most contentious section of his short review when he argues that some acts of bestiality described by Dekkers “are clearly wrong, and should remain crimes.” These include those cases where men use animals as sexual objects and do so with cruelty: “Some men use hens as a sexual object, inserting their penis into the cloaca, an all-purpose channel for wastes and for the passage of the egg. This is usually fatal to the hen, and in some cases she will be deliberately decapitated just before ejaculation in order to intensify the convulsions of its sphincter. This is cruelty, clear and simple.”

For Singer, bestiality is wrongful conduct only if it involves cruelty. This means, he adds, with the sort of valuable insight that he has provided in other venues, that the hen who is killed as a result of (human) male sexual advances suffers no worse harm than those egg-producing hens who are forced to live in wretched conditions all the time before they are strung upside down on a conveyor belt and slaughtered.

Singer abruptly ends his review of Dekkers’s Dearest Pet with an extremely provocative final paragraph. In this, he comments on an event related to him by a woman who had visited Camp Leakey, a rehabilitation center run by Birute Galdikas (“the Jane Goodall of orangutans”) for captured orangutans in Borneo:

At Camp Leakey, the orangutans are gradually acclimatized to the jungle, and as they get closer to complete independence, they are able to come
and go as they please. While walking through the camp with Galdikas, my informant was suddenly seized by a large male orangutan, his intentions made obvious by his erect penis. Fighting off so powerful an animal was not an option, but Galdikas called to her companion not to be concerned, because the orangutan would not harm her, and adding, as further reassurance, that “they have a very small penis.” As it happened, the orangutan lost interest before penetration took place, but the aspect of the story that struck me most forcefully was that in the eyes of someone who has lived much of her life with orangutans, to be seen by one of them as an object of sexual interest is not a cause for shock or horror. The potential violence of the orangutan’s come-on may have been disturbing, but the fact that it was an orangutan making the advances was not. That may be because Galdikas understands very well that we are animals, indeed more specifically, we are great apes. This does not make sex across the species barrier normal, or natural, whatever those much-misused words may mean, but it does imply that it ceases to be an offence to our status and dignity as human beings.

The immediate aftermath of Singer’s review included heated objections from animal rights groups and think-tank discussion in newspapers and magazines such as the *New York Times* and *The New Republic*. Gary Francione, with Peter Singer one of the cosigners of the *Declaration on the Rights of Great Apes*, said that Singer could “no longer be trusted with the rights of apes.” The lone prominent defender of Singer’s position was the president of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Ingrid Newkirk, who supposed the rightfulness of some forms of human–animal sexual interaction.

At first, having read and reread “Heavy Petting,” I found it hard to believe that it had been written by Singer—he who is widely venerated as the author of *Animal Liberation*, the foundational text of the modern animal protection community. Was it a book review? Well, yes, but not exactly. Was it some ghastly postmodernist prank? What on earth did the scholar-activist imagine could have been achieved by it? Did it actually herald the birth of some liberal manifesto advocating the pleasures of bestiality? Probably not—or not intentionally so.

Trying to put a nonjudgmental spin on the general drift of the review, I wondered whether Singer had been quietly thinking about bestiality for some time. Perhaps his short review merely represented the logical conclusion to more intensive intellectual labors on his part.

On its face, however, “Heavy Petting” contains three obvious difficulties. First, it seems to believe that bestiality is not a rare phenomenon but
an arguably legitimate orientation that has been consciously chosen and practiced by a few individuals in all societies since the dawn of time. This is, it should be noted, one of the possible planks in an agenda for tolerating bestiality. Thus, in *Dearest Pet*, Kinsey’s evidence is trotted out by Dekkers and paraded, along with an obscure study of Austrian court proceedings from 1923 to 1965 (which estimates that 1 to 2 percent of rural males occasionally have sexual contact with animals), with the functionalist implication that bestiality can’t be all that bad if in lots of places and times some people have always done it. However, even if the prevalence of bestiality in a given society could be measured with some level of statistical confidence—which it cannot, as I argue toward the end of this chapter—neither Dekkers nor Singer would be able to draw one whit of comfort from this methodological advance because, unfortunately, from the mere existence of a social fact, however widespread, nothing can properly be inferred either about its functionality or about whether it is rightful conduct.

A second difficulty with “Heavy Petting” is that if bestiality is to be tolerated or not, then at some point we need to know what, precisely, bestiality is. Granted, defining bestiality is no easy matter. Singer himself mentions the obvious importance of the question of what bestiality is, and he rightly notes that “much depends, of course, on how the notion of a sexual relationship is defined.” Yet to this otherwise useful question, he responds uncritically either by repeating several of Dekkers’s numerous examples or by making contentious innuendos about household dogs who grip the legs of visitors and rub their penises against them or about the habit of girls and young women who are attracted to riding horses. Singer claims that the latter practice “undoubtedly has a sexual undertone.” However, one must ask whether the claim itself stems from wishful thinking and threatened manhood. Perhaps Singer and others have misidentified the habit of girls and young women who are attracted to riding horses as having a sexual component because it is a gendered social practice. At best, the claim trivializes the very complex social relationship between girls and horses. At worst, it insults the strong feelings of love and care that girls and women often feel for horses.

Consider also Singer's tale of the human woman at Camp Leakey who was seized by a large male orangutan with an erect penis. Against the implication of this story—that animals might desire humans—it should be pointed out that Camp Leakey is not the natural habitat of orangutans. It is, instead, a place where orangutans are in receipt of human compassion and largesse. There are no known cases where animals in their natural habitat display sexual desire for humans.
Moreover, though the sight of an orangutan’s erect penis might appeal to human vanity, neither sexual desire nor the display of its physical symptoms necessarily connote informed consent by an orangutan. Singer suggests that because we humans are both animals and great apes, we should not be offended by an orangutan that makes a sexual advance to us. This seems to be an extravagantly marginal case of transferring potential victimhood. Suppose that the orangutan made sexual advances to a human that did offend her status and dignity as a human being. Would this affront require criminal prosecution of the offending animal? With benefit of court-appointed defense counsel? Singer relates that, fortunately, “the orangutan lost interest before penetration took place.” But one wonders how on earth his informant or even Singer himself could have determined that “the orangutan lost interest before penetration took place”—if penetration did not in fact take place?

Finally, and without wishing to misrepresent him, it is hard to know what to make of the general drift of Singer’s review that bestiality might not be wrongful behavior if it does not involve cruelty. Because this is not offered with supporting argument, it is unclear which of several counter-arguments to it might be relevant. However, it does seem to assume that there is no legitimate objection to bestiality unless cruelty is grafted onto it. In a nutshell, does this also mean that we should tolerate the actions of men who rape women or who molest infants and adolescents if they are not accompanied by mutilation and torture? Surely, over and above cruelty, we have a duty to avoid harming animals if there is any possibility—however unintentional—of our inflicting harm on them in the course of satisfying our sexual desires.

Whether we should tolerate bestiality, as Dekkers does and Singer seems to do (if it does not involve cruelty), hinges both on identifying what it is and also on answering one overriding question: is it consensual behavior, or does it involve coercion? In what follows, I suggest that “bestiality” should be understood as “animal sexual assault” and renamed as such. (Since we humans should not be in the business of policing interspecies sexual relations between nonhuman animals, my argument is limited to the sexual abuse of animals by humans.) This view of bestiality differs radically from both from the abominable anthropocentrism of Judeo-Christianity and the pseudoliberal stance of tolerance.

**Naming Animal Sexual Assault**

Given the intense levels of coercive censures that have been applied to bestiality, it is remarkable that the social sciences have almost completely
ignored a widespread social practice that is traditionally viewed with moral, judicial, and aesthetic outrage. An obvious reason for this neglect is that, to most of us, bestiality is a disturbing form of sexual practice that invites hurried bewilderment rather than sustained intellectual inquiry. This helps explain why the topic of bestiality tends to surface in academic discourse only in lectures on the evolution of criminal law given by professors who, with embarrassed chuckles, refer to the declining volume of bestiality prosecutions since the early nineteenth century as an instance of the secularized tolerance and the supposed rationality of Western law.

Is the drift to tolerance of bestiality a sign of increasing civility and social progress? A superficial answer to this question is yes, if by it is meant that censured humans are no longer brutalized by execution or by solitary confinement at hard labor. But that would be to look at bestiality solely from an anthropocentric viewpoint. Seldom, either in times past or now, do popular images of social control include recognition of the terror and pain that judicial interrogation and execution inflict on animals convicted of sexual relations with humans. Neither in the Mosaic commandments nor in the records of past or present court proceedings, neither in the rantings of Puritan zealots nor in psychiatric testimony, is bestiality censured because of the harm that it inflicts on animals. But, especially in the case of smaller creatures like rabbits and hens, animals often suffer great pain and even death from human–animal sexual relations. While researchers have seldom examined the physiological consequences of bestiality for humans, they have paid almost no attention whatsoever to the internal bleeding, the ruptured anal passages, the bruised vaginas, and the battered cloacae of animals, let alone to animals’ psychological and emotional trauma and whether humans are capable of transmitting sexual diseases to them. Such neglect of animal suffering mirrors the broader problem that, even when allowance is made for the discursive relevance of animal abuse to the understanding of human societies, it still tends not to be perceived, either theoretically or practically, as an object of study in its own right.

In principle, the attempt to understand bestiality as a form of animal abuse might profitably draw on the perspectives and insight of the three major tendencies that lie at the philosophical and theoretical heart of the animal protection community, namely, utilitarianism, rights theory, and feminism. Following rights theory, for example, it might be insisted that if bestiality is engaged in with a mammal, then it is a harm inflicted on a moral patient entitled to the fundamental right of respectful treatment. Quite apart from the problem of privileging mammals over all other species, discursive support for this specific task is very difficult to find either
in the writings of the animal protection community or in its day-to-day activities.

Moreover, though feminism has made important contributions to the understanding of animal abuse, it has largely ignored the harmful effects of bestiality on animals. The major exception to this curious silence is the voice of Carol Adams.\(^6\) She insists that we should understand bestiality as forced sex with animals because sexual relationships of unequal power cannot be consensual. In making this argument and in asserting that all forms of masculinist oppression are linked, Adams thereby begins to claim the perspective of animals as a central concern of feminism.

In seeking to replace anthropocentrism with an acknowledgment of the sentience of animals, Adams is surely correct to insist that we start with the fact that in almost every situation, humans and animals exist in a relation of potential or actual coercion. Whether as companions or as livestock, where they are thoroughly dependent on humans for food, shelter, and affection, or as feral creatures, where humans have the capacity to ensnare them and subject them to their will, animals’ interaction with humans is always infused with the possibility of coercion. So it is with sex. Just as sexual assault against women differs from consensual sex because the former is sex obtained by one or some combination of physical, economic, psychological, or emotional coercion—any of which implies the impossibility of genuine consent—so, too, Adams’s assertion that bestiality is always sexual coercion (“forced sex”) is surely a correct description of most if not all human–animal sexual relations.

But I am not convinced that bestiality must entail sexual coercion simply because human–animal sexual relations always occur in a context of unequal power—however “unequal power” is theorized. If unequal power is the definitive criterion, then sexual coercion would be an essential characteristic not only of intercourse between human adults and infants or children but of most adult heterosexual and even gay and lesbian intercourse as well. Sexual coercion is not sex that occurs always and only in a context of unequal power, though on occasion, of course, situations of inequality imply coercion because, for a variety of reasons, the party with less power cannot freely dissent from participation. Ultimately, sexual coercion occurs whenever one party does not genuinely consent to sexual relations or does not have the ability to communicate consent to the other. Sometimes, one participant in a sexual encounter may appear to be consenting because she does not overtly resist, but that does not of course mean that genuine consent is present. For genuine consent to sexual relations to be present, all participants must be conscious, alert, fully informed, and positive in their desires.\(^6\)
If genuine consent is a necessary condition of sex between one human and another, then there is no good reason to suppose that it may be dispensed with in the case of sex between humans and other sentient animals. Bestiality involves sexual coercion because animals are incapable of genuinely saying “yes” or “no” to humans in forms that we can readily understand. A different way of putting this is to suggest that, if it is true that we can never know what it is like to be a nonhuman animal, then presumably we will never know if animals are able to assent—in their terms—to human suggestions for sexual intimacy. Indeed, if we cannot know whether animals consent to our sexual overtures, then when we tolerate sexual relations between humans and animals, we are as blameworthy as when we fail to condemn adults who have sexual relations with infants or with children or with other “moral patients”—to use Tom Regan’s term in *The Case for Animal Rights*—who, for whatever reason, are unable to refuse participation. If it is proper to regard unwanted sexual advances to women, to infants, and to children as sexual assault, then sexual advances to animals must surely be viewed likewise.

Moreover, like infants, young children, and other moral patients, animals are beings without an effective voice. Some animals, such as cows, hens, and other animals used in agriculture—including those I viewed in the film *Barnyard Love*—are not equipped to resist human sexual advances in any meaningful way because of their docile and often human-bred natures. Other animals, in trying to resist human sexual advances, can certainly scratch, bite, growl, howl, hiss, and otherwise communicate protest about unwanted advances. But in most one-on-one situations, an animal is incapable of enforcing its will to resist sexual assault, especially when a human is determined to effect his or her purpose. Moreover, animals are disadvantaged in yet another way, for when they are subjected to sexual coercion and to sexual assault, it is impossible for them to communicate the facts of their abuse to those who might give them aid.

In short, because bestiality is in certain key respects so similar to the sexual assault of women, children, and infants, it should be named *animal sexual assault*. Moreover, because for many of the same reasons that, as it applies to humans, the concept of sexual assault is more widely applicable than that of rape, so, too, animal sexual assault comprises a wider range of actions than those found in dictionary definitions of bestiality or in notions embedded in popular culture and in legal discourse, both of which tend to focus narrowly on penetration of the vagina, anus, or cloaca of an animal by a human penis. If the concept of animal sexual assault is not exhausted by penile or digital insertion, then how wide should its scope be? Surely
not to those fantasies of human–animal sex identified in psychiatry and among “furries”; these may be statistically unusual, but they are neither perverse nor immoral. Should animal sexual assault include touching, kissing, and fondling? If it is extended to fondling, for example, then to the fondling of what, with what, and by whom?

Given animals’ inability to communicate consent to human sexual overtures, it should be a general principle that animal sexual assault comprises all sexual advances by humans to animals. Admittedly, such a principle clearly has inherent problems. For example, how do we establish a general rule for identifying actions that are physically identical to those defined as animal sexual assault but that have a different intent? Consider, thus, the following tale related to me by a colleague:

When I was a little girl I didn’t take my dog to bed—she was too big for that—but instead lay regularly in her basket. I even sucked her nipples since I had seen her pups do that. She allowed it and didn’t prevent it even though she wasn’t suckling at the time. My mother, a doctor herself, was thank goodness not too narrow-minded and left us alone in our tactile relationship. This innocent and affectionate suckling was probably not sexual in nature, it certainly was not assaultive and it doubtless caused the dog no harm.65

Many actions like this can of course be either sexual or affective in nature, depending on their social contexts or on the physiological responses of the actors (for both human and nonhuman animals, innocent, nonsexual physical touching and stroking slow the pulse and respiration and lower the blood pressure, but quite the opposite responses are produced by sexual arousal). But where, precisely, should a line of demarcation be drawn between them? Clearly, the milking of a cow, for example, has nothing to do with sexual assault (though some vegetarians and vegans see milk production as assaultive). But how about electronically induced ejaculation for insemination? Is this animal sexual assault? Simple assault? Neither?

The argument that animal sexual assault comprises all sexual advances by humans to animals is of course not meant to lessen the severity of the censure of the sexual assault of one human by another. On the contrary, sexism and speciesism operate not in opposition to each other but in tandem. Animal sexual assault is the product of a masculinity that sees women, animals, and nature as objects that can be controlled, manipulated, and exploited. Thus, much of the sexist language that prepares the way for bodily sexual assault is voiced in speciesist terms.66 When a man derogates women as cows, bitches, (dumb) bunnies, birds, chicks, foxes, or fresh meat and
their genitalia in similar terms, he uses language to distance himself emotionally from his prey and to elevate himself above them. In so doing, he relegates women to a male-constructed category of “less than human” or, more important, “less than me.” Reduced to this inferior status, both women and nonhuman animals are thereby denied subjectivity by male predators who can then proceed to exploit and abuse them without feelings of guilt. Unchallenged, sexist and speciesist terms operate in concert to legitimate sexual assaults on women and animals.

**Toward a Sociology of Animal Sexual Assault**

Thus far, in outlining and opposing conventional notions of bestiality, I have suggested their replacement with a concept of animal sexual assault. Although animal sexual assault often results from the same malicious masculinity and comprises the same harmful actions as those that constitute the sexual assault of one human by another, it is evidently not a unitary social practice but one with differing forms and variable prevalence. Indeed, the documented range of animals used in bestiality is quite diverse. It includes cows, horses, donkeys, sows, dogs, cats, ducks, sheep, goats, rabbits, hens, and eels.

In what follows, first, I try to identify some of the key categories of a typology of the forms of animal sexual assault. The typology includes commodification, adolescent sexual experimentation and gender socialization, aggravated cruelty, and zoophilia. These categories stem from variation in the degree of harm suffered by animals and the stated intentions of those who assault them.

**A Typology of Animal Sexual Assault**

**COMMODIFICATION.** This is the predominant element in animal sexual assaults that are packaged as commodities for sale in a market. It often involves a twofold assault. One assault is by a man on a woman who is assaulted and humiliated by being forced to have sex with an animal. The other assault is on the animal who is coerced, without the possibility of giving genuine consent, into having sex with a human (even the phrase “having sex with” in this sentence implies a sort of equality of choice between human and animal that does not exist in practice). Examples of commodified animal sexual assault include live shows of women copulating with animals in bars and sex clubs or depictions of animal sexual assaults in pornographic films such as *Barnyard Love* and *Deep Throat*. In the latter,
for example, Linda Marchiano (“Linda Lovelace”) was filmed having intercourse with a large dog resembling a German shepherd. Marchiano had agreed to be filmed in this two-hour episode only because her boyfriend and batterer threatened to kill her. She herself “felt nothing but acute revulsion” during the filmed sequence and for a long time after it.67

The Internet is the largest and most profitable venue for commodified animal sexual assault. Indeed, on March 5, 2008, a search of Google for “bestiality” displayed 6,180,000 results. In fact, there are thousands of websites and galleries depicting “bestiality” that can be accessed either for a one-time fee or by subscription for a month or longer by credit card boasting “guaranteed secure access.” Some websites advertise a variety of “crush” videos for sale. Crush freaks are men who masturbate to the sight of high-heeled women who crush to death animals such as mice, frogs, lizards, and crickets. Another website announces that viewers may download crush videos, such as the one starring “Mistress Chloe”:

Mistress Chloe does it again, crushing crickets for fun. In this video, she crushes most of the crickets between her fingers. You will see super close-ups of the pitiful crickets dying between her fingers. You will see her torture them by pulling their legs off one by one, burning them with a cigarette lighter, crushing them on her beautiful legs, and squishing them beneath her feet and toes. 30 minutes, cost is $35.68

Also advertised on the Internet are animals placed by their owners in situations of sex work. For example, in 2002, the organization End Animal Abuse informed its listserv members that it had uncovered what it believed to be a prostitution ring operating in southern New Hampshire near the Massachusetts border.69 The animal sex-work services offered were allegedly based at the self-proclaimed “Zootopia Ranch,” which housed a variety of animals including domestic canines, equines, and other animals used on farms. Customers were offered a menu of items priced by length of time, species (for example, “male dog, one hour, $150; mare, one hour, $200”), type of sexual services, and instruction—and participation if desired—in sexual techniques by trained handlers.

In the category of commodification, consider, finally, the more complex case of Deena the stripping chimpanzee. For $100, Deena and her trainer would appear at a social gathering, during which Deena would perform a striptease act for the partygoers.70 Is this animal sexual assault? Clearly, this case is one that combines commodification with aspects of sexual objectification. The chimp had been trained to perform like a human female stripper—a marketable action that it could not have freely chosen to do and
the social context of which it probably could not have properly understood. Although it is true that sexual abuse does not necessarily involve actual physical contact, perhaps this particular act should be understood less as sexual assault than, as Adams suggests, a violation of an animal’s right to dignity.

ADOLESCENT SEXUAL EXPERIMENTATION. This is arguably one of the most prevalent forms of animal sexual assault. Precisely what the practice of adolescent sexual experimentation with animals represents symbolically and culturally and how it contributes to gender socialization surely varies from one social context to another. It can be performed either alone or with other adolescents who either watch or else participate. In a group context, some boys of necessity teach how it is done, while others learn. It can be performed for a variety of reasons, including mere curiosity, cruelty, showing off for other boys, or acquiring the techniques of intercourse for later use on girls. An anonymous colleague has told me, for example, that when she was doing her anthropological fieldwork in rural Algeria, she and a coworker witnessed a very nervous young male—on the night before his wedding—“practicing” sexual intercourse with a donkey for the explicit purpose of not appearing hopelessly unskilled with his wife the following night. Presumably, too, there is some point toward the end of their adolescence when some young males desist from experimental sexual activities with animals because such practices are regarded as unmanly or, perhaps, as perverse. But some, presumably, continue and may perhaps begin to regard themselves as “zoophiles.”

AGGRAVATED CRUELTY. It is reasonable to suppose, given their great predominance in sexual experimentation with animals, that young males also disproportionately engage in aggravated cruelty during acts of animal sexual assault (“aggravated cruelty” here refers to a level of cruelty over and above that already presented in most such acts of animal sexual assault). Quite apart from the occurrence of cruelty during adolescent sexual experimentation, aggravated cruelty can be a major element in animal sexual assault in other ways. In mid-nineteenth-century England, for example, one case was reported where knotted sticks two feet in length were thrust into mares’ wombs, which were then vigorously rented. In another instance, donkeys and horses used to pull carts had their penises cut off.71 Multiple cases of such atrocities were confirmed in several English counties in the 1990s.72 Similarly, in New Bedford, Massachusetts, a deer was found at a zoo with fatal wounds that included a fractured jaw and extensive rectal and vaginal bleeding.73 Sometimes, aggravated cruelty against animals takes place
in conjunction with the humiliation of women. This has been documented both in Nazi concentration camps and in the course of partner abuse. In the latter, it can take the form of battering, which involves the use of animals for humiliation and sexual exploitation by batterers and/or marital rapists. Recent reports from Los Angeles “tell of a man who, after fights with his girlfriend, sought revenge by raping her pet chicken.” Moreover, if one allows that, like humans, animals are capable of experiencing non-physical pain, then aggravated cruelty also occurs whenever animal sexual assault produces emotional or psychological pain and suffering.

ZOOPHILIA. This is the form of animal sexual assault that occurs when animals are the preferred sexual objects of human desires. There are three chief views of zoophilia, offered, respectively, by zoophiles themselves (“zoos”), by psychiatry, and by sexology.

Zoophilia is the discourse used to justify their assaultive behavior by those who sexually abuse animals (“zoos”). The vocabulary of this discourse is identical to that used to justify other forms of intrafamilial sexual assault: “I love X and she loves me,” and therefore “she consents” and “she enjoys it.” Like the practitioners of pedophilia and incest as well, zoophiles and their supporters invoke those cultural rights allegedly inhering in private property and family privacy to justify their assaultive behavior and to deflect moral condemnation of it. Their most common technique of neutralizing condemnation is the claim that theirs is a legitimate gender preference and that, as a minority, they are discriminated against by the straight community.

Following Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s foundational text *Psychopathia Sexualis* of 1886, psychiatrists have tried to extrapolate from individual case histories to comments about the causes of bestiality in general, among which the most prominent are psychopathological defects, including zoophilia. Recent psychiatric studies tend to regard zoophilia as a sexual perversion that is practiced largely by young males who are often simpletons or imbeciles with psychopathic personalities and who sometimes also have aggressive and sadistic tendencies. It has even been suggested that zoophilia represents reaction against castration anxiety, that it might involve schizophrenia, and that childhood traumas associated with it can lead to multiple personality disorder. More than one study has tried to explain zoophilia as a heterosexual surrogate experience, as vested sadism, and as a reenactment of primal scenes. According to the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, inappropriate sexual behavior with animals may sometimes be caused by a rare neurological disorder known
as Klüver-Bucy syndrome. In 2008, the American Psychiatric Association classified zoophilia as a form of paraphilic disorder.

However, in claiming that zoophiles are diseased and defective individuals, psychiatric studies are vulnerable to a number of methodological and theoretical objections. These include a tendency to begin their investigations with a population that is already institutionalized, a failure to compare their subjects with adequate control groups, and, sometimes, quite a crude essentialism. As such, psychiatric findings are highly vulnerable to falsification by counterfactual cases.

Psychiatric pronouncements about the supposed abnormality of zoophilia have been contradicted, in particular, by sexology. Where psychiatry proclaims the abnormality of zoophilia, sexologists implicitly find it to be a relatively normal phenomenon—"normal," that is, in the Durkheimian sense that its absence or presence varies with the intensity of relevant aspects of a given social structure. Sexology thus typically depicts zoophiles as male victims of deficient social structures. On this view, bestiality is posited as an outlet for the satisfaction of biological sexual urges and, despite its posture of methodological and ethical neutrality, as an effect of low morality, great sexual desire, and lack of opportunity for natural (i.e., intraspecies and heterosexual) indulgence. Especially in early studies, these so-called causes tend then to be attached to survey findings that bestiality is engaged in mainly by poor and often relatively uneducated young males in rural areas with nothing better to do.

In recent years, sexologists have turned to the Internet for sources of confidential information about zoophilia and zoophiles. They have uncovered poignant information about the loneliness of zoophiles’ lives and about the often hideous social discrimination to which they are exposed if "out of the closet."

There are inevitable methodological limitations associated with the collection of data through self-administered questionnaires distributed on the Internet, foremost among which is the absence of random sampling and of rigorously constituted control groups. Methodological considerations aside, however, it must be said that there is another problem with recent sexological surveys of zoophiles and of similar surveys undertaken in queer studies, for example. This lies in their appreciative position toward the human subjects who are their focus. Their appreciative stance entirely avoids—and avoids the problems generated by—the fact that any given case of animal sexual assault—"bestiality" in these studies—necessarily involves not one but two parties, namely, a human and an animal. Yet the respective situation of both these beings merit attention. Who is dominated, and by whom?
FURTHER DEFINITION. This fourfold typology of animal sexual assault is quite provisional and clearly needs further elaboration. Key problems remain. For example, between the categories of aggravated cruelty and adolescent sexual experimentation, especially, there is obvious overlap. One must be able to distinguish, too, not only between the malicious masculinity behind aggravated cruelty and other situations of adolescent sexual experimentation and exploration but also between the latter and innocent and affective fondling. Some difficulties seem to resist a clear answer—for example, is electronically induced ejaculation for insemination a form of animal sexual assault, and, if so, is it an instance of commodification, aggravated cruelty, or both?

Consider, also, that in 2007, Michael Vick, the star football quarterback, was convicted of dogfighting by a federal court in Richmond, Virginia. The widely reported allegations against Vick included his illegal involvement with dogfighting, gambling on fights’ outcomes, and executions of dogs by drowning, electrocution, hanging, and shooting. At one of Vick’s houses, in Smithfield, Virginia, federal officials found evidence of a variety of dogfighting paraphernalia, including “rape,” “mounting,” or “breedings” stands. Such stands are legitimate dog training tools for the most part, but ones that come in handy for turning pit bulls into vicious fighters. Pooches die so often in fights that owners always need new dogs. This is where the rape stand, also called a breeding stand, comes in. It consists of two steel poles mounted to the ends of a platform that’s often made of wood. U-shaped pieces of curved metal sit atop each pole; one goes around the belly of a female pit bull and the other around her neck. The stand isn’t illegal, but dog breeders don’t normally use it; after all, female dogs in heat aren’t so particular. And most people wouldn’t want to breed poorly socialized dogs that must be strapped down to mate. But breeders of attack dogs place special value on females that are so mean they might bite any male dogs that get too close.84

Is this an instance of animal sexual assault? If it is, does it involve both commodification and aggravated cruelty?

The Prevalence of Animal Sexual Assault
Empirical evidence about the prevalence of animal sexual assault in any given human population is scanty and unreliable. Sexual experimentation with animals has been said by Alfred Kinsey and his colleagues to occur disproportionately among adolescent and preadolescent boys. In fact, the
Kinsey Institute researchers claimed, about 8 percent of males have had some sexual experience with animals. Moreover, they continued, a minimum of 40 to 50 percent of all “American farm boys” experience some form of sexual contact with animals, either with (17 percent) or without orgasm in their preadolescent, adolescent, and/or later histories, as do 5.1 percent of American females. Accompanying these figures is the claim that such data begin to show what the significance of animal intercourse might be if conditions were more favorable for such activity . . . in certain Western areas of the United States, where animals are most readily available and social restraints on this matter are less stringent, we have secured incidence figures of as high as 65 percent in some communities, and there are indications of still higher incidences in some other areas.

However, because Kinsey’s research entirely lacked probability sampling, it erred in thinking that valid generalizations about the prevalence of stigmatized sexual practices, including bestiality, could be made from the responses of the volunteers recruited to his survey. Kinsey’s aggressive personal interviewing techniques ensured, moreover, elevated levels of disclosure and reporting. Additionally, there is little or no hard evidence with which to test in other agrarian and stock-farming societies his claim that bestiality is to a large extent a function of rural life’s proximity to and familiarity with animals. In most Western societies—where the ownership of companion animals has dramatically increased since 1900 and where, with the rise of agribusiness, there has been a steady decline in the percentage of the human population living in agricultural areas or sharing their homes with farm animals—it is not even certain that it is animals used to farm who are today the most common objects of adolescent experimentation.

If sexological surveys have thrown little or no light on the prevalence of animal sexual assault, can anything be learned about it from studies of criminal justice processes (crime reports, prosecutions, and convictions)? It so happens that in the past three decades or so, a small but very fruitful literature has developed at the intersection of historical criminology and animal studies. These studies have no obvious common theoretical agenda, but they have effectively proceeded from a social constructionist perspective on judicial records to examine the diverse historical censures of bestiality, masturbation, and homosexuality.

Piecing together relevant aspects of this literature, it appears, first, that defendants in bestiality trials have overwhelmingly been young males from
rural areas. The vast majority of these youths seems to have been drawn from already marginalized populations, namely, the poor, nonnatives, and heretics. In other words, the social composition of bestiality defendants is probably very similar to that of those typically charged with other crimes against public order or involving moral turpitude.

It emerges, too, that criminal prosecutions of bestiality have been very rare events, with the prominent exception of prosecutions in Sweden. This has been demonstrated not only in France, Denmark, and the Netherlands but also, perhaps surprisingly, both in seventeenth-century England and in colonial America. The historian J. A. Sharpe, for example, concludes that because of the rarity of bestiality prosecutions in seventeenth-century England and also because of the infrequent and stray nature of the references to the offense at that time, there was not a widespread indulgence of bestiality that failed to be reported there. Drawing a different conclusion from the same sparsity of prosecutions, Bradley Chapin briefly touches on the extent of bestiality in colonial America. He surmises that because of opportunities in such a rural society, “the act must have been common enough.” With a somewhat larger compass, Roger Thompson has found that because seventeenth-century cases of homosexuality, bestiality, and pedophilia in court records in England and New England are “so uncommon as to be statistically insignificant”; therefore, “apart from masturbation, deviant sexual activity was exceedingly rare.”

Some indication of the prevalence of adolescent sexual experimentation with animals is provided by Jonas Liliequist’s study of bestiality in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Sweden. Liliequist has suggested that the unparalleled indictment rate in Sweden from 1635 to 1754—in some provinces it was as high as five to six per 100,000—implies not only a very intolerant society but also one in which bestiality was widely practiced. These figures are even more puzzling because there was an almost total silence (and lack of indictments) with respect to homosexual acts. Between 1635 and 1754, there were 1,500 trials for bestiality yet only eight for homosexuality.

Liliequist argues that the frequency of indictments in Sweden indicated, on the one hand, “a social network of control over and suspicion of male sexuality, a willingness and eagerness on the part of neighbors, masters, servants, and even family members to maintain the sanctions. On the other hand, there were persons who continued to find sexual gratification in bestiality in spite of the attitudes of disgust and repugnance and the risks of infamy, execution, or eternal damnation and association with the devil.”
Liliequist identifies in Sweden a remarkable occurrence of young boys, aged less than fifteen, who had been charged with bestiality. Many were nine to thirteen years old, some even younger. He suggests that at this time, Sweden was a bestiality-prone society, the social, cultural, and psychological basis of which was the socialization of boys.\textsuperscript{95} While men oversaw horses and stables and girls and women were responsible for milking and for looking after animals in the cowshed and the farmyard, boys were responsible for herding them to and from pasture. Boyhood in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Sweden thus entailed very close relationships with farm animals. These animals offered the first view and knowledge of sexual relations as one animal mounted another. “The herdsboys,” Liliequist found, were “curious and excited explorers, eager to find out the secrets of sexuality belonging to adult and married life but present and visible in the life of farm animals.”\textsuperscript{96}

In Switzerland, somewhat by way of contrast, religious zealotry is the key explanatory variable in the historian William Monter’s account of sodomy trials (i.e., for homosexuality and bestiality) in two parts of seventeenth-century Switzerland—one Protestant, the other Catholic—each of which recorded several dozen such trials. Monter stresses that the most important conclusion to emerge from Geneva’s sodomy trials was the very strong link between religious zeal and the persecution of sexual deviance.\textsuperscript{97}

Monter’s research was able to draw on the relatively well-preserved criminal archives of early modern Switzerland and to juxtapose a Protestant urban area with a Catholic rural one. In both places, sodomy, including bestiality, was punished with greater intensity than any other form of sexual deviance, possibly excluding infanticide. Both were punished at the respective heights of the Protestant and Catholic Reformations at a time when, like witchcraft, sodomy was treated as a form of heresy.

Monter’s wise conclusion is that the evidence about men charged with offenses such as homosexuality and bestiality by the Aragonese Inquisitions “tells us not who was doing such things, but rather whom the Holy Office was able to catch and willing to convict.”\textsuperscript{98}

One must wonder, given the absence of methodological artifacts like self-report data (possible) and victimization surveys (impossible), whether, from data on bestiality prosecutions, anything meaningful can be inferred about the prevalence of bestiality in a given culture. The hardship of answering this question is compounded by the historical fact that political, judicial, and religious authorities have exhibited a complex assortment of
responses when confronted with bestiality. At a minimum, these include prosecuting it to the maximum, ignoring it altogether, and even suppressing all mention of it.

One would expect to find similar difficulties with reporting practices. If bestiality/animal sexual assault is witnessed by someone (other than the offender), then, like many other offenses, whether it is reported to authorities will depend on a variety of factors, including how it is problematized by social control agencies—as bestiality, as animal sexual assault, as a serious social problem, as hilarity (e.g., engaged in by “people up north”), as a private matter, and so on. It does not seem possible to unpack court records in such a way that we can detect the extent to which the social control of bestiality and the practice of it existed independently of each other. Although court records are often prisms through which we can apprehend the development of power relations and although they might yield insight about particular histories of social control and about sexual tolerance or moral panics around bestiality, they cannot reflect the prevalence of bestiality with any accuracy. Rather, they reflect the bureaucratic outcome of the interplay between some unknown volume of the population that engages in illegalities and the reporting, charging, and prosecuting of those unfortunates who have been caught.

Quite independently of the prevalence of bestiality, the volume of formal complaints about it clearly depends on such factors as the power of religious zeal; the precariousness of political authority; whether the complainant has something to gain from the accused, like the recovery of despoiled or stolen property; the level of animosity between complainant and offender; and the perceived likelihood that a complaint will be acted on by political authorities. Moreover, the social control of bestiality has typically occurred through less formal processes, such as moral persuasion from the pulpit and socialization within the family. At a popular level, these mechanisms have no doubt been supplemented by tactics like derisive and hateful attacks on an offender voiced in the rhetoric of affronted manhood. How these various tactics do or do not result in formal complaints by the citizenry to the authorities has yet to be investigated.

Complaints of bestiality are presumably more likely to be made when complainants have something to gain from legal proceedings. Thus, in her study of criminal dispositions for bestiality in Queensland, Australia, between 1870 and 1949, Anne-Marie Collins suggests that the volume of complaints may vary with the perception that bestiality is a property crime more than anything else. In other words, owners of animal companions or of animals used in agriculture are more likely to complain not because the alleged of-
fender has violated Judeo-Christian precepts about the natural order of the universe but because their property has been spoiled or damaged.

Consider the nature of bestiality accusations among the Kaguru, a tribe of matrilineal Bantu cultivators living in a highland area of east-central Africa. Prior to the 1950s, accusations of bestiality would have invited the serious charge of witchcraft. After that time, they led only to laughter and derision. To the Kaguru, a public complaint was justified only when bestiality involved violation of a rule of property. This was so because the Kaguru considered the practice of sexual intercourse with another person’s livestock—sheep and cows especially—as an example of inappropriate use of personal property. Thus, in one case, the local Kaguru court was told that a young male who attempted to mount his friend’s sheep had enjoyed his friend’s property without permission. The court found that had the youth enjoyed his own sheep, there would have been no case at all.100

Accusations of bestiality are also more likely to be made the greater the animosity between complainant and offender, such as when an informal complaint is used as an insult arising from an already existing feud. Thus, Scandinavian societies have a long history of using attributions of bestiality as insults, as in Njal’s Saga when Skarp-Hedin accused Thorkel of sexual contact with a mare: “You would be better employed picking out of your teeth the bits of mare’s arse you ate before you came here—your shepherd saw you at it, and was amazed at such disgusting behavior.”101 Personal animosity is also the obvious motive in a case reported in the ancient saga of Ale-Hood: “You didn’t notice the fat stallion that Steingrim had till it was up your backside. That skinny mare you were on faltered under you . . . and I’ve never been able to make up my mind whether it was you or the mare that got it. Everybody could see how long you were stuck there, the stallion’s legs had got such a grip on your cloak.”102

Even after complaints of bestiality are brought before authorities, not all of them enter judicial records. Sometimes, allegations of bestiality are hard to prove. In some jurisdictions, charges of bestiality have been allowed to proceed only if penetration of the animal by the male organ could be proved. For example, in England, Coke was adamant that penetration had to occur for a charge of buggery to be successful.103 This requirement must often have been a difficult one to satisfy, as is demonstrated in the case of William Spiller in seventeenth-century Essex, where the accused was apparently saved by the jury’s strict adherence to this rule: “William Spiller, a yeoman’s son of Hatfield Broad Oak, was seen following a bullock in a close, having ‘his yarde in his hand stiffe standing,’ but his explanation that he was prevented from committing buggery because ‘the Bullocke
would not stand still’ apparently succeeded in obtaining an _ignoramus_ for his indictment.”

Consider, too, the problem of witnessing such an extremely private act. In some jurisdictions, at least two witnesses have been required for conviction, one of which may include a confession by the accused. Suppose a confession is made under torture and then retracted. In 1673, during examination before his trial, one Benjamin Goad of Roxbury, Massachusetts, admitted that he had committed “the unnatural and horrid act of bestiality” on a mare. Goad then retracted his admission, and the court was forced to consider whether the prisoner’s “confession against himself” was sufficient to convict him. The court answered in the affirmative, and, the mare having first been “knocked on the head” in front of him, Goad was duly hanged. Indeed, of the four bestiality indictments in the Massachusetts Colony during the period 1673–1692, two resulted in acquittals, one may not even have gone to trial, and only one resulted in a guilty verdict.

In summary, it is fair to say that the prospects for estimating the prevalence of bestiality from data lodged in court records are not auspicious. The various subjective biases behind complaints to the authorities of cases of bestiality mean that, in principle, the skewed recording of bestiality is no different from that of all other crimes. Indeed, as is the case in so many areas where official justifications and popular practices intersect, there is no necessary identity between the justifications for the censure of bestiality, however articulated, and the actual reasons why cases of bestiality are reported to the authorities.

**Notes**

4. Except in the case of biblical quotations from other sources, all excerpts from the Bible are from the authorized King James version.
5. On those rare occasions when the topic of bestiality enters the literature of sociology and criminology, it tends to do so either to ask “how much bestiality is there?” or in a purely formal and shallow way that is ancillary to other concerns. Typical of these latter is commentary on a seventeenth-century New Haven case involving a certain Thomas Hogg and a sow by the historian Lawrence Friedman (1993), _Crime and Punishment in American History_. Rather than using this case to explore deviant human–animal relationships, Friedman employs it only as a rhetorical device to deny the uniqueness of “somewhat exotic or notorious or outrageous examples of criminal behavior” (p. 1).
Although accessible descriptions of bestiality are produced ad nauseam by libertine presses and Internet cinematographers as erotic commodities for consumption by a popular audience, fictional and quasi-autobiographical accounts of bestiality sometimes appear in serious works of literature and in plays. Among the former, see William Tester’s (1991) *Darling*, Peter Høeg’s (1996) *The Woman and the Ape*, and Michael Ryan’s (1995) autobiographical *Secret Life*. See also the explicit attraction staged between horses and humans in Peter Shaffer’s (1973) award-winning play *Equus* and, in a more muted way, in JoAnna Mendl Shaw’s (2005) *Rules of Engagement*. In May 2008, a one-hour television documentary (*Zoo*) aired on the Sundance channel. It was a rather staid “real-life” story about a Washington State aircraft engineer who died after “a sexual encounter” with a stallion.

However, see also the U.K. Channel 4 documentary *Animal Passions* (1999; sequel, 2004). This includes a filmed segment of the *Jerry Springer Show* (“I Married a Horse”) that was not actually aired on television because the event—involving a man who genuinely regarded himself as married to his horse—was deemed too outrageous for public consumption. The zoophile, the late Mark Matthews, published an autobiography in 1994 (*The Horseman: Obsessions of a Zoophile*) that was presented as an account of “Jim’s” at-first shocked recoil and then gradual and, finally, explosive realization of his sexual attraction to pony mares.

6. In her classic study of the varieties of sexual deviance in 110 early societies, Julia Brown (1952) “A Comparative Study of Deviations from Sexual Mores,” found that bestiality was taboo and punished in all societies (93 percent) with information available on it.


10. Jacob Milgrom (2000), *Leviticus 17–22*, p. 1523. Milgrom’s is the authoritative translation of Leviticus, as is his introduction and commentary.


15. Early censures of sexual offenses had two chief forms. The conciliar decrees, first, originated in the East, especially in the Byzantine Empire and in the Holy Land. Their punishment for bestiality violations was quite strict. The *libri poenitentiales* (penitential handbooks), second, typically consisted of fasting, self-scutching, and vigils that caused acute discomfort by loss of sleep. Originating in sixth-century Wales and Ireland, they spread to France, England, Italy, Spain, and Iceland. See Joyce Salisbury (1994), *The Beast Within: Animals in the Middle Ages*, pp. 84–121.


20. Aelian (ca. 210), *On the Characteristics of Animals*, 3, p. 305. Elsewhere, Aelian recorded that “I am told that a dog fell in love with Glaucé the harpist. Some however assert that it was not a dog but a ram, while others say it was a goose. And at Soli in Cilicia a dog loved a boy of the name of Xenophon; at Sparta another boy in the prime of life by reason of his beauty caused a jackdaw to fall sick of love” (p. 21).

21. Giraldus Cambrensis (1176–1199), *The History and Topography of Ireland*, p. 110 (see also chap. 3). Some of these fabled practices are repeated in Edmund Campion’s (1633) work of the early 1570s, *Two Bokes of the Histories of Ireland*, pp. 21ff. It is also worth noting that punishment for bestiality was usually milder in Ireland, where the penitentials tended to view bestiality as a minor offense linked to masturbation. Elsewhere, particularly in later collections on the Continent, bestiality was linked with homosexuality and punished more severely (James A. Brundage [1987], *Law, Sex, and Christian Society in Medieval Europe*, p. 168).


24. In the 1641 New Haven case of George Spencer, the litter of John Wakeman’s sow contained a deformed piglet that Wakeman brought to the court for its consideration. According to the trial record (*Records of the Colony and Plantation of New Haven* [1641]), “The monster was come to the full growth as the other pigs . . . but brought forth dead. It had no hair on the whole body, the skin was very tender, and of a white colour like a child’s; the head was most strange, it had but one eye in the middle of the face, and that large and open, like some blemished eye of man; over the eye, in the bottom of the forehead which was like a child’s, a thing of flesh grew forth and hung down, it was a hollow, and like a man’s instrument of generation. A nose, mouth and chin deformed, but not much unlike a child’s, the neck and ears had also such resemblance. . . . Some hand of God appeared in an impression upon Goodwife Wakeman’s spirit, sadly expecting, though she knew not why, some strange accident in that sow’s pigging, and a strange impression was also upon many that saw the monster (therein guided by the near resemblance of the eye), that one George Spencer . . . had been actor in unnatural and abominable filthiness with the sow” (pp. 62–63).
25. Thomas, *Man and the Natural World*, pp. 38–41; see also John Canup (1988), “‘The Cry of Sodom Enquired Into’: Bestiality and the Wilderness of Human Nature in Seventeenth-Century New England.” According to the Records of the Court of Assistants, on January 7, 1642, a certain T[eagu] OCrimi was sentenced in Boston “for a foule, & devilish attempt to bugger a cow of Mr. Makepeaces” and “was censured to bee carried to the place of execution, and there to stand with an halter about his ncke, & to bee severely whipped” (p. xxxi).

26. The belief in monstrous offspring did not altogether disappear with the rise of science and empiricism in the early modern era. For example, a French book (ca. 1600) depicted on its cover an ape-child born to a chambermaid, and “Drummond of Hawthornden recounted how a Scot had sex with an ape ‘not of any evil intention, but only to create a monster,’ which he planned to show around the country and so earn his living” (James Knowles [2004], “Can Ye Not Yet Tell a Man from a Marmoset?,” pp. 141–42). On the changing fortunes of monsters in popular culture and on the influence of religion—especially Protestantism—and science in their rise and decline, see Paul Semonin (1996), “Monsters in the Marketplace: The Exhibition of Human Oddities in Early Modern England.” On the nineteenth-century argument against vaccination that inoculation with fluid from cows would result in the “animalization” of human beings, see Thomas, *Man and the Natural World*, p. 39.


33. Statements of the preeminent influence of Leviticus have been made by Milgrom, *Leviticus 17–22*, p. 1523, and Calum M. Carmichael (2006), *Law, Legend and Incest in the Bible: Leviticus 18–20*, pp. 1–3. The latter notes, for example, that the Table of Levitical Degrees set out by the Church of England in 1563 was in force until 1907.

34. On this early legal history, see Laurence M. Larson, ed. (1886), *The Earliest Norwegian Laws*, pp. 374–81.


Bestiality remained a capital offense, except for one brief spell, until 1861 (24 & 25 Vic., c. 100).


40. Aquinas wrote that bestiality, like other acts not in accord with nature, such as “cannibalism and copulation with members of their own sex,” was indulged in habitually only by men “who ail psychologically” (Thomas Aquinas [1265–1274], *Summa Theologica*, vol. 20, p. 25).


42. There is no federal bestiality statute in the United States, and only about half of the fifty states now have such a statute. Most of these statutes focus on penetration; some distinguish among animals, birds, and fowl; and the language of several continues to describe the forbidden act as “an abominable and detestable crime against nature.” Today, a defendant will probably be charged with a misdemeanor like public indecency, a breach of the peace, or cruelty to animals.

43. In the course of his support of the decriminalization of sodomy, Jeremy Bentham (1785), “Essay on ‘Paederasty,’ Part 2,” attacked the prosecution and punishment of acts of bestiality, arguing that the more they are permitted, the more scope is allowed for malice or extortion to make use of them to effect its purpose on the innocent. Under the *Sexual Offences Act* (2003), sec. 69, in England, the punishment for sexual intercourse with an animal, either vaginal or anal, was reduced to six months in jail or a fine. The act failed to criminalize oral sex or sex between an animal and a human if the human was a woman.

44. Dekkers’s (1994) *Dearest Pet* was originally published in Holland in 1992, then translated into English by Paul Vincent and published in London in 1994 by Verso. Singer’s review “Heavy Petting” appeared on March 2 in the March/April 2001 issue of *Nerve* magazine and online at http://www.nerve.com/Opinions/Singer/heavyPetting. It was then published in hard copy by the *San Francisco Chronicle*.


46. Singer, “Heavy Petting,” p. 3. When Singer wields Dekkers’s references to Kinsey as supporting evidence, he, like Dekkers, seems curiously unaware of the gross methodological defects of Kinsey’s sexological surveys. Kinsey’s data on the prevalence of bestiality are so unreliable that it would be wrong to use them to champion a probestiality stance (or any other sort of cause).


52. Francione, quoted in Boxer (2001), “Op-Ed,” p. A19. See also Piers Beirne (2001), “Peter Singer’s ‘Heavy Petting’ and the Politics of Animal Sexual Assault.” In response, Professor Singer sent me a very polite letter stating he “did not say that there is nothing wrong with sex with animals except where it involves cruelty. . . . I wanted to raise that question, but I did not answer it. Apart from that, I think you are taking the review—a brief work, written to be amusing and provocative for a forum that is not scholarly, but encourages frank discussion of matters relating to sex—a bit too seriously” (Peter Singer to the author, April 10, 2001, personal communication).
53. Presumably stung by numerous criticisms (motivated by “hysterical abuse”) from members of the animal rights movement that he was a zoophile and that he stand down as president of the Great Ape Project International, Singer released a statement for “fellow activists” in which he claimed that he agreed “to review Midas Dekkers’ scholarly study of sexual interaction between humans and animals not because I support such practices, but because I wanted to reflect on what such sexual behavior tells us about the way in which we are like animals, and at the same time seek to draw such sharp lines between ourselves and other species. I also wanted to suggest that, if our concern is for the welfare of animals, it is only too easy to find practices on every modern factory farm that are a great deal worse, for the animal, than some forms of sexual contact between humans and animals” (Singer [2001a], “Clarification [of] the Circumstances and Intent of [My] Review of Midas Dekkers’ Book Dearest Pet”).
55. Singer, “Heavy Petting,” p. 3.
57. These are exactly the worries raised in Melissa Holbrook Pierson (2000), Dark Horses and Black Beauties, p. 38.
58. Pierson, Dark Horses and Black Beauties, p. 38.
59. One of the best reasons we should not police human–animal sexual relations can be derived from a section of Tom Regan’s (1983) book The Case for Animal Rights. In discussing the many implications of his well-known theory of animal rights, Regan argues about wildlife management that, being neither the accountants nor the managers of felicity in nature, we “should be principally concerned with letting animals be, keeping human predators out of their affairs, allowing these “other nations” to carve out their own destiny” (p. 357, emphasis in the original).
60. Thus, in the course of his work on the medieval prosecution and capital punishment of animals, the historian E. P. Evans (1906), The Criminal Prosecution and Capital Punishment of Animals, gruffly dismissed bestiality as “this disgusting crime” (p. 148). In this regard, Evans was probably expressing not an idiosyncratic prejudice but an enduring sentiment that he shared with the great majority of his colleagues.
61. A good example of the comedic spin given to bestiality in the legal literature and among lawyers is the possibly apocryphal examination-in-chief in the English case of *R v. Cozins* (1834, 6 C. & P. 351); on the exchange between the prosecutor and agricultural laborer Albert Harris, see Graham Parker (1986), “Is a Duck an Animal? An Exploration of Bestiality as a Crime,” p. 96. In this case, George Gilbert was charged with bestiality with a sheep. The act had been witnessed by Albert Harris, who had been called as a witness for the Crown:

*Prosecutor:* Mr. Harris, on the day in question, were you proceeding along a line adjacent to the farm of Mr. Clarke?

*A.H.:* I was.

*Prosecutor:* Would you describe for His Lordship what you saw.

*A.H.:* Well, George Gilbert was standing in the doorway of the barn with a sheep.

*Prosecutor:* Yes, and what was he doing?

*A.H.:* Well, he was messing around with the sheep.

*Prosecutor:* By that statement, are we to understand that the accused was having sexual intercourse with the sheep?

*A.H.:* Er, yes.

*Prosecutor:* Mr Harris, what did you do when you observed this shocking spectacle?

*A.H.:* I said, “Morning, George.”

62. A rare study of harms to animals is H. M. C. Munro and M. V. Thrusfield (2005), “‘Battered Pets’: Sexual Abuse.” This Scottish study documents severe physical injuries to the sexual organs, anus, and rectum, including death, sustained by dogs and cats after humans had sexually assaulted them.


64. On the importance of these qualities to genuine consent, see Steven Box (1983), *Power, Crime, and Mystification*, p. 124. For some difficulties in opposing bestiality from a consensualist position, see Neil Levy (2003), “What (if Anything) Is Wrong with Bestiality?” In his book *The Logic of Consent*, Peter Westen (2004) tackles head-on the problem with rape laws that were first identified and then grappled with by feminists in the 1980s. If rape is sexual intercourse with a woman obtained by force (or the threat of force) and without her consent, then what do we actually mean when we try to define terms like “force,” “consent,” and “nonconsent”? While Westen himself does not discuss these terms with respect to human–animal sex, he approaches such an analysis in a discussion of prescriptive attitudinal consent and young children. He argues that young children “are
too young to be able to assess their long-term interests. The same thing is true of persons whose judgement is impaired by intoxicants, or mental disorders, and persons who are manipulated by subtle forms of conditioning, such as patients in psychotherapy relationships.”

65. Personal communication to Piers Beirne, September 20, 1996.

66. See also Dunayer, *Speciesism*, esp. chap. 1.


69. The listserv e-mail was forwarded to me on March 10, 2002, by the organization ASAIRS (EndAnimalAbuse@aol.com).


75. Quoted in Holmes (1991), *Sex Crimes*, p. 27.

76. An expansive typology of zoophilia is provided by Andrea M. Beetz (2005), “New Insights into Bestiality and Zoophilia.” Beetz lists nine basic forms of zoophilia. Only one of these appears to be based on the understanding that zoophilia is a form of animal sexual assault, namely, when an animal is a surrogate object for a behavioral fetishism (such as sadomasochistic practices, sexual murder, and so on).

77. For an early description, see Richard von Krafft-Ebing (1886), *Psychopathia Sexualis*, pp. 376–77. Krafft-Ebing’s view that zoophilia is based on a natural preference has echoed strongly in subsequent studies. Looked at from a somewhat different perspective, this was presumably also true in eighteenth-century Sweden for those persons who, despite the very hostile and punitive social attitudes toward it, continued to find sexual gratification in bestiality (see Liliequist, “Peasants against Nature,” p. 410). In twentieth-century Australia, too, one study has found that from the male participant’s viewpoint, bestiality is often not a “replacement object” deriving from heterosexual starvation but rather a sexual practice sought after, often at great length, in its own right. On this, see Anne-Marie Collins (1991), “Woman or Beast? Bestiality in Queensland, 1870–1949,” pp. 40–41.


80. Liliequist’s large-scale study of eighteenth-century bestiality prosecutions in Sweden, for example, found that some of the defendants there “were idiots or not completely sensible, but not very many” (“Peasants against Nature,” p. 410, emphasis added).

81. However, using twentieth-century data from Queensland, Australia, Collins, “Woman or Beast?”, suggests that urban men choose animals for sexual gratification and that bestiality cannot be explained by the sexological explanation of heterosexual sexual starvation.


83. In queer studies, see, for example, Jens Rydström (2003), *Sinners and Citizens: Bestiality and Homosexuality in Sweden, 1880–1950*. Rydström’s approach to the intertwined histories of bestiality and social control (e.g., police practices) is a self-conscious “position of, and loyal to, the dominated”—where “the dominated” are seen exclusively as humans.

84. See, for example, Mark Maske (July 18, 2007), “Falcons’ Vick Indicted in Dogfighting Case,” *Washington Post*, p. E01. This particular description of a “rape stand” is available at http://www.slate.com/id/2170734.

85. Respectively, see Alfred C. Kinsey, Wardell B. Pomeroy, and Clyde E. Martin (1948), *Sexual Behavior in the Human Male*, p. 671, and Alfred C. Kinsey, Wardell B. Pomeroy, Clyde E. Martin, and Paul H. Gebhard (1953), *Sexual Behavior in the Human Female*, p. 505. However, see also a study comparing the sexual outlet experiences of 100 single Iowan male and female college students in 1974 and 1980 (M. D. Story [1982], “A Comparison of University Student Experience with Various Sexual Outlets in 1974 and 1980”). This found that while the number of students who reported having had sexual contact with an animal was very small, there was virtually no difference in incidence for males and females.


87. For example, in Kinsey et al., *Sexual Behavior in the Human Male*, survey interviewers were explicitly warned to place the burden of denial on the respondent or “subject”: “The interviewer should not make it easy for a subject to deny his
participation in any form of sexual activity. It is too easy to say no if he is simply asked whether he has ever engaged in any particular activity. We always assume that everyone has engaged in every type of activity. Consequently, we always begin by asking when they first engaged in such activity” (p. 53).

88. Dekkers, *Dearest Pet*, estimates that the extent of humans who have sex exclusively with animals is “far below” 1 percent (p. 149). But this altogether lacks proper evidence. Another study (J. Nagaraja [1983], “Sexual Problems in Adolescence”) found that “only 1%” of Indian youths engage in zoophilia and that these are mainly from rural areas (p. 17). But it is unknown if Nagaraja’s figure refers to youths who actually have sexual relations with animals or to those who experience sexual excitement while looking at animals engaging in sex. Rurality is also a focus in Gerald Cerrone (1991), “Zoophilia in a Rural Population: Two Case Studies,” who interviewed twenty female undergraduate psychology students from rural areas about their knowledge of zoophilia. These women reported information provided by brothers, husbands, and former high school peers revealing that human–animal sexual intercourse with sheep, dogs, goats, and chickens “is more common than clinically reported” (p. 31A).

Two studies of inmates have, or at least seem to have, rather different findings. A study of 561 sex offenders in Memphis and New York City reported that only 1.1 percent of completed paraphilias involved bestiality (Gene G. Abel, Judith V. Becker, Mary Mittelman, Jerry Cunningham–Rathner, Joanne L. Rouleau, and William D. Murphy [1987], “Self-Reported Sex Crimes of Nonincarcerated Paraphiliacs,” p. 19; Karla Miller and John Knutson (1997), “Reports of Severe Physical Punishment and Exposure to Animal Cruelty by Inmates Convicted of Felonies and by University Students,” report that about 11 percent of a large sample of inmates in the Iowa Department of Corrections admitted either to having touched an animal sexually or to having had intercourse with an animal or to having watched someone else do one of these. A reanalysis of the data of Kathleen Gerbasi (2004), “Gender and Nonhuman Animal Cruelty Convictions: Data from Pet-Abuse.com,” on 720 cases of animal cruelty shows that 2.8 percent were of bestiality and 85 percent by males.

89. In seventeenth-century Switzerland and Spain, for example, those indicted were often Protestant heretics, the victims of Catholic zeal, and vice versa. In Spanish Aragon, between 1570 and 1630, the accused were usually foreigners, particularly French men and African slaves (Monter [1980], “Sodomy and Heresy in Early Modern Switzerland”; Monter [1990], *Frontiers of Heresy: The Spanish Inquisition from the Basque Lands to Sicily*). In Sweden, almost all those indicted and executed were either very young boys or else ordinary peasants, farm servants, soldiers, boatswains, craftsmen, and apprentices (Liliequist, “Peasants against Nature”). Moreover, a study of Swedish court records up to 1950 has found that, with few exceptions, all those accused of bestiality were poor and male (Rydström [2000], “‘Sodomitical Sins Are Threefold’: Typologies of Bestiality, Masturbation and Homosexuality in Sweden, 1880–1950”). So, too, from 1740 to 1850 in
Somerset, England, of twenty-five bestiality defendants, eighteen were identified as laborers, one as a mason, and another as a carpenter (Morris [1989], “Sodomy and Male Honor: The Case of Somerset, 1740–1850”). Similarly, in Queensland, Australia, of fifty-three criminal dispositions for bestiality between 1870 and 1949, defendants were very largely European laborers, though Chinese and aboriginal men were also accused (Collins, “Woman or Beast?”). Similarly, almost all defendants in lycanthropy cases in sixteenth-century France were of the lowest social status—vagrants, beggars, shepherds, and peasants; some of them were not natives, and many were women (Caroline Oates [1989], “Metamorphosis and Lycanthropy in Franche-Comté, 1521–1643”).

90. Sharpe, Crime in Seventeenth-Century England (see also Thomas, Man and the Natural World) documents that of nine persons indicted for bestiality between 1620 and 1680 in Essex, England, two were acquitted, four had their bills found ignoramus, and only three were hanged; Kent had ten cases, Sussex five, Hertfordshire four, and Surrey three. Thus, despite the horror with which it was viewed by commentators such as Coke and Blackstone, bestiality was therefore rarely indicted and not unduly likely to result in a conviction.


92. Bradley Chapin (1983), Criminal Justice in Colonial America, 1606–1660, p. 128. Yet Chapin documents that between 1606 and 1660, very few men were arraigned for bestiality and that, perhaps because common folk regarded it as a victimless crime, only four or five were actually hanged for it. In fact, only two men were executed for bestiality in seventeenth-century Massachusetts and none for sodomy (Roger Thompson [1986], Sex in Middlesex: Popular Mores in a Massachusetts County, 1649–1699).

93. Thompson, Sex in Middlesex, pp. 74–75.

94. Thompson, Sex in Middlesex, p. 410. An interesting twist on this masculinity thesis is given by Rydström, “‘Sodomitical Sins Are Threefold.’” He is adamant that the discourse around bestiality in Sweden was so imbued with masculinity that the masculinity of the bestialist was never questioned and was actually enhanced by his sexual activities with animals. Moreover, “perhaps this was one reason why the [bestialist] was so highly stigmatised: his actions threatened the honor and respectability of male sexuality by stripping it of all finesse and reducing it to a dirty, animal act. No women were prosecuted for bestiality in twentieth-century Sweden, and the discourse at play here suggests why: its masculinity made it inconceivable that a woman could even be accused of such activities” (p. 250).


105. Records of the Court of Assistants of the Massachusetts Bay 1630–1692, 1, pp. 10–11. In seventeenth-century Scotland, also, some cases could not be pursued because, for whatever reason, witnesses sometimes fled or else simply disappeared. On this, see P. G. Maxwell-Stuart, 2002, “‘Wild, Filthie, Execrabil, Detestabil, and Unnatural Sin’: Bestiality in Early Modern Scotland,” pp. 84–85.
The previous chapter outlined various views of human–animal sexual relations. I suggested that there is good reason to view as assaultive what has traditionally been seen either as a serious violation of religious commandments or else as harmless and humorous and as more or less socially acceptable activity. Animal sexual assault (“bestiality”), it was argued, is abusive for the very same reasons that sexual assault of one human by another is abusive.

Animal sexual assault is, of course, but one of the many ways in which humans can and do assault animals. However, just as it is with one human’s abuse of another, so it is with cases of animal assault: sometimes they are seen as assaultive and condemned as such, and at other times, for a whole host of possible reasons, they are not. The source of this variation remains something of a mystery. At times, certain forms of human–animal relationships are seen as assaultive, and knowledge and condemnation of them travels across national and continental boundaries. Sometimes the process of condemnation even results in a reduction in the prevalence of animal assault. Arguably, this positive effect has happened with trafficking in animal body parts, with experimentation on nonhuman primates in laboratories, with whale and seal hunting, with the raising and fattening of geese to make pâté de foie gras, with battery farming, and with the rearing and transport of calves (for consumption of “veal”).

Sometimes knowledge and condemnation of animal assaults does not extend beyond the relatively small-scale areas where they actually occurred. In the past decade or so, this has probably been the case with pigeons poisoned in Central Park in New York City, with cattle defaced.
and otherwise mutilated in Montana, with dogs poisoned in Hong Kong and in Italy, and with horses poisoned in Kentucky. For the pigeons, cattle, dogs, and horses assaulted in these locales, the situation is not especially auspicious.

Now consider, for a moment, the life and death of Barbaro, a famous colt used in the racing industry in the United States. Barbaro was the revered winner of the Kentucky Derby and the odds-on favorite to win the second stage of the Triple Crown, the Preakness Stakes. However, on the evening of May 20, 2006, Barbaro collapsed just after the start of the Preakness, seriously injuring his lower hind right leg and breaking it above and below the ankle in three places. Ambulances sped to the scene. With Barbaro’s euthanasia imminent, the packed stadium was hushed. Many fans had tears in their eyes. This “horrific scene” and “devastating development” ended with Barbaro being transported, X-rayed, and driven to the University of Pennsylvania’s New Bolton Center, a state-of-the-art veterinary hospital. During the night, Barbaro was operated on by two residents, an intern, two anaesthesiologists, and three nurses. To repair Barbaro’s ankle, the surgeons fused it with a locking compression plate with twenty-three screws; his leg was then put in a cast.

The American nation waited, breathlessly, for the results of the surgery. By the next morning, well-wishers had already tacked up hundreds of messages saying “Thank You, Barbaro” and “We Love You Barbaro!” For several days thereafter, Barbaro and his life-threatening injuries continued to be front-page news (he was finally euthanized, eight months later, on January 29, 2007).

Barbaro’s story raises the interesting problem of how injuries to some horses are matters of great concern to many people and yet the question of assault or wrongdoing never arises there. To pose this problem slightly differently, why are some human-perpetrated injuries to horses regarded as assaults and others are not? When are horses seen as victims? When are humans seen as offenders? The focus of what follows here is the vociferous public outcry that arose against certain horse assaults ("maimings") in England in the 1990s.

Very few of the diverse social practices investigated by criminologists and sociologists of deviance have attracted as much attention as those designated by the concept of moral panic. Although it is unclear quite
why moral panics arise when and as they do, it is nevertheless true that
every so often a society becomes engrossed in a process of public frenzy
directed to certain forms of crime and deviance. Well-documented ex-
amples of moral panics include those associated with the McCarthyite
communist scare of the 1950s, dope fiends in the 1960s, youth gangs and
serial killers in the 1980s, child molesters and high school murderers in
the 1990s, and sexual predators and immigrants in the first decade of the
new millennium.

Although any given moral panic has its own dramatic idiosyncrasies,
each also shares with other such panics certain sociological properties.
Among these properties are (1) a point of inception at which, for whatever
reason, certain social practices or events are identified as a social problem in
need of a solution; (2) the emergence of a vanguard of moral entrepreneurs
whose stated purpose is leadership in attacking the problem; (3) the for-
mulation of the vanguard’s message about the seriousness of the problem
and about attributions of blameworthiness and victimhood, which is most
effectively disseminated to a concerned social audience by the mass media;
and (4) a demand for the deployment of agents of social control to identify
and apprehend appropriate offenders and thereby to reaffirm the moral
values of the community.

This chapter investigates certain aspects of the moral panic associated
with a series of horse assaults that occurred in England in the early 1990s.
For nearly a decade, some unknown number of horse assaults occurred in
fields and stables. Mainly but not exclusively, these took place in southern
England, especially in the counties of Hampshire and Surrey. Although the
empirical focus of this chapter is confined to the moral panic that occurred
in rural Hampshire from June 1991 to February 1993 (see figure 4.1), horse
assaults were also reported from 1993 to 1997 in Oxfordshire, Bucking-
hamshire, Cleveland and Hull, Dorset, Greater Manchester, Swindon to
North Yorkshire (“100 attacks in 12 months”), and Wiltshire.

The assaults were extensively reported in the national and local tabloid
and broadsheet press. One national tabloid, the Daily Mail, added a reward
of 10,000 pounds to the 8,000 pounds already pledged by organizations
such as the International League for the Protection of Horses, Naturewatch
Trust, and the equestrian magazine Horse & Hound for information leading
to the conviction of those responsible. When a mare named Mountbatten
was found dead in her stable with cuts to her genitals, a meeting of con-
cerned citizens in the small village of Four Marks in rural Hampshire set
up the Horsewatch organization in early February 1993; this organization
was the first of eighty-five such groups formed within eighteen months.
Figure 4.1. Media-Identified Horse Assaults in Hampshire, June 1991–February 1993
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The police then established the Mountbatten Operation, with twelve officers attached to it. Some police officers were designated as wildlife liaison officers in police stations located in the relevant areas.

This chapter does not actually examine such questions as “Who committed the Hampshire horse assaults?” and “Why did they commit them?” These are important questions, needless to say, but they require the demonstration of additional evidence that is, quite frankly, still not available. Rather, what is examined here is the problem of how various individuals, ad hoc groups, and social organizations tried to make sense of events that to them seemed deviant, irrational, and/or criminal to an outraged Hampshire citizenry. It is hoped, moreover, that some aspects of the nature of human–animal relationships can be revealed through authoritative utterances on the Hampshire horse assaults by the media, the police, and the humans who felt they had a stake in the horses’ well-being.

Two preliminary points must be made about the Hampshire horse assaults and the attendant moral panic in Hampshire. First, in England and elsewhere, not only horses but also many other animals have been assaulted for centuries, sometimes systematically and routinely so. For example, a large number of related maimings of cattle and horses occurred 150 years ago in Norfolk, Suffolk, and parts of Cambridgeshire. Contrary to the traditional view that animal maiming was simply a vicious form of rebellion by rural laborers against the landed gentry, John Archer has shown in his book *By a Flash and a Scare* how in practice it was a peculiar, complex, and quite varied activity. Animal maiming was sometimes undoubtedly a form of social rebellion, as in the maiming of their masters’ horses by horsekeepers. Typically, however, it was a form of psychological terror, of symbolic murder, that resulted from personal feuds between members of the same social class. Thus, the maiming of donkeys and asses tended to indicate a dispute between one craftsperson and another—such as blacksmiths, cordwainers, butchers, and laborers—since they were the main owners of such animals. But the poisoning of cats and dogs, for example, suggests a conflict between farmers and gamekeepers over the rearing of game birds.

However, the social situation and significance of these earlier maimings differed profoundly from the ones addressed in this chapter. Information about these earlier assaults does not seem to have been widely circulated at the time, while the horse assaults of the 1990s were extensively publicized. In addition, whereas the earlier animal maimings led to several convictions, no one has ever been convicted of the Hampshire assaults of the 1990s (at least as of this writing in 2008). The discourse of the 1990s moral panic was
thus highly speculative about such key questions as the offender’s identity and characteristics.

Second, the moral panic about horse assaults in 1990s rural England differed from nearly all other moral panics in that many of its central characters were animals rather than humans. This is to say not that animals have never been visible in other moral panics but that, if present, their roles tend to be passive, their voices peripheral to the main script. This typically secondary and socially unproblematic role of animals is evident in dramatic events as diverse as witchcraft crazes, bestiality trials, nineteenth-century agrarian “outrages” in Ireland, and mad cow disease (bovine spongiform encephalopathy).

In the case at hand, within the framework of a moral panic, horses and their plight occupied or seemed to occupy the central role of victim. An analysis of the circumstances in which victimhood was or might be ascribed to horses is therefore the focus of what follows now.

Horse-Maiming Matters

It is impossible to speculate with much confidence about whether, before the emergence of the moral panic that brought them widespread attention in the early 1990s, horse assaults in Hampshire were very rare phenomena or, instead, quite common. Indeed, because an isolated incident can be easily denied or declared relatively unimportant, the primary definers in this moral panic were consistently at pains to claim that the horse assaults were not isolated incidents but sequential events with an observable pattern. One cannot therefore identify the precise conjuncture of time, place, and assault in Hampshire such that it can in retrospect be identified as the first case in a series of horse assaults that occurred there during the 1990s. According to one account, the series of horse assaults in question started in Hampshire at some time before 1983, although a Horsewatch official claimed that horses had been mutilated there as far back as 1966. Another claimed that “the ‘horse rippers’ first came to public attention during the Eighties, though attacks had occurred before that.” In 1993, The Times felt able to identify twenty-seven horse assaults in Hampshire. Basing its figures on comments from a police spokesperson, The Times referred to “scores of reports” that it had received about the assaults.

Whatever the reasons, the Hampshire horse assaults were portrayed as newsworthy and serious events. The notion of seriousness and its differing degrees may, of course, be understood in several ways, one of which is through straightforward descriptions of the physical injuries sustained
by the horses. Reports in *The Times*, for example, refer to the following cases:

1. A pregnant Welsh cob mare named Daphne who was attacked with a Stanley knife strapped to a pole
2. A twenty-three-year-old mare named Chiltern Hills who had her genitals mutilated
3. A thirty-one-year-old mare named Gay Minstrel who was slashed across the quarters and had her genitals mutilated
4. An eleven-year-old thoroughbred named Kerry who was stabbed in the genitals
5. A twenty-year-old mare cut into by a five-inch knife
6. A four-year-old “working horse” stabbed in the shoulder
7. A mare named Chrissie who had her genitals slashed and a fencepost driven inside her
8. Ponies burned with caustic soda
9. An Irish hunter mare named Mountbatten who was found dead in her stable with cuts to her genitals

Despite routine media dramatization and hyperbole, which are hardly conducive to reliable estimates of incidence, some unknown number of horses unquestionably experienced pain, sexual assault, and even, in one or two cases, death. Yet not all such harms inflicted on animals are taken seriously. Why did the Hampshire assaults reported here matter? To whom? How should they be understood?

An obvious feature of the societal reaction to the Hampshire horse assaults is that they were universally regarded as reprehensible. The public condemnation of the nameless and faceless horse maimers was just as unequivocal as it was later to be for the “Yorkshire Ripper,” the serial murderer Peter Sutcliffe, and the notorious murderers Thomas Hamilton and Fred West. No one publicly tried to justify the horse assaults. Was this simply because the British are a nation of animal lovers? Clearly, the assaults prompted a line of questioning intended to understand events that, though known by all as abhorrent and aberrant, were seen mainly as senseless. As ethnomethodologists and others have observed, those who initially regard an event as senseless are liable—if it concerns them enough—to spend a great deal of time and energy trying to make sense of it. But the question must again be asked: why did anyone care about these assaults? The Hampshire citizenry was invited to care because the media simultaneously described the assaults as both systematic and random. They were described
as systematic because it appeared that each of the horse assaults was one act in a whole series of assaults and as random because no one had any idea when or where the perpetrator would strike next.

But we aren’t horses, are we, so why should the citizenry (and we) care? One reason we should care is that the media conveyed the message that horse assaults are a serious matter. They are serious because very many people seem to think them serious. Certainly, important sections of the local community in Four Marks seemed to take them seriously. The local paper, the *Alton Herald*, informed its readers that at the inaugural Horse-watch meeting, “hundreds of people crowded into Four Marks village hall, whilst others were forced to stand outside straining to hear through open windows.” Moreover, some residents started to employ private security companies, while others blocked the police switchboard in search of advice. The horsekeeping community was understandably most anxious and insisted that the police apprehend the culprit. Horse owners expressed their feelings of loss and fear, resolutely unwilling to suffer a similar experience again.

The police certainly took the horse assaults seriously, and it was indeed they who established the Mountbatten Operation. Of course, regardless of any given officer’s feelings for and about horses, these events provided the police with a heaven-sent opportunity to be seen to be responding to demands placed on them by the national and local press and by significant members of the local community. Referring to the “overwhelming response” from the public, the police spoke of a general need for the police and the public to bond together. As crime prevention officer Bill Slater told horsekeepers, “The police are the professionals in detecting crime, but you are our eyes and ears of the equestrian community.” In response, the Horsewatch coordinator declared, “Hopefully, by all of us being a bit more vigilant, we can start to make a hole in the crime rates of Hampshire.”

The respective interests and concerns of each of the main protagonists in this drama coalesced around the numerous sound bytes and column inches devoted to one key question: what sort of person could assault horses? As Fiona Broderick, daughter of Mountbatten’s owner, Robert Broderick, asked, what “drive[s] people to do this to an animal?” This is a valid and meaningful question. It remains so. Yet no one was ever convicted of these horse assaults or even prosecuted for them. Public discourse about such key questions as the assailants’ identity, characteristics, and motives therefore tended to be highly speculative, its protagonists almost off guard, one might say, when giving voice to their opinions or vent to their prejudices.
As will soon become clear, behind this sometimes frenzied rhetoric lie hidden quite strongly held beliefs about the nature of criminality and of how and under what circumstances victimhood may be ascribed to animals. In the specific cultural context of racialization, for example, it has been argued that “animals and their bodies appear to be one site of struggle over the protection of national identity and the production of cultural difference.” Indeed, the whys, the hows, and the whens of the processes of victim construction occupy an often hotly contested cultural landscape at the nexus of struggles that may involve kaleidoscopic issues of class, gender, race, and age.

**Offenders**

As soon as the horse assaults were constituted as a series of serious deviant events, questions were inevitably raised about the identity and motivation of the offender(s). Among the many motives, qualities, and characters attributed to the offenders were mental illness, sadism, pedophilia, Satanism, fertility and other cults, fundamentalist Christianity, imitative copycats, vengeful unemployed horse-industry workers (e.g., stableboys), and rival horse owners. Some even claimed that the horses’ wounds were self-inflicted.

The key voices that speculated in public and in the media on these questions were those of the horse owners, henceforth often self-identified victims (“owner-victims”); the police; and various experts attached to the investigation or consulted by the media.

The great majority of those who claimed to have authoritative knowledge of the horse assaults immediately assumed, albeit with varying degrees of sophistication, that the offenders had a pathological character. This assumption, when voiced from the dominant perspective of owner-victims, tended to be articulated in statements such as the following:

> It would have taken two strong men, one to hold Daphne, the other to cut the terrified horse. What kind of person would do that? . . . Sick. They are sick.  

Perhaps this pathological male—all seemed to have assumed the horse assailant was male—came from that pathological world beyond the normal and pleasant world of village halls and country fetes. The police warned the public to be on the lookout for “shady-looking characters,” and they were reportedly seeking information on “unfamiliar cars” parked in the “wrong place.” As the mother of owner-victim Anna Sheldon commented, “It is
a sick society we live in today” —from whose ailments, presumably, even Four Marks, the small Hampshire village in which the ten-year-old Irish mare Mountbatten was killed, and similar places were not immune.

One interpretation of these events is that they were a metaphor: the evil world of shady characters was insinuating itself into the hitherto solid and respectable world of Middle England. There was a fear of the enemy without, among whom were “New Age Travellers,” “Hunt Saboteurs,” “Eco-Warriors,” “Refugees,” and “Asylum Seekers.” However, alongside this fear was something even more worrisome—might the enemy be from within? One frightened resident of Four Marks speculated that perhaps “somebody could be living next door to this person or just down the road from them.” Moreover, a speaker at Four Marks’ village hall put it in a classic Agatha Christie vein: “The person carrying out these attacks could be anyone. They could even be in this room tonight.”

The openly stated consensus view about the offender’s identity, though, was clearly the pathological one. The designation of offenders as pathological, moreover, served to preclude further consideration as to the conceivable rationality of their actions. Certainly, for those who are neither professionally nor personally involved in any specific case, it is fairly simple to dismiss some acts as purely pathological, especially when their perpetrators remain at large and unknown. Moreover, a descriptive term that was often attached to the as-yet-unknown assailants—“horse rippers”—invoked not only the dubious skills of an amateur, if wayward, surgeon (a medical student, perhaps, or a crazed aristocrat?) but also a bygone era in London’s East End when another Ripper reigned with similarly unpredictable psychological terror. Thus, in the course of a conversation that could flow smoothly into a discussion of the state of world soccer or the latest Hollywood blockbuster, the horse assaults could easily be dismissed as the work of a “maniac,” a “psychopath,” a “lunatic,” a “pervert,” or a “disturbed” or “sick” person who “needs help.” We raise our eyebrows in horror and express our contempt for those whom the *Sunday Times* termed a “madman or madmen . . . the most hated men in Britain. . . Mention that there are at present more than 100 unsolved prostitute murders in Britain, and few people will register much outrage.” How easily we pass on to other, less serious matters.

The closer a given person was to the horse assaults, the greater was the need to reflect on the meaning of it all. At the very least, a concerned local citizenry wanted some understanding of the precise nature of the pathology. Such reflection tends to evince a simple polar dichotomy of sane/insane. But this polarity is clearly only a starting point. Thus, one horse
A spokesperson for the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals reflected that “whoever is doing this must have a sick, disturbed mind.”

Obviously, the sane/insane dichotomy is altogether too neat and tidy in the sense that, in practice, people offer viewpoints that allude to their awareness of the kernels of rationality that might lie within the pathology. Given an individual’s “crazed assumptions,” a sort of reason might well be exercised in order to guide crazed actions. If one insanely believes “x,” then the flow of thought that leads to insane action “y” might internally be quite rational. Moreover, when confronted by an insane act, personally motivated and professional investigators of truth may seek to pursue the insane beliefs that are held to explain that act. Thus, with regard to the horse maiming cases, Dr. Tony Black, a retired chief psychologist at Broadmoor Hospital, speculated that the offender was a person who suffered from “bizarre mental delusions” and who, furthermore, “saw horses as devil-carriers.”

In other words, the delusional belief that horses were devil carriers led to a somewhat rational wish to destroy them. From the offender’s perspective, Black seemed to imply, it was not really the horses that were victimized but the Devil.

There was an alternative and contradictory version of this sort of symbolic hypothesization. One Horsewatch official noted that many local residents believed the attacks might be the work of Satanic cults hell bent on sacrificing innocent horse victims to the Devil. Such sacrifices might of course make sense to believers in Satan. A police officer suggested that perhaps the perpetrator was a hunt saboteur (presumably, for antihunting fanatics it would be quite rational to leave a series of animals dead and maimed around the countryside of southern England). This brings us to rather less publicly voiced suspicions held by some owner-victims as to the meaning of these crimes. This was the notion that horse owners rather than the horses were the real targets. An interview conducted with a Horsewatch representative indicated that, while uniformly rejecting any idea that they had done anything that might somehow justify revenge attacks, several people were worried that the perpetrator’s real target was their way of life. Such anxieties are a manifestation of the “respectable fears” that are an endemic feature of middle- and upper-middle-class life in contemporary rural England. Commonsense theory on deviance takes an act and then pursues assumptions about the actor’s characteristics. The ideological function of the process is to render those sections of the population who seem to have those characteristics highly suspicious. In the case at hand, this may have interesting negative implications not only for Satanists but
also, rather more seriously perhaps, for those opposed to the norms, values, and practices of rural England’s upper-middle classes.

Victims
The problem of the victims’ identity and status is one issue arising from these cases. Victim identification should never be assumed. To be a victim requires the ability to be successfully constituted as such. Victimhood is therefore not an objective juridical or sociological condition. It is an ascribed social status. But because victimhood can be instigated by effective claims making, some sections of society have acquired the ability to establish that their suffering is unnecessary, serious, and caused by dangerous criminals. This process of victimhood in the making is both quickened and intensified if the innocence of the would-be victims can be dramatically contrasted with the malevolence of their assailants. Put bluntly, some victims are worthy, while others are not. Moreover, the worthier the victim, the more reprehensible the offender.

With regard to humans, modern law assumes a principle of individual worth and rights, even if political and sociological factors routinely amplify the worthiness of some claims and render invisible that of others. However, if as a matter of principle and legal parchment all humans have legal rights, what of animals in general and of horses in particular? Can a horse be a victim? Why should we care about a horse’s suffering? Certainly, in the sense of animal welfare legislation, it is illegal to cause horses unnecessary suffering. However, the master status of horses is that of humans’ property. As such, in practice, the horse assaults were interpreted by the police as constituting acts of “criminal damage”\textsuperscript{54} (i.e., property offenses), and victimhood was legally ascribed to the property owners. It is very likely that the horse owners in question tended to come from the higher—if not the highest—echelons of their communities and that they had very comfortable levels of income, status, and social influence. They were well situated in terms of the local hierarchy of credibility. It is their victimhood that in one sense enables the horse assaults to be treated seriously. This is quite logical. After all, it is not the horses themselves that can and do complain but humans. Yet on whose behalf do humans complain?

Clearly, malicious injury to a horse is not usually regarded as equivalent to the intentional infliction of damage on other forms of fast transport, such as cars and motorcycles. Yet why not? Car and motorcycle owners invest much time and money in their machines and arguably obtain emotional satisfaction from them. Indeed, some very similar and easily transferable
phrases might be used by their respective owners to describe the purely instrumental qualities of horses and cars. Some statements by horse owners included, for example, the following: “Last season, he did well in dressage. . . . Obviously, this is going to slow things down a bit”;55 “[He was] a very expensive show jumper”;56 “a well-bred potential superstar”;57 and “wonderful to ride.”58 However, often combined with such transferable observations by horse owners are utterances that, if used by car owners to refer to their cars, would sound absurd. Would people comment tearfully about a damaged or wrecked car that “Her death left a great gap in my life” or “I’d owned her since she was a yearling” or “She was almost a member of the family”? Even if such comments might conceivably be made about cars, they surely would involve additional claims making on the behalf of owner-victims. On the surface, at least, they also therefore create doubt about whether the horse assaults were in fact only about property.

To understand the importance of this ambiguity, we must return to the meaning of English animal welfare legislation, which contains an explicit acknowledgment of animal sentience.59 As noted, this legislation is based on the concept of “unnecessary suffering” (and before that on the notion that other animals could not be “cruelly” treated). English law does seem to recognize, therefore, that animals can be victims of suffering and cruelty or, at least, recipients of them. It may posit that animals are sentient beings, yet it remains true that harming an animal puts one at no greater legal risk than of being charged with minor damage to property. With regard to assaults on animals, it is possible in law to violate the property rights of persons whether or not unnecessary suffering is caused to the property in question. In this sense, any suffering inflicted on an animal becomes a matter separate from the original property offense and secondary to it. Like human slaves before them, animals are afforded in law the strange status of sentient property.

How far does this status help us explain the situation of police officers who stress the property nature of the offenses or of owners who emphasize the noninstrumental qualities or characteristics of their horses? Why else does Mountbatten’s owner bother to tell reporters, “I hate the thought that a helpless animal, who has grown to trust and love in their own little way, could suffer at the hands of a human like this?”60 Why does another owner-victim tell journalists, “He was a nice horse”?61 Perhaps, after all, the horse is the victim. Certainly, the detective superintendent investigating the assaults implied just this very thing with his observation that “the victims can’t talk to you.”62 Yet human murder
victims can’t talk, either. Their victimhood is socially recognized and usu-
ally extended and transported beyond themselves. Their family and friends
suffer. So, too, might their “community,” and indeed, on occasions, we
are told that “the nation grieves.” It has also been argued that the whole
world—at least the decent bit of it—shares the pain of the Kosovan dead
and the innocents massacred in Rwanda and Somalia. In theory, we rec-
ognize the right of people to draw attention to others’ victimhood; in
practice, we usually depend on their doing so. With regard to the Hamp-
shire horse assaults, there was considerable ambiguity about the victim’s
identity. This ambiguity, in practical terms, is partially smoothed over by
a consensus that something very wrong had occurred, but it also indicates
the unsettled nature of the relationship between horses and humans and
also between the latter and all other animals. As Keith Thomas has put it,
“If we look below the surface we shall find many traces of guilt, unease
and defensiveness about the treatment of animals.”63

There is yet another way in which we are invited to take the horse
assaults seriously. This lies in the popular belief that an assault on a horse
might be a precursor to an assault on a human (see also chapter 5). Thus,
just after a local girl had been stabbed, one media commentator mused that
“it was only a matter of time before these attacks turned from horses on to
people.”64 Another noted that

    the attacks against the horses were, in themselves, sinister enough; but
    from the beginning police were predicting that horse rippers might also
    turn on children. Could that now have happened?65

This view might be credible regardless of whether the perpetrator is per-
ceived as “purely pathological” or as “pathologically rational.” A psycho-
path sufficiently deranged as to seek to assault horses might well be inclined
to turn his attention to humans. Or had he already assaulted humans before
turning to animals? Alternatively, a resentment of privileged people might
mean that the “real” victims would likely be targeted next time around,
not just their horses as property or indeed their proxy. This sort of ad hoc
theorizing implies that the meaning of the horse assaults needed to be
taken even more seriously than the assaults themselves. Because a killer is
a killer is a killer—so goes the logic—strident warnings were given to vul-
nerable young and especially female owners not to take risks by watching
over their horses and ponies during the night.66 If seriousness cannot be
accorded on a principled basis, perhaps it can be on the basis of pragmatic
self-interest.
Clearly, this sort of projection functions to sharpen broader perceptions and intensify the magnitude of the sense of threat and anxiety. At the same time, it dulls our ability to see assaults on horses as serious in their own right. From a speciesist perspective, “it’s all about us.”

Extending the Circle of Concern: A Note on Horse Assaults and the Sport of Kings

Thus far, this chapter has identified some of the key themes of the moral panic associated with a series of horse assaults in rural Hampshire during the early 1990s. These events marked a rare example of a moral panic about crime and deviance in which animals other than humans occupied or seemed to occupy the central role of victim. Just as moral entrepreneurs and the media invoke categories of crime and deviance in all other moral panics, so the horse assaults in Hampshire involved fundamental claims about wrongness: claims about the *wrong* person, the *wrong* place, the *wrong* reasons/intentions, the *wrong* methods, the *wrong* time, and the *wrong* targets.

For all the confusion that surrounds them, both the horse assaults and the moral panic described here belie the fact that humans are sometimes allowed to assault, injure, and kill horses and that for doing so they are rewarded with financial gain, with personal satisfaction, and with social prestige. It is true that the moral panic surrounding the Hampshire horse assaults went beyond such lawful or socially acceptable situations. It is also true that the hand-wringing that accompanies popular explanations of such deviance might lead to broader inquiry into the ways in which humans use and abuse animals, though in practice it tends precisely to distract us from further exploration.

It must be stressed that there is a variety of institutionalized social practices in which horses are routinely and systematically assaulted but that are not generally viewed as unlawful and socially unacceptable behavior. These other locations of horse assaults include laboratories, farms, racetracks, and abattoirs. About the perpetrators of harm and injury in these other places, it somehow seems much harder and much less appropriate to invoke notions of wrongful actions and pathological character. It therefore appears ethically and ontologically incorrect, also, to ask, What drives the humans involved to do what they do? or Who could do such an awful thing? It even seems to cast a shadow on the putative logic within the claim that a killer is a killer is a killer.
Why are some horse assaults condemned but others condoned? This thorny question has no simple answer, of course. But it can be said that during the Hampshire horse assaults, members of the public, the police, criminal psychologists, and animal welfare officials admitted only particular sorts of abused horses into their circle of concern. The focus of their concern, of their analyses, and of their utterances was not harm done to horses in general but, rather, assaults against individual horses, against individual acts of horse abuse, and against individual perpetrators of horse assaults.

Roughly the same sort of individualist prejudice dominates much recent thinking about the relationships between society and animal abuse. In the same way that in this discourse “society” has tended to be conceived of as an amalgam of atomized individuals apart from questions of race, gender, social class, and, especially, speciesism, so too the animals whose lives are admitted to the acceptable circle of concern tend only to be those who are considered as individuals with, as Geertrui Cazaux rightly points out, “a visible and acknowledged personality and biography.” In contrast, she argues, millions of other animals are exploited in large-scale commercial processes in which individual animals are lost in production quotas and mortality rates.

It is now worth returning to a point of entry into this chapter, namely, the problem of the social visibility of injuries sustained in the Preakness by Barbaro, the famous colt used in the racing industry. It must be said that the awesome gravity and shock of the scene at Barbaro’s injury and possible euthanasia was in stark contrast to the almost invisible death a few days later of a four-year-old filly named Lauren’s Charm, who collapsed and died in the home stretch of a race at Belmont Park racetrack. Except for Lauren Charm’s owner, her jockey, two veterinarians, and one New York Times sports reporter, no one seemed to notice her death or even to care about it. Her carcass was pushed unceremoniously against a concrete wall by a mechanical earthmover.

At least two reasonable inferences can be made from the respective fates of Barbaro and Lauren’s Charm after each had been injured. The first is that of the unknown number of horses that suffer physical injuries when they are used in the horse-racing industry, a few horses are treated much better than others. Of course, neither owners nor jockeys nor the public wishes to see horses injured, yet some horses, when they are injured, are the objects of intense concern to humans, receiving great affection and lavish medical care. Other horses and their injuries are of little or no concern at all. The contrasting fates of Barbaro and Lauren’s Charm surely illustrate this difference.
The second, less straightforward inference from the respective circumstances of the deaths of Barbaro and Lauren’s Charm is that horses are not treated equally because, when they are injured, the level of concern that they attract in part hinges on how extensively their cases are publicized. In any given case, the greater the publicity, probably the greater the ensuing concern, including medical attention. I write probably here because, of course, even if correct, this reasoning is dangerously close to a vicious circle: some injured horses attract concern because their cases are more publicized, and, conversely, because their cases are more publicized the greater the concern and care that they attract. But in this quagmire, a vital question still remains: why, when they suffer harm, do some horses receive greater publicity and concern than others? Is it simply that the fortunate few whose cases are publicized happen to be more financially valuable to their human owners, as in Barbaro’s case? It is very likely, for example, that if Barbaro had not been a Kentucky Derby winner with future stud fees amounting to an estimated $30 million to $40 million, then he also would have been killed, unceremoniously and out of sight, immediately after he received his injury at the racetrack.

In Britain, horse racing is a very large, multi-billion-pound industry, with fifty-nine racetracks and approximately 1 billion pounds generated in annual profits for bookmakers. The number of horses and ponies in the United Kingdom is usually put at about 1 million, with 17,000 to 20,000 of these involved in horse racing. About 5,000 thoroughbred foals are raised each year for the purpose of racing.69

The racing industry is a social institution in which horses are subjected to widespread, endemic commercial exploitation. For humans’ business and pleasure, horses used in the racing industry are routinely devalued, harmed, and assaulted. Estimates of how many horses die annually in British racing vary considerably. One estimate, made in 1995, is that 200 horses die on racetracks in Britain annually.70 Another estimate, made in 2007 by the same organization, Animal Aid, in its “Racehorse Deathwatch” campaign, claims that currently 375 horses die each year on racetracks in Britain.71 According to Dr. David Nunamaker, a University of Pennsylvania professor of orthopedic surgery, in 2006 fatal muscle and bone injuries occurred in racehorses 0.65 times per 1,000 starts in England (the horse fatality rates in England may be contrasted with 1.5 fatalities per 1,000 starts in the United States and 0.58 per 1,000 in Hong Kong).72

It is not only deaths that deserve mention but also nonfatal injuries suffered by horses. According to a recurring estimate from several sources, for each horse that dies on a racetrack, two other horses die from injuries sus-
tained either on racetracks or in training. In flat racing, for example, great pressure is placed on the developing limbs of young (two-year-old) horses, and the racing of horses at a young age results in a high burnout rate and “near epidemics of tendon and ligament damage.” According to data released at a conference organized by the racing industry itself (stated conference goal: “to see that racehorses receive all the help we can give them to do their job as safely as possible”), 80 percent of fractures in British flat racehorses occur during training, and more than half of all fractures are stress fractures.

The scar tissue formed by the common practice of firing horses’ tendons with red-hot irons is intended to act as an adequate support to permit racing, but sometimes the horses break down—and they are then destroyed. Some horses destined for competition in steeplechase (horses raced over fences) or dressage events have sensitivity-increasing chemical substances applied to their legs, with the result that they experience great pain should they touch a fence or a pole. This is to say nothing of the widespread injection of anabolic steroids into horses before races and jockeys’ use of whips during them. In steeplechases, the chance of injury is heightened because the horses used here run longer races and can suffer many falls. It is rare even for showpiece events such as Liverpool’s annual Grand National—where standards are closely monitored and enforced because of the attention of the media and the animal protection movement—to pass without fatalities. At the prestigious Cheltenham meeting, as many as ten horse deaths have occurred in a single week.

In order to decrease the number of horse deaths and injuries, the racing industry’s Horserace Betting Levy Board commissions vivisection experiments—to put it plainly, it kills horses—on lesser-valued horses. For example, at the Animal Health Trust in Newmarket (the site of the famous English racetrack) in 1993—the very same year that the Hampshire horse assaults reportedly reached their peak—twelve pregnant Welsh mountain ponies were injected with equine herpes, a practice that resulted in aborted pregnancies and paralysis. Following the experiments, the ponies were killed so that postmortem examinations could be performed on them. The researcher who performed these experiments—who was not, note, constructed as insane or perverse or at risk of committing other violent or harmful actions—explained that they were conducted for economic reasons, namely, that “equine herpes is an important source of loss to the horse industry.” “Loss” here, of course, refers to horse owners’ financial losses—no less, no more. Further experiments are carried out on horses to study their reproductive processes and to investigate the treatment of racing-induced injuries.
Each year, between 4,000 and 5,000 horses are withdrawn ("retired") from the horseracing industry. The plight of ex-racehorses may be "a debilitating downward spiral of sale, resale and neglect." Some unknown number of these horses is sent to one of the three British abattoirs licensed to slaughter horses or else sold to overseas slaughterhouses. Although legislation stipulates that horses worth less than 175 pounds cannot be exported, dealers in horse meat are able to avoid this restriction by claiming that horses are being sent overseas to race. Once abroad, they are diverted to abattoirs.
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In 1836, Pierre Rivière, a Normandy peasant aged about twenty, was tried by a French court for the crime of parricide, convicted, and sentenced to death. According to the diverse historical records collected and analyzed by Michel Foucault and his colleagues and published in the book *I, Pierre Rivière*, the accused openly admitted that he had brutally murdered his pregnant mother, his sister (aged eighteen) and brother (aged seven) with a pruning hook.¹

At Rivière’s trial, the court was presented with a convincing array of exhibits of his guilt. The evidence dossier contained numerous descriptions of how, from the period of his youth up to and including the time just before and just after the murders, Rivière had behaved in bizarre, sinister, and threatening ways. From these accumulated descriptions there emerged the unusual profile of a sullen and unsociable young man who shunned the company of persons of his own age, who detested his mother for having routinely mistreated his father, and who lived a strange and at times wild and beastly existence. The diverse evidence that Rivière had intentionally planned the murder of half his family was based on medical and judicial reports, on testimony from the peasant inhabitants of Rivière’s Normandy village, and, perhaps most damning of all, on a self-incriminating memoir of which the accused himself was the proud author. Even though among his fellow peasants and between lawyers and medical doctors there was considerable debate at the time of his trial and afterward about whether and, if so, to what degree and for how long his actions were those of a madman or an idiot, the evidence of Rivière’s premeditated guilt was, in short, utterly convincing.

There was no doubt whatsoever that under the French law of homicide, Rivière was guilty of murder. Notwithstanding Rivière’s legal guilt,
it is also clear that the precise meaning and importance of some of the
details of the events leading up to the murders are sometimes ambiguous.
Moreover, in this contested terrain there lurks evidence of animal cruelty.
Court records and newspaper reports reveal that Pierre Rivière had a great
aversion not only to women but also to all female animals. They also indi-
cate that Rivière confessed to having enjoyed torturing animals and that he
had gone so far as to have constructed a special instrument for the killing
of birds. Indeed, in his memoir of the murders, Rivière wrote,

I crucified frogs and birds, I had also invented another torture to put them
to death. It was to attach them to a tree with three sharp nails through the
belly. I called that encepharating them. I took the children with me to do
it sometimes and sometimes I did it all by myself.2

At Rivière’s trial, prosecutor and presiding judge alike pointedly in-
voked his repeated acts of cruelty to animals as exemplars or signs of an
inexorable logic that led more or less directly to his brutal slaughter of
three members of his own family. However, this sort of explanation is
perhaps not a very satisfying one and even then only in some convoluted
and retrospective way. Thus,

[Rivière] laughed interminably, with a terrible laughter, if asked the reason
for his bizarre behavior. After his arrest his fellow peasants spoke of his
laughter as of the intolerable accompaniment of morbid symptoms. Only
the parish priest thought to minimize them: “Certainly no one would have
thought anything more of it had it not been for the murders he has com-
mitted,” he said. . . . What peasant did not remember taking pleasure in
such acts of cruelty to children and animals? . . . But once Pierre Rivière
killed, all his games became signs of madness.3

To be explicit, certainly no one would have thought anything more of Riv-
ière’s animal cruelty had it not been for the murders he had committed. It is a very
fair question, therefore, whether the details of Rivière’s life had an inner
logic such that, as they unfolded, their ghastly conclusion was arrived at in
a progression that was inexorable and unalterable. The question of whether
animal abuse leads to subsequent violence between humans is also the focus
of this chapter.

The Progression Thesis
That there is a significant relationship between animal abuse and interhu-
man violence is a claim with a lengthy and impressive pedigree. Impas-
sioned assertions about its veracity can be found in utterances by such diverse thinkers as Pythagoras, Thomas Aquinas, Montaigne, Kant, Mary Wollstonecraft, Gandhi, and Margaret Mead. Espoused by its holders at a high level of abstraction, it is today often disseminated in the mantralike catchphrase “the link.” It is most prominently advanced by feminists and by members of state agencies and philanthropic organizations who work with at-risk families. It also implicitly appears in the writings of moral philosophers about animal welfare and animal rights.
By the mass media and by numerous practitioners and activists in the animal protection community, moreover, the obviousness and the acute importance of this claim are sometimes held to be indisputable scientific revelations with policy ramifications of the utmost urgency. Sometimes, the causal chain of the link is quite specific, with a particular form of animal abuse (e.g., animal sexual assault) held appropriately to presage a corresponding form of interhuman violence (e.g., rape). Thus, a casework division manager of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), intervening against a sixty-three-year-old male prosecuted in March 2005, for multiple rapes of calves in Neillsville, Wisconsin, asked the judge vigorously to prosecute the defendant because “studies show that offenders who commit bestiality often go on to commit sex crimes against humans.”

I do not wish to imply here that animal abuse and interhuman violence are not linked. To the contrary, I will suggest that they are often intimately intertwined and that they may be linked not in one but in a variety of ways. In what follows, I focus on just one aspect of this web of entanglement, namely, the claim that there is a causal relationship between animal abuse and interhuman violence. This claim I term “the progression thesis.” When it first appeared in sociological research of the 1960s and 1970s, the term the “progression thesis” referred to apparent relationships of cause and effect in the nonmedical use of drugs and alcohol, though its basic causal formula was also denominated as “escalation,” “graduation,” “pre-disposition,” and the “stepping-stone theory.” As a more or less focused object of study, the progression thesis has been applied to human–animal interaction only from the 1990s to the present.

Especially in popular discourse, the lack of subtlety with which the complex relationship between animal abuse and interhuman violence is sometimes asserted tends to make the link appear, however well intentioned, more the brittle product of sloganeering than of hard evidence and logic. Indeed, before it can confidently be said that a pattern of progression from animal abuse to interhuman violence really exists—and, if so, then of what sort—several quite thorny evidentiary problems must first be explored. In particular, it is not fully appreciated that demonstration of the truth of the progression thesis ultimately depends on the successful combination by its proponents of two quite separate propositions. Chronologically and causally, one of these propositions looks forward, the other backward. In the one, it is proposed that those who abuse animals are more likely than those who do not subsequently to act violently toward humans. In the other, it is held that those who act violently toward humans are more likely than those who do not to have previously abused
animals. Clearly, the logical associations embedded in these propositions need not be ones of strict Humean causality but rather ones of robust and persistent statistical association. The question is, How strong and robust is the association? If there is a persistent association between animal abuse and interhuman violence, then how is this to be explained?

While these two propositions—one prospective, the other retrospective—are the necessary twin pillars of the progression thesis, the originating site of the thesis is commonly lodged in the social dynamics of families in crisis. Among the main dysfunctional qualities of these families is their propensity for interpersonal violence, to whose stated links with animal abuse I now turn.

### Family Violence and Companion Animal Abuse

It is well established that different forms of family violence tend to coexist. If a male is battering his spouse, for example, then it is more likely that children in that household are also being abused or neglected there. Households where women are being abused by men—and also, no doubt, where men are abused by women—are more likely to have not only children who are being abused but also one child who is abusing a sibling.

Is this also the case with animal abuse? If in a household one human is abusing another, then is it more likely that companion animals are also being abused there? In trying to answer these questions, it must first be said, on the one hand, that empirical data on intrafamilial animal abuse are woefully thin. Thus, in none of the technologically advanced societies do there exist any large-scale, police-based data on animal abuse. In its compilation of the crime data for 17,000 police departments across the United States, for example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s annual *Crime in America: The Uniform Crime Reports* has no entries whatsoever on crimes involving animal abuse—though it does refer, next to “office equipment” and “televisions,” to the proprietary items of “livestock” and “clothing and furs.” There are no large-scale household victimization surveys that seek information on the incidence and prevalence of animal abuse, including the U.S. Department of Justice’s annual *National Crime Victimization Survey*. There are not even any well-publicized local surveys of animal abuse.

Sparse though they might be, existing data do suggest that, in situations of intrafamilial conflict, animals are often used as instruments of psychological and physical terror by one human against another or as objects against
which humans vent their aggression, whether pent up, learned, or random. Precisely because the several forms of family violence tend to cluster and because companion animals are usually regarded as family members, we should expect to find that in families where any given form of family violence exists, animal abuse is also more likely to exist there. Empirical evidence does indeed indicate that companion animal abuse often occurs disproportionately in a variety of situations of family violence. Schematically, these include the following:

- Heterosexual partner abuse
- Lesbian partner abuse
- Child physical abuse
- Child sexual abuse at home and in day care centers
- Sibling abuse
- Multiple abuse

One study of families where children have been abused, for example, has found that the abuse of household pets by a family member had occurred in 60 percent of the families; two-thirds of the animals had been abused by fathers, the remainder by children. In another study, this one of lesbian partner abuse, 38 percent of the respondents who had companion animals reported that their partners had abused their pets. Such findings have also been supported by research on battered women who had sought refuge in shelters. For example, 71 percent of pet-owning women in a Utah shelter reported that their partners had killed or mistreated one or more of their pets or that they had threatened to do so; 32 percent of women with children reported that one or more of their children had abused or killed companion animals. Moreover, in a study of battered women in a South Carolina shelter, of forty-three women with pets, twenty (46.5 percent) reported that their male abusers had threatened to harm or actually did harm their pets. Taking these findings one step further, another study has revealed that women residing in domestic violence shelters are much more likely to report having their pets hurt or killed by their abusing partner than a comparison group of women who had not experienced intimate violence.

Diversity in the sites of its empirical support is an undoubted strength of the finding that companion animal abuse is more likely to exist with other forms of family violence. These include not only structured interviews with battered women and abused children but also reports of animal abuse in self-report studies and made to veterinarians, animal control officers,
animal shelters, women’s shelters, and police. Clearly, family violence, including animal abuse, is a multifaceted phenomenon in which various forms of abuse often occur together and in which the presence of one form might signify the existence of others. It is likely, too, that some of the key sociological dimensions of animal abuse mirror those of interhuman violence. For example, in addition to the predominance of males in the commission of animal abuse by adults, all indications are that among children and adolescents, it is also young males who commit animal abuse far more frequently than young females. Moreover, when young males engage in animal abuse, their abuse is often considerably more egregious.

But there are annoying gaps and inconsistencies in existing research. While it is very plausible that households with animal abuse are more likely also to be households suffering from interhuman violence, nothing very precise is known about the prevalence of animal abuse among young males and young females, just to mention one area of uncertainty. Karla Miller and John Knutson found that 20.5 percent of 308 Iowan undergraduate psychology students (with a small overrepresentation of females) reported that they had actually engaged in one or more acts of animal cruelty. But Clifton Flynn found that from a sample of undergraduate psychology and sociology students at a southeastern university in the United States, 34.5 percent of males and 9.3 percent of females admitted that during childhood they had abused animals. However, much higher rates of animal abuse than these have been identified by Anna Baldry. In her study of animal abuse and exposure to interparental violence among Italian youth aged nine to seventeen, she found that 50.8 percent of the 1,392 youth taking part in her study had abused animals at least once; 66.5 percent of these were committed by boys.22

How do we account for why these findings are so widely discrepant? Do they really mean that Italian youth are more abusive than American youth? Surely not, though in the absence of other information this possibility cannot be ruled out. Are the discrepancies purely random? With so few studies available, there is no way of really knowing. But the discrepancy might simply be a function of various methodological factors, such as the influence of the different levels of willingness of subjects to report that they have abused animals and of the nature and sensitivity of the survey instrument.

Regarding this last possibility, for example, most studies have tended to focus on relatively extreme forms of animal abuse. Baldry’s operationalization of the concept of animal abuse, rather, is much broader and includes any form of hitting, tormenting, bothering, harming, or being cruel to
them. It is not altogether surprising, therefore, that her more sensitive definition of animal abuse would result in the discovery of greater prevalence among the youth in her study.

Baldry also persuasively shows how, in trying to discover the factors that might precipitate animal abuse by children, it is important to examine the particular form of violence to which children have been exposed in households. For example, a significant positive correlation has since been determined for adolescents between the witnessing of animal abuse and subsequent animal cruelty. It might also be usefully asked whether this correlation is of the same magnitude as that for those children who have themselves been direct victims of family violence or of bullying. Whichever is the case, were the offenders male or female, and were the victims humans or animals?

Examination of such questions is important for a variety of reasons. Quite apart from the harm done to animals, for example, juvenile victims of interhuman violence are known to be at risk for developing a variety of psychological difficulties in interpersonal relationships, and within one year they are more likely to engage in violence against humans, including against themselves.

By way of summary thus far, it may be said that existing research on how often, how seriously, and in what ways companion animal abuse exists with other forms of family violence tends neither to confirm nor to disconfirm the progression thesis. While there is no good reason to suppose that the etiology of companion animal abuse differs markedly from that of the abuse of human family members (animals are likely abused by humans for many of the same dominionistic reasons that all subordinate populations are abused by more powerful ones), nothing systematic is known about the direction of abuse. It is true that animal abuse and interhuman violence are linked in the sense that they tend to occur in the same household disproportionately, but this tendency does not necessarily mean that a developmental relationship exists from one to the other. For example, it is unknown whether men who currently batter their spouses previously tended to have abused animals. Do these men perhaps begin a cycle of violence by concurrently abusing animals and their partners? Perhaps, instead, they first abuse their partners and later abuse animals.

The (mis)behavior of children can be questioned in the same way. Do young boys typically witness their father abusing their mother, for example, and then afterward abuse an animal? Or are they more likely to do this if, rather than witnessing violence, they are the direct victims of it? Thus, Clifton Flynn has found that boys who commit animal cruelty
are more likely, for example, to have had corporal punishment inflicted on them. Is this process one of social learning motivated by anger? What of older siblings—do they abuse their younger siblings first and later abuse animals, or do they begin by abusing animals?

These and other important questions must be addressed before the undoubted propensity of animal abuse to coexist with other forms of family violence can be inserted into a full assessment of the merits of the progression thesis. At present, therefore, this segment of the evidence about the progression thesis is inconclusive.

Animal Abuse and the Futures of Assaultive Children

The first proposition embedded in the progression thesis is that those who abuse animals are more likely than those who do not subsequently to act violently toward humans. Mass-media reports have suggested, for example, that some young male animal abusers have later committed interhuman mass murders. Thus, it was reported that prior to the Satanic cult killing of two schoolgirls and the wounding of seven others by an armed teenager in a Mississippi school in 1997, the alleged (now convicted) teenage murderer, Luke Woodham, had engaged with a friend in the gruesome torture of his own dog, named Sparkle. According to police, the two teenagers “repeatedly beat the dog with a club.” Woodham later wrote about this: “I’ll never forget the sound of her breaking under my might. I hit her so hard I knocked the fur off her neck.” “He then wrapped Sparkle in garbage bags, torched it with a lighter and flammable fluid, listened to it whimper and tossed it in a pond.” After describing the sight of the dog sinking beneath the surface of the pond, Woodham added, “It was true beauty.”

Supported by similarly sensational cases, some observers have offered mathematically precise generalizations about the relationships among animal abusers and other types of offender. Thus, Arnold Arluke and his colleagues have reported in their study of police records and files of the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (MSPCA) that animal abusers were 5.3 times more likely to have a violent criminal record. They were also four times more likely than nonabusers to be arrested for property crimes and three and a half times more likely to be arrested for drug-related offenses and disorderly conduct.

Yet how might one test whether those who abuse animals are more likely than those who do not subsequently to act violently toward humans? Every methodology from cross-sectional analysis to life histories has its
own specific advantages and limitations, but longitudinal analysis is the best way to test the chronological causal sequence embedded in the progression thesis. With the cautious use of both self-report studies and official crime records, a longitudinal study of a random sample of the youth population could be done that measured animal abuse and interhuman violence at two or more points in time. The effect of prior animal abuse on subsequent interhuman violence could then be estimated, with controls for prior interhuman violence and other variables known or thought to be correlated with animal abuse and interhuman violence, like gender, race and ethnicity, social class, age, opportunity, urban/rural location, and access to animals. How, too, might opportunity be influenced by varying degrees of urbanization and rurality?

However, such a study could not prove conclusively that the commission of animal abuse causes animal abusers to subsequently engage in human violence. Problematically, moreover, it would be comparing the subsequent interhuman violence of individuals who had different degrees of prior animal abuse. For more conclusive proof, a randomized experiment is needed, though for ethical and other reasons it would be extraordinarily difficult to carry out. But it would substantially increase our confidence that engaging in animal abuse exerts an independent causal effect on interhuman violence.

Because no longitudinal analysis has ever been applied to the progression thesis, any current assessment of the status of this thesis must settle for a reworking of cross-sectional research on children and adolescents that has been generated in a hodgepodge of intellectual and social contexts.

In this regard, three main claims have been advanced about children (“assaultive children”) who abuse animals. The first involves the claim that assaultive children are likely to have mental and characterological defects. Assaultive children are sometimes described as having multiple personality and dissociative disorder, for example. Inadequate role models, peer influences, posttraumatic play, hostility displacement, and suicidal tendencies have all been variously associated with or described as the personality characteristics of assaultive children. Besides these personality characteristics, second, it has sometimes been asserted that assaultive children have other antisocial tendencies. These include nonproductive firesetting and enuresis, though the empirical evidence for these tendencies has been quite mixed. About assaultive children it has also been variously said, third, that they are overwhelmingly young, male, and of normal intelligence; often sexually abused at home or physically abused and neglected there; and, as was discussed earlier, often live in a situation of family violence.
These findings portend little, however, about the chain of causation from animal abuse to interhuman violence. Actually, they serve mainly to open up an array of other, equally unresolved questions. For example, why are assaultive children overwhelmingly male, if this is so? After polite nods to concepts like the socialization process, existing commentary on this question is either too individualistic in its explanatory basis or else prone to degenerate into hollow biological assertions about innate male aggressiveness. In abusing the most available living beings that are unable to offer resistance to them—dogs, cats, fish, birds, and reptiles—young boys are perhaps mimicking their fathers’ violence against their mothers and sisters. But does this mean that their witnessing of others’ interhuman violence precedes some children’s animal abuse? Is this progression necessarily, inexorably so? Moreover, if the original tendencies that propel some children to abuse animals are so ironclad, then why do some young males eventually desist from abusing animals and others not?

Given the importance of these unanswered questions, existing research on the futures of assaultive children cannot even with generosity be regarded as a functional, if lesser, equivalent of the would-be findings of longitudinal studies. Even if it is true that youthful animal abusers tend to have more psychosocial health problems than nonabusers and also to engage in other antisocial acts, these facts alone shed no light on the question of whether they are more likely subsequently to engage in interhuman violence.

**Animal Abuse and the Histories of Violent Adults**

The second proposition embedded in the progression thesis is that those who act violently toward humans are more likely than those who do not to have previously abused animals. In this regard and with varying degrees of methodological sophistication, most research has proceeded with the use of questionnaires and/or structured interviews that ask violent adults to recall the frequency and intensity of their childhood violence against animals. Among the findings that tend to support the progression thesis are the following:

- In-depth interviews with seven female serial killers reveal that all of them suffered abuse, abandonment, and instability as children and that each of them tortured or killed animals, especially cats.\(^{34}\)
- In a case study of the respective social situations of five serial murderers and 354 convicted serial murderers, 21 percent had previously committed acts of animal cruelty.\(^{35}\)
A comparison of fifty violent and fifty nonviolent inmates at a maximum-security prison in Florida found that the proportion of the former who had committed acts of cruelty to animals (56 percent) was significantly higher than that of the latter (20 percent).\textsuperscript{36}

A comparison of the frequency of animal abuse by (1) aggressive and nonaggressive male inmates in federal penitentiaries in Connecticut and Kansas and (2) a control group of randomly selected noncriminals in New Haven and Topeka found that 25 percent of the aggressive group reported having abused animals five or more times during childhood, compared with only 5.8 percent of the nonaggressive group and 0 percent of the noncriminals.\textsuperscript{37}

In a study of convicted psychiatric patients, murderers were found more likely than nonviolent offenders to have abused animals.\textsuperscript{38}

Each of these findings is gleaned from information provided by convicted criminals or by psychiatric patients who, when they were interviewed, were serving time of one sort or another in a carceral institution. However, comparisons between incarcerated populations and nonincarcerated populations should be viewed with great caution. For one thing, it is an error to suppose that comparisons of the behavior and characteristics of those who are incarcerated with those who are not incarcerated will enable us confidently to identify differences between those who commit crimes and those who do not commit them. Rather, because incarcerated populations by definition comprise those unfortunates who have been charged with crimes and convicted, they are not and can never be representative of all those who commit crime. By the same token, moreover, those who are not or who never have been incarcerated cannot represent the law-abiding citizenry. Among those who have never been incarcerated, for example, are numerous citizens who have committed crimes and who, for one reason or another, have avoided detection, arrest, conviction, and incarceration.\textsuperscript{39}

This segment of the progression thesis must also confront the inconvenience that several studies are said by their authors to provide, at best, non-confirming arguments and, at worst, counterfactual arguments to the claim that adults who act violently toward humans are more likely than those who do not to have previously abused animals.\textsuperscript{40} Consider two of these:

- Miller and Knutson’s study compared the responses to self-report questionnaires of 314 inmates in the Iowa Department of Corrections with those of 308 college students. The study found
either a modest association or none at all among abusive childhood environments, witnessing or committing animal cruelty, and subsequent violent behavior.41

- In a second study conducted in Massachusetts by Arluke and his colleagues, the criminal records of 153 animal abusers were compared with those of 153 neighborhood control participants. It was found that although animal abusers were also more likely to commit a range of offenses, including those associated with property, drugs, and public disorder, there existed no progression from animal abuse to interhuman violence. While it would therefore seem that this finding tends to disconfirm the progression thesis, the authors suggest instead that it reveals the presence of “deviance generalization.”42

However, the degree to which the progression thesis is weakened by these counterfactual cases is unclear. This is so neither because the counterfactual cases might or might not damage the thesis nor because philosophers of science cannot agree on how many counterfactual cases are required to disconfirm a given hypothesis or theory. It is because both of these studies have methodological difficulties impairing their ability adequately to test the progression thesis. The methodology in the first study does not permit a determination of the key question of whether those particular felons who as children or youth frequently either engaged in acts of animal abuse or witnessed such acts subsequently committed violent acts against humans.43 Indeed, the authors themselves caution that their data allow no inference whatsoever about a causal or temporal sequence between animal cruelty and interhuman violence.44 In other words, their methodology permits findings about animal abuse and interhuman violence that are, at their closest, only tangential to the progression thesis.

Now consider the second study mentioned here, which was devised as a direct test of the progression or “violence graduation” thesis. This study concluded that no graduation existed from animal abuse to interhuman violence. For at least two reasons, however, this conclusion should be treated with caution. On the one hand, because the authors were legally barred from obtaining any criminal records in Massachusetts for those aged sixteen years and younger, the study was unable to test whether there is a progression from animal abuse to interhuman violence during the period from childhood to adulthood. Yet it is precisely this lengthier age span that is commonly asserted to lie at the heart of the progression thesis—and probably rightly so.45
On the other hand, in self-consciously trying to avoid the methodological problems associated with self-report data, the authors’ solution necessarily falls prey to a different set of methodological and, even, conceptual difficulties. In their study, they rely on official crime data that derive from reports of animal abuse to the MSPCA and from reports of adult crime to state and local police. This is not the place to rehearse all the problems with the use of official crime data as a measure of the amount or the serious or the frequency of crime, but it must be said, whatever animal abuse data are lodged in official MSPCA and police records, that they are social constructions rather than a measure of some objective social reality. As such, their meaning is problematic and entirely open to question. Each act of animal abuse in official MSPCA records is the result of complicated social processes that include (1) a potential complainant who must perceive an animal that is capable of being abused, (2) a potential complainant who must perceive an act of commission or of omission as animal abuse, (3) a perceived case of animal abuse that must somehow come to the attention of MSPCA officers, (4) formal recognition by an MSPCA official that a report of animal abuse has correctly identified an illegal act of animal abuse and that the act is worthy of their attention, and (5) a given case of animal abuse that has negotiated steps 1 to 4 then being accurately entered into official MSPCA records. Official records of animal abuse, in other words, do not speak for themselves. Another way of putting this is to say that only a tiny minority of cases of animal abuse is recorded in official data.

Social constructivist objections to the meaning and accuracy of official crime data have been universally understood in sociology and criminology since the early 1960s. We are indeed still disadvantaged by not knowing quite what can properly be inferred from official records of animal abuse. Are those animal abusers whose acts eventually enter official records typical of animal abusers as a whole? Not necessarily because perhaps they are less adept at avoiding detection. Perhaps the acts of those who commit greater abuse or who commit it more regularly are somehow less likely to be recognized, detected, and recorded. Or, for a whole host of reasons, the lives of those whose acts enter official records might be vulnerable to more surveillance than those of other citizens.

Just as it is important to understand who enters official records of animal abuse and why, so too we need to know whether the cases of animal abuse that enter official records are representative of animal abuse as a whole. On this note, it should therefore be stressed that the detection of acts of animal abuse by scholars, by police, and by members of the public very much hinges on how animal abuse is defined. “More” animal abuse
undoubtedly would have been detected in the Massachusetts study, for example, if the authors’ concept of abuse had been broader than “cruelty”—which was operationalized as any investigated case where an animal had been intentionally harmed physically (e.g., “beaten, stabbed, shot, hanged, drowned stoned, poisoned, burned, strangled, driven over, or thrown”). Acts of animal cruelty like those in this definition are actually more extreme than everyday cases of animal abuse, roughly half of which are acts of neglect and some unknown amount of which involves verbal and emotional abuse.

It seems, therefore, that in trying to assess the merits of the progression thesis, it is at present prudent not to rely too much on the two counterfactual cases mentioned previously. Indeed, such cases very usefully underline the pressing need for careful investigation of the relationship between official data on animal abuse and the unrecorded, otherwise socially invisible character of much animal abuse.

A second avenue of potential support for the progression thesis lies in numerous anecdotal accounts of multiple murder presented in the mass media. These anecdotes suggest that those who commit multiple murders—that is, mass murder or serial murder—tend as children disproportionately to have engaged in serious animal abuse. Consider, for example, the case of serial murderer James Hicks, who, aged forty-eight, was convicted in 2000 of killing three women in Maine between 1977 and 1996. Although the voices of both Hicks’s victims and Hicks himself were conspicuously absent from contemporary media accounts of the murders, the following excerpt from a lengthy newspaper account of Hicks’s life well illustrates the genre’s explanatory structure. In the excerpt, an investigative journalist recounts his interview with Denise Clark (Hicks’s childhood friend and the sister of one of the murdered women) as follows:

The saga of Jimmy Hicks can begin almost 30 years ago with four cold words that haunt Denise Clark still. “I killed your cat,” she said Hicks, then 18, told her in a calm voice, a few days after she’d said something that he didn’t like. Clark, 15 at the time, told him she didn’t believe him. But Hicks insisted, explaining that he had wrapped a wire around the cat’s neck, hooked it to his bumper, and dragged the helpless animal along the roadway. “He didn’t blink an eye,” she recalled. Clark and a friend later found the cat, dead, with a wire still around its neck.

This journalistic narrative invites its audience to ponder how and why local boy Jimmy Hicks could have become a serial murderer. It does so by leading its readers to believe that this process of becoming a serial murderer
(“The saga of . . .”) was a more or less straightforward series of salient events that logically preceded and prepared the way for Hicks to commit multiple murders. Readers are informed that the relevant events in this chain of causation “can begin” thirty years earlier, when Hicks calmly told his friend Denise Clark that he had tortured and killed her cat.

Consider, also, the following reports:

- Patrick Sherrill, a postal worker who killed fourteen coworkers in 1986, is said to have stolen local companion animals and then to have allowed his own dog to mutilate them.49
- Ted Bundy, executed in 1989 for one of perhaps fifty murders, reportedly spent much of his childhood torturing animals with his grandfather.50
- It was reported in Ohio that alleged serial killer Thomas Lee Dillon was known to neighbors and coworkers for having “stabbed, stomped and shot 1,000 cats and dogs.”51
- Alberto DeSalvo, the “Boston Strangler,” is said to have shot arrows at trapped dogs and cats.
- It was reported that as a young man, Jeffrey Dahmer kept the bones of chipmunks, squirrels, dogs, cats, groundhogs, and raccoons inside formaldehyde-filled pickle jars that lined his neighborhood clubhouse. He roamed the neighborhood for roadkill and had a little graveyard with animals buried in it.52 A school friend of Dahmer’s recalled that Dahmer also collected stuffed rabbits, owls, and small birds and that, when asked about taxidermy, Dahmer had told him that “I always wanted to do that to a human.”53

How much weight should be attached to such anecdotal evidence? It’s hard to say. The narrative of an anecdote tends to be prised from a specific cultural context in order to illuminate with dramatic effect and in a trivial and often distorting way some aspect of a larger and more complex story. Clearly, anecdotes are not generated systematically. Rather, they are flimsy constructions the narrative truth of which is far less important than either the discursive functions they are asked to serve or the interests of those who wield them. Consider, for example, the problems posed for the progression thesis by Lionel Dahmer’s reflection on the childhood of his son Jeffrey:

[A] sense of something dark and shadowy, of a malicious force growing in my son, now colors almost every memory I have of his childhood. In a sense, his childhood no longer exists. Everything is now a part of what he
did as a man. Because of that, I can no longer distinguish the ordinary from the forbidding—trivial events from ones loaded with foreboding.54

Predictably, the would-be generalization that multiple murderers tend as adolescents to have disproportionately engaged in animal abuse is vulnerable to simple counterfactual cases. For example, its applicability in her own case has been strenuously and credibly denied by the notorious English “Moor’s murderess,” serial murderer Myra Hindley.55 Counterfactual cases where animal abuse does not seem to be in the background of recent mass murderers include the twenty-three-year-old Virginia Tech shooter Seung-Hui Cho, who, in the worst non–war-related murder spree in U.S. history, killed thirty-two and wounded many more (April 16, 2007); an eighteen-year-old student, Pekka-Eric Auvinen, who, at his Tuusula high school in Finland, killed eight people before shooting himself (November 8, 2007), and Robert Hawkins, who, at an Omaha shopping mall, shot nine persons to death, including himself (December 6, 2007).

The generalization also faces the thorny problem that some mass murderers have regarded themselves as longstanding “animal lovers” and even, in the case of some leading Nazis in 1940s Germany, as champions of animal rights.56 If the possibly relevant facts in the prior histories of serial murderers are to include anecdotes, then one anecdote may of course be legitimately countered with another. Thus, an acquaintance recently confided in me that as a young teenager, she used to collect roadkill. She told me that for about three years she had been fascinated with death and, walking back home from her school in Florida, had carefully collected dead squirrels, birds, frogs, and lizards, which she would place in a plastic bag, take home, and preserve in formaldehyde jars. The chances are good that this young teenager, who has grown into a career probation worker in her thirties, is not a serial killer and is most unlikely ever to become one.

Moreover, at least some aspects of the anecdotal evidence presented here are clearly more complex than their dramatic presentation indicates. Consider, for example, the previously mentioned report of Patrick Sherrill. Suppose it is true that at some point in time before he killed fourteen coworkers, Sherrill had allowed his dog to mutilate neighborhood companion animals. From this, it would by no means follow that those who allow their dogs to mutilate such animals have a greater propensity subsequently to engage in interhuman violence. Even if these facts had been true in Sherrill’s case, we would also need to inquire of Sherrill’s life history not only how the earlier form of violence led to the later one but also whether other aspects of his life might have been even more proximate or more
influential. Did Sherrill commit other forms of violence before his mass-murder spree? Had he been abused at work? Passed over for promotion? Was he suicidal, and, if so, why? Consider, also, Dvorchak’s account of Dahmer mentioned previously and add, for good measure, Goleman’s report that Dahmer had impaled or staked frogs and cats to trees.\textsuperscript{57} Nothing in either of these descriptions suggests that Dahmer himself ever tortured or killed live animals, and Dahmer’s father has stated that his adolescent son even rescued several at-risk animals.\textsuperscript{58} Were we to learn that any given adolescent is fascinated with dead animals, why should we infer that he is a serial killer in the making rather than a budding zoologist or forensic scientist?

**Expanding the Scope of the Progression Thesis: From Individual Animal Cruelty to Institutionalized Animal Abuse**

Thus far, I have tried to identify some worrisome evidentiary weaknesses in knowledge claims about the progression thesis. Chief among these weaknesses are the paucity of empirical data, the absence of longitudinal studies and, as I have hinted, the uncritical constitution and employment of such concepts as “animal abuse” and “cruelty.” In concert, these weaknesses suggest that current generalizations about a progression from animal abuse to interhuman violence are, at best, premature. Indeed, rather than comprising a convincing body of focused research, support for the progression thesis currently amounts to little more than hastily scribbled, pro-animal sloganeering. Unfortunately, among the undesirable consequences of such slogans is their tendency to undermine confidence in other aspects of their authors’ agenda.

While the several forms of family violence are undoubtedly strongly associated, existing knowledge of how and how often companion animal abuse exists with other forms of family violence tends neither to confirm nor to disconfirm the progression thesis. Crucially, it is not known whether animal abuse precedes and signifies other forms of violence or whether it follows them. Whichever is the case, we need additionally to know under what circumstances it is so and why. What is currently known about their futures actually sheds little light on the likelihood that assaultive children will subsequently engage in interhuman violence. To complicate matters further, there is even some “reverse” evidence to do with serial theriocide by adult humans. In the lengthy and unsolved series of grisly mutilations of horses in England and Wales in the 1990s, discussed in chapter 4, there
was intense public speculation, if not direct evidence, that the sadistic the-
riocides might soon be progressing to the committing of homicide.

Suppose it is actually confirmed that assaultive children really are more
likely later to act violently toward humans—we would then need to in-
quire whether this heightened disposition derives from assaultive children’s
prior animal abuse and, if so, why. Are there factors other than animal
abuse in the lives of assaultive children that influence them later on to act
violently toward humans? What might be the bearing of gender, age, and
other variables on subsequent interhuman violence by assaultive children?
Moreover, given the largely anecdotal and somewhat contradictory nature
of the evidence in this regard, it is not yet known if those who act violently
toward humans are more likely than those who do not to have previously
abused animals.

But it is not only suitable empirical evidence that the progression thesis
lacks. Reconsider, for a moment, the Foucauldian analysis of the “facts” of
the case against Pierre Rivière, the French peasant convicted of parricide
in 1836. This chapter began with a particular question about the necessary
explanatory logic of linking cruelty to animals with subsequent interhuman
violence. Were the details of Rivière’s life, including his self-confessed
propensity to torture and to kill animals, “microscopic seeds”59 such that
their murderous conclusion was reached according to some inexorable and
immutable logic? Rivière’s dossier suggests that the answer to this question
can only be only in retrospect. In dissecting the respective powers of law,
medicine, gossip, and newspaper and broadsheet reportage to structure the
evidentiary facts in Pierre Rivière’s case, the Foucauldian analysis is broad
and diverse in its grasping of emerging practices to do with madness, idi-
ocy, and extenuating circumstances. For present purposes, another crucial
question emerges from that analysis. This has to do with the definition and
meaning of murder itself. Why was Pierre Rivière’s slaughter of members
of his family defined as murder?

This question has no simple or straightforward answer. Of course, Riv-
ière’s slaughter of three family members was considered murderous because,
with their respective and combined authorities, criminal law and medicine
defined the gruesome killings as such. It is also the case that Rivière engaged
in the everyday sort of killing—albeit of an unusually dramatic sort—that
was and is typically thought of and defined as murder. However, much
larger slaughter lay in the mass killings of foreign soldiers and civilians—
and, yes, of nonhuman animals—premeditated, coordinated, and ordered
by certain European governments on adjacent soil and in empires across the
seas. This slaughter resulted in more numerous dead bodies—many times
more numerous. These killings committed for love of God, country, and empire and, at the time of Rivière’s birth, for Bonaparte, were not considered as murderous illegalities. Not at all. By ideological sleight of hand and eye and law book, these killings were deemed nothing less than manly and courageous.

Similarly, and returning to the main task at hand, not nearly enough attention has been paid to the adequacy of concepts like “animal abuse” and “animal cruelty.” Neither of these concepts has been properly scrutinized, yet the content of each is hugely contentious. For example, at what level in hierarchies of consciousness and sentience must animals be positioned for them to be included in the concept of animal abuse? If I swatted the mosquito that is sucking blood from my arm, for example, would that be animal abuse? Similarly, what should count as abuse? Should the concept of animal abuse be expanded from the purely physical domain to include emotional and psychological dimensions as well? Should it include neglect? Why are most existing studies limited to one-on-one or face-to-face situations of “intentional cruelty” to companion animals? Should these situations include abuse to feral animals or to animals used in agribusiness and in research laboratories? Surely, there is no warrant to base studies of animal abuse on societal definitions of acceptable and unacceptable behavior—ways of seeing that are often anthropocentric, arbitrary, and capricious.

As such, the current emphasis on the link between those harms that are regarded as socially unacceptable, one-on-one cases of cruelty to companion animals has tended to close off exploration of less obvious yet even more pervasive ways in which the abusive situation of one type of being might lead to a situation of violence against another. The link between animal abuse and interhuman violence must surely be sought not only in the personal biographies of those individuals who abuse or neglect animals but also in those institutionalized social practices where animal abuse is routine, widespread, and often defined as socially acceptable.

Among these social practices, consider, for example, the multiple forms of violence perpetrated in slaughterhouses. There is, first, the grotesque animal abuse that inheres in the painful carnage wrought annually on billions of terrified animals. In 2007, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA), there were approximately 34.3 million cattle killed in slaughterhouses in the United States, 109.2 million pigs, 2.69 million sheep and lambs, and 758,100 calves. To these official USDA counts for “red meat” slaughtered in 2007 must be added 9.4 billion chickens, 316.7 million turkeys, and 27.8 million ducks.60
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Less well known is the physical and psychological toll that is wreaked on slaughterhouse workers. Among all private-sector industries in the United States, U.S. Department of Labor data show that year after year workers in slaughterhouses suffer among the very highest rates of nonfatal injuries and illnesses and of disorders associated with repeated trauma. Although these injuries are less dramatic than those recorded in industries like construction, mining, fishing, and logging, they tend to occur cumulatively over time, and, partly because of changes in the methodology of reporting practices since 2002 and partly because of a decline in levels of unionization, workers’ injuries sustained in slaughterhouses are today less likely to be reported than those in some other dangerous workplaces. Even less well known and only rarely recorded is the violence visited on those beings with whom slaughterhouse workers interact outside their places of work. The toll on this group of victims is graphically uncovered in Gail Eisnitz’s *Slaughterhouse*, an important book of investigative journalism. A slaughterhouse worker interviewed by Eisnitz—Van Winkle—believed that “it was not uncommon” for slaughterhouse workers to be arrested for having assaulted humans. Describing the mental attitude developed from “sticking” hogs (i.e., slitting hogs’ throats in the often-botched attempt to kill them), he divulged that

the worst thing, worse than the physical danger, is the emotional toll. If you work in that stick pit for any period of time, you develop an attitude that lets you kill things but doesn’t let you care. You may look a hog in the eye that’s walking around down in the blood pit with you and think, God, that really isn’t a bad-looking animal. You may want to pet it. Pigs down on the kill floor have come up and nuzzled me like a puppy. Two minutes later I had to kill them—beat them to death with a pipe. I can’t care.

“My attitude was,” Van Winkle continued, “its only an animal. Kill it.”

Surely, wherever and whenever relationships between humans and animals are marked by authority and power and thus by institutionalized social distance, the possibility of further, extraintitutional violence is actively encouraged. Thus, as Van Winkle admitted,

I’ve had ideas of hanging my foreman upside down on the line and sticking him. I remember going into the office and telling the personnel man I have no problem pulling the trigger on a person—if you get in my face I’ll blow you away. Every sticker I know carries a gun, and every one of them would shoot you. Most stickers I know have been arrested for assault. A lot of them have problems with alcohol. They have to drink, they have no other way of killing live, kicking animals all day long.
Moreover, Van Winkle added that when he was working in a Morrell’s slaughterhouse, alcohol abuse was not the only outlet for stickers:

[A] lot of guys at Morrell just drink and drug their problems away. Some of them end up abusing their spouses because they can’t get rid of the feelings. They leave work with this attitude and they go down to the bar to forget. Only problem is, even if you try to drink those feelings away, they’re still there when you sober up.  

If some version of the progression thesis eventually turns out to be true, then this will not be altogether surprising. But for it to be intelligible, animal abuse as a complex of social practices must be properly understood and explained. Some explanatory power can be afforded by existing sociological theories of violence that are mindful of the role of subjective states such as empathy, caring, and compassion. If compassion involves an understanding of others’ and Others’ suffering and the desire to ameliorate it, then compassion for animals and for humans, respectively, is probably strongly linked. Thus, whatever their social situation and motivation, assaultive children are perhaps so desensitized by the act of animal abuse that they subsequently have reduced compassion for the suffering and welfare of many other beings (including humans). In reducing abusers’ compassion, animal abuse might be found to increase tolerance or acceptance of proviolent attitudes and, thereby, to foster interhuman violence. Indeed, a plausible corollary of the progression thesis, especially were it found to be true, is that children who have or who are taught to have compassion for animals might be more likely to become adults who act more sensitively and more gently toward humans.
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Epilogue

Moving backward in time, for a moment, I wish to record that in the same month that Professor Peter Singer’s libertine essay “Heavy Petting” appeared in the online magazine Nerve, in March 2001, I was preparing to give oral and written testimony to the Criminal Justice Committee of the Maine state legislature in favor of a bill (LD 1283) that would criminalize bestiality. The committee heard testimony in support of the bill from several groups and individuals. Among its supporters were concerned citizens, a prosecutor, licensed social workers, animal control officers, and a college professor (myself). It is fair to say that at the bill’s public hearing testimony in favor of criminalization concentrated on three arguments: bestiality is a form of animal cruelty in and of itself; it is a form of violence linked to other forms of violence, particularly in the family; and it should be named animal sexual assault.

Only two opponents testified against the bill. One represented the Maine Civil Liberties Union. She opposed the bill not on its merits or lack thereof but because of her objection to the fact that prisons in Maine, like everywhere else in the United States, were already bursting at the seams. Her point was greeted with polite silence.

The bill’s other opponent was a well-known male, B.P., age forty-four, from Parkman, Maine, who regarded his dog Lady as his spouse and who on his website and elsewhere had been quite candid about his sexual preferences for several years. (B.P. had also been at the center of a minor scandal as a result of an incident that led to his father, who vehemently disapproved of his son’s union with his canine spouse, being charged with attempted murder and elevated aggravated assault. He had attacked his son
with a crowbar. Following a plea bargain, the father was given an eight-year jail sentence, all but nine months of which were suspended.) In his impassioned testimony, this self-proclaimed zoophile positioned himself as a victim of a Maine citizenry that he alleged to be uneducated, puritanical, and, at root, prejudiced against his sexual preference for animals. According to B.P., unless it involves animal cruelty, there is nothing unnatural or wrong about sex with animals because it has been practiced for millennia, because animals are beloved family members and because, in his own case, he was certain that his dog assented to having sex with him and that she derived as much gratification from it as he did. He therefore insisted that he was a gendered minority whose rights were in need of protection.

None of these sentiments had been given much consideration beforehand by the thirteen members of the Criminal Justice Committee of the Maine legislature. The members’ reactions to this event, as I and a bank of television cameras witnessed, were an uncomfortable mix of astonishment, anger, and embarrassment. Some of the committee members tried to shelter from public gaze their hitherto uncharted emotions on this issue by placing the palms of their hands over their faces. Others, at first gently but then with increasing gusto, rocked to and fro in their official, high-backed swivel chairs. This was a not-so-typical afternoon at the legislature. Eventually, Bill LD1283 was passed unanimously in the Maine house, and bestiality was designated a class D offense—those found guilty of violating its provisions would be liable to incarceration for a term of up to one year.

I relate this tale mainly to confess that my testimony against animal sexual assault I presented to the legislative committee with decidedly conflicting emotions. Yes, I oppose animal abuse and regard animal sexual assault as one of its forms. But two things in particular worried me. The first was that I feared that the movement to criminalize animal sexual assault did not have a great deal to do with the entry of some of the concerns of the animal protection community into the mainstream of American society. Rather, I feared that it reflected more a rightward shift in the state regulation of sexual practices between consenting human adults. In fact, in my support of the bill, I seemed to be standing shoulder to shoulder in the corridors of power as much with conservative proponents of family values (read: heterosexual and sex for procreation only) as with animal rights activists. In other words, it was unclear to me whether the forthcoming passage of the bill reflected pro-animal or pro-Christian values. Or was it, instead, a law—and—order attempt to widen the net of incarcerated deviants?

A view that I hope to have encouraged in this book is the simple one that the meaning of animal cruelty or animal rights legislation should never
be taken at its self-stated face value. More often than not, humans’ concern with animal abuse is motivated by human interests. Although I do not want to enter the debate of animal welfare versus animal rights here (somewhat of a silly polarization that smacks of 1918 Munich or 1968 Berkeley), it does seem pure folly to believe that animals’ interests and rights can ever adequately be secured through legislative reform while their master status continues to be that of property. This is so not because, to paraphrase Rosa Luxembourg quite freely, (s)he who chooses the path of animal welfare in place of and in contradistinction to the victory of animal rights actually chooses not a calmer and a surer road to the same aim but a different aim altogether. Much more, it is that seemingly pro-animal regulation is a complex site that, when it is inserted into the legal arena, is capable of serving a multiplicity of human purposes, including notions of humanness, national and cultural chauvinism, and private profit. This more nuanced reading of anticruelty statutes is as true for seventeenth-century England, Ireland, and the Massachusetts Bay Colony as it was for Nazi Germany in the 1930s and 1940s. In the extreme case of the latter, a deeply racist discourse allowed strict laws regulating animal experimentation to exist side by side with a genocide that exterminated many millions of humans.

My first worry, then, about a proposed law to regulate animal sexual assault was the difficulty of deciding whether it was part of a progressive trajectory or a conservative one. In supporting a bill to criminalize a form of animal sexual abuse, I was also concerned, second, that I not contribute to the creation of yet another category of marginalized and incarcerated humans.

As someone who regularly tries to explore the intersection of animal rights, sociology, and green criminology, I am acutely aware that the animal rights movement has paid insufficient attention to the social control of animal abuse. It is true that if animal sexual assault, for example, is a harm that is objectionable for the same reasons as is an assault on one human by another—because it involves coercion, because it produces pain and suffering, and because it violates the rights of another being—then it would seem to constitute a sufficient condition for the censure of the human perpetrator. But the nature of that censure needs to be confronted directly. What sort of censure should it be and of what severity? Should the censure be formal or informal? Should culpability be strict, or should the scales of justice depend on such factors as the moral significance of what was done, the degree of harm, and the species of animal assaulted? Should animal-victims include all animals without exception or only those on the higher levels of the phylogenetic scale?
If the social censure of animal abuse involves incarceration, then should incarceration be part of some utilitarian calculus designed to control the future behavior of those convicted of crimes against animals? Might incarceration’s rationale lie more in rehabilitation than in revenge or just deserts and retribution? Or in the get-them-off-the-street-through-incapacitation response? Having deep and longstanding sympathies for penal abolitionism, I am horrified by the fact that with only 5 percent of the world’s population, the United States has 25 percent of the world’s prison population. Indeed, a decade into the new millennium, the prison population in the United States is the largest it has ever been and the largest in the entire world. In 2008, there were considerably more than 2 million inmates in federal and state penitentiaries and in local jails, at an unprecedented rate of about 750 inmates per 100,000 citizens. Not surprisingly, this exceptional harm is wrought disproportionately on the poor and on minorities.

So what is to be done? Less formal alternatives to criminalization and incarceration can perhaps be found in humane education and in the processes of conferencing and constructive shaming within the restorative justice movement. The chief stated aim of humane education, first, is the inculcation in children and adolescents of compassion toward animals. However, a serious drawback with the use of humane education as a form of social control of animal abuse is that today, in that majority of places where it is not compulsory, humane education typically begins for students in elementary school and then dies a quick death in secondary schools as it is seen as a luxury and inessential to business-driven curricula. To be successful, humane education would probably have to be universal, compulsory, and sustained over two or more generations.

For those who are not familiar with it, second, constructive shaming is also a type of (re-)education and tends to be the central tactical mechanism in the movement of restorative justice that began in New Zealand and Australia and that is based on directed conferencing with victims and offenders. During conferences, offenders are confronted by their victims and by their victims’ friends and families in an effort to help them understand the harm that they have caused others through their wrongful actions or omissions. At the same time, victims are encouraged not to see offenders as vile and fixed objects of punitiveness but rather to understand them as existing somewhere between, on the one hand, authentic beings and, on the other, beings with damaged identities who likely did what they did because of sociological and psychological circumstances over which they had little or no control.
Yet it is hard to imagine how, even with their legendary flexibility and informality, restorative justice conferences could proceed when animals are the primary victims. Assuming that most animals are unlikely to sit, stand, or otherwise be attentive to the niceties of pro-animal arguments raised on their behalf in a conference about why their abuser should desist from abusing them in the future, who would represent animals’ interests, and who would confer with whom and about what? Representatives from the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals? Veterinarians? Animal control officers? PETA? Pillars of the community?

Furthermore, suppose that through educative processes like humane education and constructive shaming, a cultural consensus could be established about the harmfulness of animal sexual assault and other forms of animal abuse. Suppose, in addition, that it was agreed that this principled liberation from human-induced harm was regarded as animals’ right. Especially in self-avowed, property-owning democracies and in societies where individualism is energetically cultivated, for those animals who are kept in confinement by humans, the effectiveness of this right would unfortunately tend to be thwarted, if not altogether undermined, by the rival cultural powers associated with the right to enjoy their property and the right to privacy. (Not coincidentally, it is precisely these rival rights that men often invoke when they abuse women and children.) The right to privacy would tend to undermine the detection and prosecution of animal sexual assault. The right to property would be invoked to defend it. As members of the animal rights movement often argue for animals and against the latter, those who wish to ascribe rights to animals, including the right to respectful treatment, would eventually be forced to challenge the very existence of animals as property.

One must wonder, too, whether in the assignation of rights to animals lie some of the same problems as those entailed in human rights. If one thing is known definitively about human rights, it is that law on the books all too often has little bearing on law in action. Among the problems facing animal rights, in particular, are that their claims to universality are vulnerable to objections from cultural relativism and postmodernism—that, once acquired both in principle and in law, they are in practice individualist notions that do little to aid the plight of all their bearers. This book has shown that there is often a great selectivity at work in what species count as worthy of protection, that they are abstract and formal rights with no necessary substantive content, and that, if enacted, they might not be enforced either because violations of them are not reported to lawful authorities or because they are not seen as real harms (or “real crime”).
If violations of animals’ rights are to be taken seriously, I recommend that activists and scholars could profitably examine why some harms to animals are defined as criminal, others as abusive but not criminal, and still others as neither criminal nor abusive. In exploring these questions, a narrow concept of crimes against animals would necessarily have to be rejected in favor of a more inclusive concept of harm. Without it, the meaning of animal abuse will be overwhelmingly confined to those harms that are regarded as socially unacceptable, one-on-one cases of animal cruelty. Certainly, those cases demand attention. But so, too, do those other and far more numerous institutionalized harms to animals, where abuse is routine, invisible, ubiquitous, and often defined as socially acceptable.
Appendix 1

Act Against Plowing by the Tayle and Pulling the Wooll off Living Sheep
(Ireland, 1635)

None shall plow or work horses by the tail.

WHEREAS in many places of this kingdome, there hath been a long time used a barbarous custome of ploughing, harrowing, drawing and working with horses, mares, geldings, garrans and colts, by the taile, whereby (besides the cruelty used to the beasts) the breed of horses is much impaired in this kingdome, to the great prejudice thereof:

Barbarity of the custom, a prejudice to the breed of horses.

and whereas also divers have and yet do use the like barbarous custome of pulling off the wool yearly from living sheep in stead of clipping or shearing of them; be it therefore enacted by the Kings’s most excellent Majesty, and the lords spirituall and temporall, and

The commons in this present Parliament assembled, that no person or persons whatsoever, shall after one yeare next ensuing the end of this present Parliament, plough, harrow, draw or worke with any horse, gelding, mare, garran or colt, by the taile, nor shall cause, procure or suffer any other to plough up or harrow his ground, or to draw any other carriages with his horses, mares, geldings, garrans or colts, or any of them, by the taile;
None shall instead of shearing or clipping, pull off the wool from living sheep.

and that no person or persons whatsoever, shall, after the end of this present Parliament, pull the wool off any living sheep, or cause or procure to be pulled, instead of shearing or clipping of them;

Justices of assize and of the peace may inquire and punish by fine and imprisonment.

and if any shall doe contrarie to this act, and the intention thereof, that the justices of assize at the generall assizes to be holden before them, and the justices of peace at their quarter-sessions, shall have power by this act to enquire of, heare and determine all and every offence and offences done contrary to this present act, and to punish the offendors which shall do contrary to the same, by fine and imprisonment, as they in their discretion shall think fit.

Appendix 2

Act to prevent the custom of burning of corne in the straw
(Ireland, 1635)

“Bad effects of improvident husbandry”

Whereas there is in the remote parts of the kingdome of Ireland, commonly a great dearth of cattell yearly, which for the most part happened by reason of the ill husbandrie and improvident care of the owners, that neither provide fodder, not stover for them in winter, nor houses to put them in extremity of stormy cold weather, but a natural lazie disposition possessing them, that will not build barnes to house and thresh their corne in, or houses to keep their cattell from the violence of such weather, but the better to enable them to be flitting from their lands, and to deceive his Majestie of such debts as they may be owing at any time, and their landlords of their rents, doe for a great part instead of threshing burn their corn in the straw, thereby consuming the straw, which might relieve their cattell in winter, and afford materials towards the covering or thatching their houses, and spoiling the corne, making it black, loathsome and filthy . . . (none shall burn corn or grain in the straw), Penalty, ten days imprisonment for first offence and to pay the charges.

Appendix 3

“Of the Bruite Creature”

92 No man shall exercise any Tirranny or Crueltie towards any bruite Creature which are usuallie kept for man’s use.

93 If any man shall have occasion to leade or drive Cattel from place to place that is far of, so That they be weary, or hungry, or fall sick, or lambe, It shall be lawful to rest or refresh them, for a competent time, in any open place that is not Corne, meadow, or inclosed for some peculiar use.

Source: Laws of the Massachusetts Colony, from 1630 to 1686, a Bibliographical Sketch, in Which are Included the Body of Liberties of 1641 (1890), pp. 29–64. Edited by William H. Whitmore. Boston: Rockwell and Churchill.
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